“Names from Hornblower”
Introduction
C S Forester, Hornblower’s biographer, wrote eleven books covering the most active and dramatic
episodes of the life of his subject. In addition he also wrote a Hornblower “companion” and the so
called three “lost” short stories. There were of course some years and activities in Hornblower’s life
that were not written about before the biographer’s death and therefore not recorded. However,
the books and stories that were published describe in an enthralling and entertaining way what
Hornblower did and what was in his mind as he encountered so much in his career.

In the course of his life Hornblower came across many men and women from all levels and
backgrounds. Various members of royalty and members of the aristocracy were encountered but the
range of people extended from politicians, senior naval officers and soldiers to a multitude of
seamen and various other “ordinary” people. Many individuals from other countries crossed his
path. The three principal women in his life, his wives Maria and Barbara, and his mistress, Marie, are
comprehensively portrayed as are the two men who gave him long and devoted service, Bush and
Brown.
Throughout the books and short stories, Mr Forester in most cases named the people who formed
part of Hornblower’s life, however indirectly in some cases. The intention of the list of names that
follows is to provide a helpful reference and background for the many keen and well-read followers
of Hornblower.
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The Hornblower books:

MID: Mr Midshipman Hornblower.
LTH: Lieutenant Hornblower.
HOT: Hornblower and the Hotspur.
CRS: Hornblower and the Crisis.
ATR: Hornblower and the Atropus.
HAP: The Happy Return.
SOL: A Ship of the Line.
FLY: Flying Colours.
COM: The Commodore.
LDH: Lord Hornblower.
HWI: Hornblower in the West Indies.
OMT: Hornblower One More Time.
CPN: The Hornblower Companion.
Books with individual chapter titles:

Mr Midshipman Hornblower: (10 chapter headings)
The Even Chance
The Cargo of Rice
The Penalty of Failure
The Man Who Felt Queer
The Man Who Saw God
The Frogs and the Lobsters
The Spanish Galleys
The Examination for Lieutenant
Noah’s Ark
The Duchess and the Devil

MID

Hornblower in the West Indies: (5 chapter heading)
St Elizabeth of Hungary
HWI
The Star of the South
The Bewildered Pirates
The Guns of Carabobo
The Hurricane
Hornblower and the Crisis: (3 chapter headings)
Hornblower and the Crisis (unfinished novel)
Hornblower and the Widow McCool (short story
The Last Encounter (short story)

-EC
-CR
-PF
-MQ
-MG
-FL
-SG
-EL
-NA
-DD
-EH
-SS
-BP
-GC
-HU
CRS
CRS-WM
CRS-LE

Hornblower One More Time: (the “missing” three short stories)
Hornblower and the Hand of Destiny
OMT -HD
Hornblower’s Charitable Offering
-CO
Hornblower and His Majesty
-HM
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Chronology of Hornblower’s Career
4th July 1776 is generally regarded as Hornblower’s date of birth.
June 1794 to March 1798

Mr Midshipman Hornblower (MID)

Late 1799

Hornblower and the Widow McCool (CRS-WM)

October 1796 to December 1796

The Hand of Destiny (OMT-HD)

May 1800 to March1803

Lieutenant Hornblower (LTH)

August 1805 to December 1805

Hornblower and the Crisis (CRS)

April 1803 to July 1805

December 1805 to January 1808

Hornblower and the Hotspur (HOT)
Hornblower and the Atropus (ATR)

June 1808 to October 1808

The Happy Return (HAP)

June 1810

Hornblower’s Charitable Offering (OMT-CO)

May 1812 to October 1812

The Commodore (COM)

May 1810 to October 1810

November 1810 to June 1811

A Ship of the Line (SOL)

Flying Colours (FLY)

1813

Hornblower and His Majesty (OMT-HM)

1819

The Point and the Edge (CPN

November 1848

The Last Encounter (CRS-LE)

October 1813 to May 1815
May 1821 to October 1823

Lord Hornblower (LDH)

Hornblower in the West Indies (HWI)
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Names in Alphabetical Order

Abbott:
Mr Abbott was a midshipman on HMS Renown. He was first mentioned when ordered by Smith, the
fourth lieutenant, to “pipe the hands to the braces” when the ship altered course. As the Renown
went into action in Sanama Bay in Santo Domingo, Abbott was used by Bush carry messages
between decks. Later, Abbott took part in the landing by one hundred and eighty men at
Scotchman’s Bay on their way to attack and capture the Spanish fort near Cape Sanama. He was in
subordinate command of Bush’s division and was shouted at by him for not keeping up whereas
Bush saw that Wellard was still at Hornblower’s side. (LTH)

Abercrombie:
The planning required by Hornblower for the water-borne funeral procession for Nelson on the
Thames was considered by him to be as elaborate “as Abercrombie’s landing on the Egyptian coast”.
(ATR)

Alcudia:
“Carlos Leonardo Luis Manuel de Godoy y Boegas, First Minister of His Most Catholic Majesty, Prince
of the Peace, Duke of Alcudia and Grandee of the First Class, Count of Alcudia, Knight of the Most
Sacred Order of the Golden Fleece, Knight of the Holy Order of Santiago, Knight of the Most
Distinguished Order of Calatrava, Captain General of His Most Catholic Majesty’s forces by Land and
Sea, Colonel General of the Guardia de Corps, Admiral of the Two Oceans, General of the cavalry, of
the infantry and of the artillery”. This multi-titled gentleman was Spain’s First Minister who signed
an order for the release from captivity of Hornblower and his return under a flag of truce in
recognition of his ”courage and self-sacrifice in saving life at the peril of his own”. (MID-DD)
Alexander:
To Maria Hornblower, having read about his exploits in Brittany in the Gazette, her husband was
“her Maritime Alexander”. (HOT)

Alexander:
Tsar Alexander of Russia, and often mentioned during Hornblower’s time as a commodore in the
Baltic. At that stage, Russia was under serious threat from Napoleon and a French invasion.
According to French propaganda, he was “the barbarian ruler of a barbarian people”, “the successor
of Genghis Khan”. Hornblower met him at a conference held with the Swedish ruler, Bernadotte. In
diplomatic circles it was considered that “Russia is the Tsar”. At the time of his conference with
Bernadotte at the Peterhof Palace, he had already “swallowed Finland” and all the other Baltic
provinces. It was reported that Alexander took tight security precautions because, as Wychwood
observed, “every Tsar for the last three generations has been murdered”. Hornblower actually saw
the Tsar for the first time when he was introduced to the Russian Minister of Marine. Alexander was
officially “not there” and he sat in a dark corner of the room. He was described as “tall and slender,
in a beautiful light-blue uniform. He was strikingly handsome, but as though he came from another
world; the ivory pallor of his cheeks, accentuated by his short black side-whiskers”. When as the
Comte du Nord visiting the Nonsuch incognito, Alexander was described as “young and
impressionable” and Hornblower took the opportunity to make an impassioned speech about the
role of the Royal Navy and the effect it was having against “the tyrant of Europe”. (COM)
Alfonso:
He was the “negroid major-domo” of el Supremo. (HAP)
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Altos:
“His Excellency the Conde de los Altos” was the Spanish commander of a bedraggled group of
Spanish and Portuguese soldiers who had defected from the French forces during the siege of Riga.
He was described as “a ragged officer …on a bony horse at the head of an even worse-mounted
staff”. He wanted his men to be transported back to Spain to join his country’s army fighting against
the French there. (COM)
Alvarado: see under el Supremo and Moctezuma. (HAP)

Alvarez:
He was “the heroic defender of Gerona” who was remembered as having passed along the same
road as Hornblower in his captivity and on route to Paris for likely execution. (FLY)

Ambrose:
Petty Officer Ambrose, captain of the foretop on HMS Renown, was appointed by Hornblower at the
end of the attack on the Spanish fort near Cape Sanama in Santo Domingo to guard the magazine.
He spoke in a broad Devon accent despite his long service in the navy. (LTH)
Andrade: (see under Crespo). (HAP)

Andrews: Captain Andrews of HMS Flora. (see under Cornwallis). (HOT)

Angouleme- Duke:
The Duc d’Angouleme, or Monseigneur, was the “eventual heir of the Bourbon line and eldest son of
the Comte d’Artois, Louis’ brother (and heir). By his mother he descends from the House of Savoy.
And he married Marie Therese, the Prisoner of the Temple, daughter of the martyred Louis XVI. He
must be aged about forty now”. These were the details given to Hornblower by Hau, one of his aides
while he was the Governor of Le Havre. (see also under Hau). His arrival marked “a Bourbon prince
setting foot on French soil for the first time in twenty years”. When he landed, he was described as
“a tall, stiff man in a Hussar uniform, a blue ribbon across his chest”. Later, it was said that “His
Royal Highness possessed much of that stoical power to endure hardship in public without flinching
which royalty must always display, but seemingly it had been acquired at the cost of making him
silent and reserved”. Hornblower looked on the future Dauphin, if his father survived his uncle, as “a
man of convinced stupidity whose characteristic most easily remembered was a high-pitched
mirthless laugh something like the cackling of a hen”.
At the end of the mutiny on the Flame, Hornblower did not relish the idea of hanging some twenty
mutineers but at the same time naval discipline prevented him from not doing so. However, he
came up with the idea of asking the Duc to intervene and pardon them so that their lives could be
spared “without prejudice to discipline”. With typical Bourbon stubbornness, he turned down
Hornblower’s request because it would be seen as saving the lives of “a parcel of revolutionaries”.
This example of “Bourbon narrow-mindedness and suspicious cunning” left Hornblower speechless.
Hornblower resolved the impasse by setting out to blackmail the Duc by threatening to write to the
Prime Minister, Lord Liverpool, to inform him that he was sending His Royal Highness back to
England because he failed to show the “helpful spirit the British nation is entitled to look for in an
ally”. The Duc then saw reason.
When Bonaparte had returned to France from exile in Elba, the south of France was said to have
risen against him under the Duke. Hornblower was sceptical about this. (LDH)

Angouleme-Duchess:
The Duchess of Angouleme eventually joined her husband in Le Havre when she arrived there on the
Gazelle, a sloop of war. She was described as having “blue Bourbon eyes” and as “a beautiful woman
of some thirty years of age”, “a high-spirited and lovely creature”. Hornblower’s biographer went on
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to record that “her infancy had been passed as a princess in the most splendid Court of Europe; her
childhood as a prisoner of the revolutionaries. Her father and mother, the king and queen, had died
under the guillotine; her brother had died in prison. She herself had been exchanged for a parcel of
captive generals, and married to her cousin, had wandered through Europe as the wife of the heir to
a penniless but haughty Pretender. Her experiences had left her human” “She was the only living
child of Marie Antoinette”. According to Lady Barbara, the British Foreign Secretary, Castlereagh,
called her “the only man in the whole Bourbon family”. When the de Gracays and Hornblower fled
from the Loire following the return of Bonaparte from exile in Elba and arrived at the Gonzaga
Palace near Nevers, they found the Duchess there and the white Bourbon flag flying. She
immediately appointed the Comte as “the Lieutenant-General of the King in the Nivernais”. Although
Hornblower regarded the Duchess as “the most intelligent and spirited of all the Bourbons”, he
thought that any “rising” against Bonaparte by what he regarded as “amateurs” was doomed to fail.
(LDH)
Annette:
One of the two daughters of Bertrand and Jeanne, servants at the de Gracay chateau. She married
Brown during his second stay there. (see also under Bertrand and Felix). She accompanied Brown
when he and Hornblower and the de Gracays formed a small band of “guerrillas” to raise the
Nivernais against Bonaparte but Brown was forced to leave her behind when the band broke up and
she returned to her family. (LDH)

Anson:
Anson came to Hornblower’s mind as he tried to use “Dago charts” drawn from the ones captured
by Anson in the mid eighteenth century.
Following the extensive battle damage suffered by the Lydia, Hornblower felt that he would have to
follow the examples of Anson, Drake and Dampier who before him had to find somewhere in the
Pacific, a secluded cove, to careen his ship for repairs. (HAP)
Anson was one of the names that occurred to Hornblower as one of the Knights of the Bath who
might have sat in the same discomfort as he was experiencing on a stall in Westminster Abbey at a
ceremony of the Order that required his attendance. (The other names recalled were Hawke and
Marlborough). (LDH)
Apollyon:
Hornblower was mentioned as fighting down his “weariness in a direct personal struggle like that of
Christian with Apollyon”. (LDH)
Archimedes:
A reference was made to him concerning the weight of a powder keg under water during the
recovery of bullion from the Speedwell in Marmorice Bay in Turkey. (ATR)

Argote:
Brigadier Don Luiz Argote was the Spanish commodore who came aboard the Clorinda together with
a Dutch captain (see under Maesen) in order to take the Bride of Abydos from Hornblower. Earlier
this ship had captured the Dutch ship Helmond and had taken off her guns and ammunition for use
by Bolivar at the ensuing battle of Carabobo where the Spanish had been defeated. Hornblower
cleverly managed to defuse what could have been a violent incident and Argote and Van der Maesen
left the Clorinda in a somewhat baffled state. (HWI-GC)
Aristotle:
He was remembered by Hornblower for his four elements of “earth, air, water and fire” as the
constant enemies of the seaman but none so feared as fire in wooden ships. At the time,
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Hornblower was attempting to set fire to the French privateer Pique on which he was held captive
while the Indefatigable was trying to engage her. (MID-PF)

‘Arry:
He was the “idiot son” of Hornblower’s landlady in London. Hornblower had arrived there to hand
over captured French documents to Mr Marsden, the Secretary to the Sea Lords. (CRS)

‘Arry:
This “Arry” was one of the wherrymen hired by Hornblower at Brentford to row him and Maria and
little Horatio from Brentford to Deptford where the Atropus was lying awaiting her new captain.
‘Arry was bow-oar while stroke-oar was called Bill. (see under Bill). (ATR)
Artois:
The Comte d’Artois, or plain Monsieur, was the French King’s brother and heir and his son was the
Duc d’Angouleme. He was rumoured to have defeated Bonaparte in the south of France on his
return from Elba but such a story proved to be untrue when Bonaparte reached Paris. (LDH)

Ayora:
“His Excellency the Marques de Ayora, Captain-General of His Most Catholic Majesty’s dominion of
Puerto Rico” received Hornblower with full ceremonial on his visit to the country. This occurred
during the pursuit of the Spanish slave ship, Estrella del Sur. “He was a much younger man than he
had expected in his thirties, dark complexioned, with a thin, mobile face and a humorous expression
at odds with his arrogant hooked nose. His uniform gleamed with gold lace, with the Order of the
Golden Fleece on his breast”. He told Hornblower that he had seen him before when he was a major
of migueletes at the time of the attack on Rosa under Claros. He went on to warn Hornblower that
he would tolerate no interference with the Estrella while she was under his jurisdiction. (see also
under Claros). (HWI-SS)
To some extent Ayora managed to level the score with Hornblower when it was revealed to him at a
later date that he had decided not to hand back to the British the escaped Marine Bandsman
Hudnutt. The latter had managed to reach Puerto Rico and had found a job as a principal musician in
the band at the Spanish Palace in San Juan. (HWI-HU)

Bailey:
Bailey was the unfortunate gun-room steward on the Hotspur who was recommended by Doughty
to be his successor as Hornblower’s steward, despite his “clumsy administrations”. He was “all knees
and elbows, with the figure of a youth despite his years”. (HOT)
Bailey:
He was a seaman on the Lydia who sold rats as a supplement to the meagre diet of his fellow crew.
Midshipman Clay “was paying that thief Bailey threepence apiece for prime rats”. (HAP)

Balderstone:
“Captain Balderstone, master of the water hoy, Princess”, was the master of the ship that was to
take Hornblower back to Plymouth after he had relinquished command of the Hotspur. Balderstone
was “barrel –shaped” and was “thirty seven sixty-fourths” owner of his ship. He “had a large round
face, inclining even to purple…with two surprisingly bright blue eyes”. Hornblower was clearly
irritated by Balderstone’s off-hand attitude both to him and to the other officers taking part in the
formal handover of the Hotspur. He much resented any interference in the running of his ship by his
naval passengers or “experts”. He “apparently cherished hard feelings towards naval officers”.
However, Balderstone’s frequent contact with other naval ships and civilian auxiliaries such as the
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victualler, Shetland, gave him an extensive knowledge of what naval manoeuvres were going on in
the area. (CRS)

Ball:
He was one of several recently dead senior officers being discussed by Bush and Hornblower in the
context of the “captains’ list” and the effect on their positions in it. Ball had died in Malta. (FLY)

Barbara: Lady Barbara – see under Lady Barbara Wellesley. (HAP, SOL, FLY, COM, LDH, HWI, CRS-LE)
Barber:
One of the two books that Hornblower “had bought at Gibraltar for a badly needed guinea” had
been Barber’s “New Methods of Determining Longitude with some Remarks on Discrepancies in
Recent Charts”. Apparently Hornblower wanted to inform himself on this subject. (see also under
Hodge) (ATR)

Barham:
In 1805 he had just become First Lord of the Admiralty and before that he had been Comptroller of
the Navy for many years and an Admiral commanding a fleet before that. Hornblower had been
flattered to hear from Mr Marsden, the Secretary to the Sea Lords, that Lord Barham held a similar
view of the difficulties of blockading Ferrol as he had. (CRS)
When Hornblower went to the Admiralty for a meeting with Admiral Louis, he noticed that there
was a new portrait on the wall of Collingwood which had replaced the old one of Lord Barham.
(COM)
Barrios: (see under Crespo) (HAP)

Barrow:
Mr Barrow, “another elegant gentleman”, was a Second Secretary to the Secretary of the Admiralty
and was said to be almost as well known as the Secretary, Mr Marsden. He interviewed Hornblower
and learned much about the Spanish port of Ferrol where he had been a prisoner of war in 1797.
Apparently, according to Marsden, when Barrow passed on his newly found knowledge of Ferrol to
Lord Barham, he “did not see fit to tell him” where this knowledge had come from. (CRS)

Basse:
Baron Basse, “a tall portly gentleman”, the representative of the governor-general of Swedish
Pomerania, was received on board the Nonsuch under a flag of truce as she lay off the island of
Rugen. Nonsuch was in pursuit of the French privateer, Blancheflower, lying trapped behind a sand
spit by Hornblower’s squadron in supposedly neutral Sweden. Basse was a “heavily jowled man with
a big hook-nose and a cold grey eye”. He was dressed in a blue coat with gold buttons and
epaulettes and a fore-and-aft hat with a white plume and a Swedish cockade. Hornblower had to
make use of his interpreter, Mr Braun, to speak to him and Basse showed “considerable
embarrassment” when he heard Hornblower’s demand that Sweden should enforce her neutrality.
Basse “wanted the best of both worlds” trying to treat both France and England equally “friendly”.
As he left the ship, he was accorded a seventeen-gun salute as a representative of a governorgeneral. Basse later re-joined the Nonsuch when he boarded with Colonel Wychwood. (COM)
Beauregard:
The Prefect at Nevers who had “declared at once for Bonaparte” on his return to France from exile
in Elba. (LDH)
Belcher: A heavyweight boxer- see under Cribb. (CRS)
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Belchite:
“His Excellency the Duke of Belchite, Grandee of the First Class, with eighteen other titles ending
with Captain-General of Andalusia” was the Spanish official who came aboard the Indefatigable at
anchor in the Bay of Cadiz to order Pellew to leave Spanish waters as the country was now neutral
after having made peace with France. (MID-SG)
Belisarius:
Hornblower thought of this blinded and disgraced Byzantine General when he had just ended his
commission in the West Indies but was still in Jamaica and had to watch his successor now in the
place of honour at dinner. (HWI-HU)

Benskin:
He was one of the men on the Lydia ordered by Hornblower during the battle with the Natividad to
cut away wreckage to make the frigate ready for action again. Later he danced in a hornpipe
“tournament” as the Lydia clawed her way under fire to engage that ship. (see also under Hall and
MacEvoy). (HAP)
He was also on the Sutherland and took part on the raid at Port Vendres. (SOL)
Bentinck:
Lord William Bentinck was the British minister in Palermo. He was said to be “a man of estimable
character and liberal opinions unusual in a son of a Duke”. (see also under Collingwood). (ATR)
Beresford: General Beresford, see under Popham. (HAP)

Bernadotte:
Marshall Bernadotte, also known as the Crown Prince and His Royal Highness Charles John, was the
ruler of Sweden but formerly was a French general “and some sort of connexion by marriage to
Bonaparte at that”. He was described as “a tall swarthy man with a huge nose”. Hornblower met him
when a conference with the Tsar was held. Following the destruction in Swedish waters of the
French privateer, Blanchefleur, Hornblower had wondered whether this might have given cause to
Bernadotte to side with Bonaparte against England. (COM)
Berry:
Berry was a gunner’s mate on HMS Renown. He took part in the landing and the placing of a ninepounder cannon on the top of a crest overlooking the top end of Sanama Bay where three privateers
were taking shelter. Unfortunately, after some shot s had been fired at these ships, the gun was
“unbushed” when the touch hole in the breech had its tapering plug blown out. Bush then had to
wait with mounting impatience while Berry and his mate painstakingly repaired it. Bush regarded
Berry as a “self-satisfied skilled worker”. (LTH)
Berry:
Sir Edward Berry, captain of Nelson’s ship, Vanguard, was renowned in the Navy for allowing “the
masts of his ship to be rolled clear out of her in a moderate gale of wind off Sardinia”. When the
Atropus was taking on stores before she went to sea, Hornblower’s biographer described in
fascinating detail the need for all such stores to be securely loaded below decks so that they became
“a solid mass”. (ATR)
Bertrand:
The coachman at the de Gracay residence and brother of Felix (see under Felix). He was married to
“fat Jeanne” the cook and they had two daughters, Christine and Annette, “to help her in the
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kitchen”. They also had three sons, one of whom was a footman under Felix and the other two
worked with their father in the stables. (FLY)
One of his daughters, Annette, had apparently become attached romantically to Brown during his
first stay at the de Gracay chateau. Shortly after the second visit, Brown informed Hornblower that it
was his intention to marry her. Bertrand would appear to have been happy with the marriage and he
was said to have a “dot” or dowry for her. (LDH)
Bickerton:
At the time that Hornblower and HMS Renown were in the Atlantic sailing for what was thought
initially to be Antigua, Admiral Bickerton was present there with his squadron. (LTH)
Bill: see under ‘Arry. He was a Thames wherryman. (ATR)

Black:
Seaman Black from HMS Renown was reported as drunk by a petty officer during the advance on the
Spanish fort near Cape Sanama. He had to be left behind with “a steady seaman”. It was not
reported what punishment was later experienced by this man. (LTH)
Black:
Seaman Black was one of the men detailed to the captured French lobster boat used by Hornblower
to lead the raid ashore on the French semaphore station at Petit Minou. The other men mentioned
were Sanderson and Downes together with Hewitt and Cotard. Black was the “burly Captain of the
Forecastle” “with monstrous arms” and his physical strength was used to much effect in the attack.
(HOT)
Blackwood:
Blackwood was one of the captains present on a barge in the funeral procession on the Thames for
Nelson in January 1806. He was said to “bearing the train of the Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Peter
Parker. (ATR)

Blake:
When Hornblower saw the old fashioned Turkish warship or “lateener”, Medidieh, sail into
Marmorice Bay, it was said that such a ship would not have looked out of place in “Blake’s navy” or
that of Van Tromp. (ATR)
Hornblower’s orders from Lord St Vincent were read and the same “old, old formulas” used recalled
the same ones under whose authority Blake had gone into action at Tenerife. (LDH)
Blucher:
He and his Prussian forces were mentioned as apparently having been defeated at Ligny just before
what was to be the battle of Waterloo. (LDH)
Bolivar:
He was mentioned as a possible user of the mercenary services of Cambronne and his five hundred
armed men at large in the Caribbean and under scrutiny from Hornblower as C-in-C West Indies.
(HWI-EH)
Bolivar’s name also came up when the uprising in Venezuela was being discussed on Ramsbottom’s
ship between him and General Hooper, the Governor of Jamaica. Bolivar was said to have been a
refugee on Jamaica a few years previously. Bolivar had seen the successful revolt of Maracaibo. He
was also using privateers against the Spanish. Bolivar was also referred to as “El Liberador” but his
reputation was said to have been “clouded by executions and massacres”. (HWI-GC)
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Bolton:
“Mr Bolton” was the third lieutenant of the Indefatigable when Hornblower first came across him. It
was Bolton who led “two gigs full of men” to capture and then put out the fire on the French
privateer Pique on which Hornblower was being held as a prisoner. He correctly identified the
French ship that was being chased by noticing her “fore and maintopmasts exactly equal, topsails
white as milady’s fingers”. It was Bolton who was surprised to see Hornblower back on the Pique’s
quarter deck thinking that he was “overside with Davy Jones”. Later, when embarking a contingent
of redcoats on to the Indefatigable for a raid on France, the officer in charge of the unit suggested to
Bolton that, as an Earl, he should address him as “my lord”. Bolton was in charge of one of the ship’s
boats as they met two attacking Spanish galleys near Gibraltar. (MID-CR, MQ, MG, FL, SG)
Captain Bolton later was captain of the Caligula. His naval career “started before the mast” and no
doubt he was a very able officer. He is described as having ruddy cheeks and an open, honest face.
He had been lucky in winning prize money, £5000 from one cruise, and his after cabin showed a level
of luxury which was in contrast with Hornblower’s. To Hornblower’s annoyance, he reminded him
that he had beaten him in the Indefatigable in 1893 for being a “restless devil”. Bolton once made
some disparaging remarks to Hornblower about their admiral (see under Admiral Leighton).
Hornblower came under Bolton’s orders while waiting for Admiral Leighton to join the rest of his
squadron in the Mediterranean. (SOL)
In the attack on Rosas to destroy the remains of the French fleet damaged by Hornblower, he was
thought of by Hornblower as “a good captain although a badly educated man”. (FLY)
Bolton:
Mrs Bolton, to whom Hornblower was introduced at the dinner hosted by Rear Admiral and Lady
Barbara Leighton at the Angel Inn in Plymouth on 5th May 1810, was described “as plain and dowdy
as Maria herself, to Hornblower’s infinite relief”. (SOL)

Bonaparte -Napoleon:
Or “Boney” and frequently referred to by Hornblower and most of his men. He was also referred to
as “King Stork” or the “Corsican tyrant”. Although not recognised by the British government, his
other titles included “His Imperial and Royal Majesty Napoleon, Emperor of the French, King of Italy,
Protector of the Confederation of the Rhine, Mediator of the Swiss Republic”. To the British he was
“merely General Bonaparte in his personal capacity, and Chief of the French Government in his
official one”.
Hornblower and Bush discussed him while in Hornblower’s room in Portsmouth and spoke of his rise
from general in 1796, (when Bush was a lieutenant on the Superb), to Napoleon, not Bonaparte,
then to First Consul for life and then possibly Emperor and “the most dangerous madman in
Europe”. In April 1803, Hornblower was certain that war was coming “because Bonaparte would
never retreat from the position he had taken up”. By 1806, “Bonaparte’s monstrous power ended
when the salt water reached the saddle-girths of his horse. His armies could march where they
would, but his ships cowered in port, or only ventured forth on furtive raids”. (LTH, HOT, CRS, ATR,
SOL, FLY, COM)
Hornblower regarded Bonaparte as “the most able, the most active, the fiercest and the most
cunning soldier the world has ever seen”. (LDH)
Bonaparte - Maria Louisa:
Maria Louisa, second wife of Bonaparte, jokingly referred to by Bush with his suggestion of taking
tea with her in the Tuileries while he was being transported with Hornblower and Brown towards
Paris from Rosas. (FLY)
“Marie Louise, Empress, Queen, and Regent” had signed a letter addressed to the mutineers on the
Flame. (see under Nathaniel Sweet). (LDH)
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Bonaparte -Louis Napoleon:
“Prince Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, the Pretender to the Imperial Throne” or “Monseigneur His
Highness the Prince-President” or later, “Emperor Napoleon III”, is what the man announced by
Brown as “Mr Napoleon Bonaparte” to a very sceptical Hornblower one wet and stormy night in
1848 at Smallbridge eventually became. He was a nephew of Napoleon I.
He had been rushing to catch the Calais packet at Dover when heavy rain blocked the line forcing
him to knock on the nearest door for urgent help. He was wearing a civilian suit, had “a heavy
moustache and a little tuft of beard”, he was also adorned by “a broad red ribbon and the glitter of a
star…the Grand Eagle of the Legion of Honour”. Apparently he had to be in Paris within forty-eight
hours for the elections being held there. While pleading his case with Hornblower, Lady Barbara
entered the room and he proceeded to apply his ample charm so successfully that she made her
husband offer immediate assistance. She later explained that “there was something about him”.
About a month or so later, Hornblower received a letter and package informing him that he had
been awarded the “Insignia of a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour” in gratitude for the help
rendered to a now obviously genuine Bonaparte. Barbara was given “a very beautiful sapphire”.
(CRS-LE)
Bonner:
“Young Bonner” was one of the young men with whom Lady Barbara danced at the various society
events that took place during her brief visit to Jamaica at the end of Hornblower’s term as
Commander-in-Chief. Bonner was however regarded as a “villain” suspected of smuggling and slave
running. He was later seen by Hornblower “chatting animatedly” with his wife at a reception at the
Governor’s house. Lady Barbara later revealed to Hornblower that she had paid Bonner to help in
the escape of the prisoner Hudnutt from Jamaica where he was facing hanging or flogging. (see
under Hudnutt and Evans). (HWI-HU)

Booth:
Mr Booth was the “bulky” bosun of the Renown and he was ordered by the mad Captain Sawyer to
use his rattan with two of his “sturdiest” mates to give a beating to the volunteer, Wellard, for his
so-called countermanding of his orders. Booth’s rattan was a “long silver-mounted cane, ringed at
every two inches by a pronounced joint” and he used it both against the men who needed “starting”
and also those who happened to be within reach.
When the Renown went aground in Sanama Bay in Santo Domingo, Booth, together with Lieutenant
Smith, supervised the operation of the men at capstan bars as the ship attempted to kedge herself
off. Because of the seriousness of the situation, there was “no need for Booth’s knotted rattan”.
(LTH)
Boscawen: see under Hawke. (HOT)

Bourbon:
The Duc de Bourbon, or M. le Duc, as Hornblower struggled to distinguish M. le Prince or Monsieur
Artois or Monseigneur , Monsieur’s son, among the various Bourbon aristocracy. (LDH)
Bowden:
Henry Bowden was Captain of the Fleet on the flagship, Hibernia, who summoned Hornblower on
20th May 1805 as a witness to the court martial being held to try Meadows, the new captain of the
Hotspur, for the loss of that ship two days earlier. (CRS)
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Bowen:
Like Nelson, another officer whose matrimonial affairs were lewdly commented on. (see also under
Samson). This situation was one Hornblower intended to avoid by being seen to have “held loyally”
to Maria. (SOL)
Bowles:
He was the master on the Justinian who held navigation classes for the midshipmen. (MID-EC)

Bowling:
“Tom Bowling” was the name of a very well known sea song and it was sung by an elderly bos’n’s
mate in a concert on the Atropus. Hornblower wearied of its “glutinous sentimentality” but it was
clearly enjoyed by the crew. The song was written by Charles Dibdin, an English composer. (ATR)

Bracegirdle:
A midshipman on the Indefatigable and first mentioned as being in the maintop during the pursuit of
a French ship while Hornblower was in the mizzen-top with Finch who was apparently still seeing
“God”. It was Bracegirdle who “received with rapture” the fleeing Hornblower as he leapt to safety
from the falling mizzen-topmast. Later, when the ship was embarking an army contingent for a raid
on French territory, Bracegirdle referred to them as “lobsters” because of their redcoats. He seemed
to enjoy himself during the landing in France and was in charge of two six-pounders. He greeted
Hornblower from his horse and cart with “from quarterdeck to dung cart is no more than a step” and
they then set about to blow up a bridge. Later, during the retreat from the failed incursion into
France, it was said of Bracegirdle that “he might have lost his guns but he had saved his men”. (see
also under Finch). Bracegirdle and Acting Lieutenant Hornblower appeared to be good friends and
when Hornblower went off to take his examination for lieutenant, Bracegirdle lent him a clean shirt.
When Hornblower returned to Gibraltar with the cattle laden transport brig, Caroline, and a
captured Spanish coast guard lugger, Bracegirdle greeted “Noah” and asked after “Shem and Ham”.
Bracegirdle was told that they had taken a prize which was something he couldn’t say. Bracegirdle
came from a wealthy family and was able to lend Hornblower a pair of the finest silk stockings for
him to wear at dinner at Government House in Gibraltar. (MID-MG, FL, EL, NA, DD)
Bracegirdle met Hornblower once more in their careers. This time Captain Hornblower attempting to
enter a securely guarded St Paul’s to recover his watch which he had left attached to Nelson’s coffin
while leading his water-borne funeral procession. Bracegirdle happened to be behind the barrier in
his post as flag lieutenant to Lord St Vincent, now once again First Lord of the Admiralty.
Unfortunately Bracegirdle got off on the wrong foot in being flippant about the chances of
Hornblower recovering his timepiece but Hornblower regretted his over- reaction to Bracegirdle’s
humour. Their meeting ended in Hornblower offering his hand which Bracegirdle clasped.
Bracegirdle accompanied Hornblower the next morning when Admiral St Vincent took Hornblower
to be received by the King. (ATR)
Braun:
Mr Braun was Hornblower’s “clerk” on the Nonsuch for the voyage to the Baltic and was to act as his
interpreter. He was described as “tall and spare, fair, youngish, and prematurely bald”. He spoke
English, Russian, Swedish, Finnish, Polish, German, French and a little Lithuanian and Estonian. He
was born a Finn but Finland had been invaded by Russia three years earlier. He hated the Russians
and his brothers were in Russian gaols. Hornblower did not like him. However, he had been told by
the Admiralty “to pay the closest attention to the advice and information which he would receive
from Braun”. When Bush heard that Braun was a Finn, he wanted that information to be kept from
the ship’s crew as Finns were regarded by sailors as “a warlock who could conjure up storms by
lifting his finger”. But to Hornblower, Braun was merely “shabby-genteel”. Braun deeply hated
Russia and its tsar and Hornblower had noticed the “gleam of hatred” in his eyes at the mention of
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Russia whose attack on Finland had made him a “penniless exile”. It was still with some surprise that
Hornblower observed that Braun was carrying in his waistband a pistol, one of a pair given to him by
Lady Barbara, as he boarded the boat to take them to a reception at which the Tsar and the Crown
Prince of Sweden were to be present. Hornblower, almost too late, realised what Braun’s intention
was and he was able to stop the assassination of the Tsar by slashing at Braun’s wrist with his
Patriotic Fund gifted sword. Braun was brought back to the Nonsuch in very bad way. He had a right
hand that “he would never use again, and half dead with loss of blood”. This left Hornblower
wondering what to do with him as he had attempted to commit murder. Braun was eventually
returned to England when the Clam left the Baltic with despatches for England. Braun went back
“under arrest and awaiting probable trial and possible execution”. However, Hornblower’s
biographer never mentioned what happened to him. (COM)
Bridport:
Admiral Lord Bridport commanded the Channel Fleet and flew his flag in HMS Victory with nineteen
ships and seven frigates of which one, HMS Renown, included Hornblower as a junior lieutenant.
(CRS-WM)

Bristow:
Johnnie Bristow was a pupil at the school where Maria Mason was a teacher. Apparently, unlike the
rest of the school, he did not catch the mumps. (LTH)
Bromley:
Bromley was one of the crew of six men, (also including Jackson, Oldroyd, Franklin and two others),
under Hornblower in the Indefatigable’s jolly boat as it fought with a Spanish galley that was
attacking a becalmed convoy near Gibraltar. He was left in the jolly boat during the action because
of what appeared to be a broken left arm. (MID-SG)

Brown:
Brown is first seen on the Lydia as the captain’s coxswain. He had just seen to the holystoning and
sanding of the quarterdeck so that Hornblower could do his daily dawn walk up and down. It was
noticed that at times Brown drove the oarsman of Hornblower’s gig with “profane urgings”. (HAP)
Hornblower’s coxswain is again mentioned when he prepared the compass box as a base for
Hornblower’s Bible and prayer book for a church service on the Sutherland. Brown’s ability to swim
made him Hornblower’s first choice for a raiding party on French shipping in the lagoon of the Etang
de Thau, part of the inland waterway network in the Mediterranean. Brown, a man of “cheerful selfconfidence” was considered to be a “man of instant decision” by Hornblower. He was at
Hornblower’s side on the march towards Rosas. (SOL)
Brown was picked by Hornblower to be his servant on the journey to Paris with Bush in the custody
of Colonel Caillard. Brown played a major role in this journey and in the eventual escape of
Hornblower, Bush and himself as the three were transported from Rosas towards Paris. Brown was
described in one incident as being self-conscious as he sat in the same coach “primly upright with his
arms folded” having probably never having sat so close to officers before nor in a coach on leather
upholstery with a carpet. Brown went on to show much tact and skill in dealing with his unusual
situation. At that stage, at the age of 28, he had been in the Royal Navy since he was 11 and during
that time “he had never made use at table of other instruments than his sheath knife and his fingers;
he had never eaten off china, nor had he drunk from a wineglass”. “He could go aloft on a black
night in a howling storm without thinking twice about it, but the sight of a knife and fork made his
hands tremble”. Unknown to Brown, Hornblower tested him during the journey by leaving him to
help himself to wine. Hornblower’s assessment was that Brown could be trusted with alcohol as only
a third of a bottle had been consumed when Brown could have had a full bottle. It was Brown who
punched Colonel Caillard “full on the jaw, in a punch which had all Brown’s mighty fourteen stone
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behind it”. During his time sheltering with Hornblower and Bush with the de Gracays, Brown rapidly
acquired a good fluency at French. Hornblower had wondered how many of the women staff at the
de Gracay chateau had been seduced by him that winter. It was mainly Brown and Bush who built
the boat by which the three fugitives were to escape down the Loire to the Channel. Brown was said
to possess an accuracy of eye in the woodwork that he did with the plane.
Brown declined Hornblower’s promise to ensure that he was properly rewarded on their return to
England and that included a warrant as a master’s mate. Hornblower reflected that twenty years of
the lower deck in the navy had made Brown “form the habit of living only in the present”. However,
he thought that Brown could have a great future ahead of him “if helped by a little judicious exertion
of influence” starting as a midshipman and possibly ending as a captain. Hornblower was thinking
here of Captains Darby and Westcott who had started on the lower deck. As the only member of the
lower deck involved in the capture of the Witch of Endor, Brown was entitled to a quarter of its value
in prize money and he subsequently received £400. (FLY)
The year following the escape from France, Brown began living at Smallbridge House as the servant
of “Squire Hornblower”. By now he knew all about his occasionally bad tempered master and
Hornblower’s biographer wrote about his “disciplined silence” in attending to Hornblower’s
dressing. However, Brown drove “the chariot” as fast as possible to take Hornblower to his meeting
at the Admiralty and his appointment as Commodore. Brown was again described as “good at
everything” and as the “best captain’s coxswain Hornblower had ever known”. He “was an
intelligent man who used his brains on this job of looking after the captain”. When asked if he would
like to go to sea again, he replied that “I’d like it main well”. Brown was clearly a very loyal and long
suffering servant and protector of Hornblower. He rescued Hornblower from the attentions of a
Russian surgeon after he had fallen as a totally exhausted and sick man having led a charge against
yet another French assault on the Russian defences. (COM)
Brown continued to be Hornblower’s servant as he recovered from typhus following his time as
Commodore in the Baltic. Once at sea aboard the Porta Coeli, Brown administered to a still often
rude and ungrateful Hornblower particularly during his bouts of seasickness after nearly a year on
land. At times, Brown was seen as a Job’s comforter in that he did not sugar the pill when informing
a prostrate Hornblower that the bad weather seemed to be continuing . Hornblower’s biographer
continued to sing Brown’s praises by saying that “Brown was good at everything to which he turned
his hand; he could knot and splice, and he could drive a pair of horses; he could carve model ships
for Richard, and be tutor and nursemaid to the boy as well; heave the lead, hand and reef, and wait
at table; take a trick at the wheel or carve a goose”. Brown never seemed to be far from Hornblower
as they went into action such as with the French chasse-maree, Bonne Celestine, as she lay alongside
the Flame.
Brown carried on with his excellent level of service in Le Havre after the unexpected arrival there of
Lady Barbara required a higher level of discretion. He is mentioned, for example, as finding in the
town a local woman who was competent at starching neckcloths to the precise level of stiffness for
Hornblower.
Brown accompanied Hornblower as his “model servant” when they travelled to France to stay at the
de Gracay chateau after what was thought then to be the end of the war. Brown’s linguistic skills
were again mentioned by Hornblower’s biographer. “He could speak with fluency the language of
the servant, the language of the lower deck, the language of the country lanes and of the London
alleys, and French besides”.
Soon after the return to the de Gracays, Brown announced shyly to Hornblower that he was going to
marry Annette, the daughter of Bertrand the coachman and Jeanne, the cook at the chateau.
Apparently Brown and Annette had “an understanding” continuing from Brown’s first stay there. It
was Brown’s hope that if he continued in his service, Hornblower would employ Annette as cook at
Smallbridge. Brown’s alternative hopes were the ownership and running of “small hotel” possibly in
Paris or Rome, made possible by his saved up prize money. The civil wedding ceremony of Brown
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and Annette was conducted by the Comte de Gracay in his position as the local maire and a very
happy “gala occasion” was made of it.
Brown was later captured by French hussars at the same time as Hornblower and the Comte de
Gracay after their small band had been tracked down. Hornblower successfully pleaded that Brown
should be treated as a prisoner of war and not court-martialled for his involvement in resisting
Bonaparte’s forces in the Nivernais. (LDH)
The last view of Brown is as Hornblower’s butler at Smallbridge in 1848 when Hornblower was
seventy two years of age. He was described as a “good servant” who had replaced his “Aye, aye, sir”
with “Yes, my Lord”. It was Brown who announced the arrival of a stranger calling himself “Napoleon
Bonaparte”.
Disappointingly, this is just about all that Hornblower’s biographer had to say about him after such
distinguished and loyal service. What had happened to Brown’s plans of owning and running a small
hotel and where was his wife, Annette? (CRS-LE)
Brummell:
Beau Brummell was mentioned, together with the Prince Regent, as making fashionable the
“damned choker” that Hornblower felt he had to wear as the new Squire of Smallbridge following
his escape from France. (COM)

Buckland:
Buckland was the first lieutenant on HMS Renown. It was he who gave Hornblower the job of being
responsible for the prisoner McCool when he had been transferred to the ship for his court-martial.
(CRS-WM)
In addition to Buckland, the other lieutenants on the Renown in order of seniority were Roberts,
Bush, Smith and Hornblower. Bush’s initial impression of Buckland was that he was “capable and
steady”. But Buckland, together with his fellow lieutenants, was treated harshly by the all suspecting
Captain Sawyer and, together with Roberts, Bush and Hornblower, he met deep below decks in the
middle of the night to discuss what action, if any, could be taken to deal with their mad captain.
Buckland was very shaken by what later happened to Sawyer and his captain’s incapacity left him
fearful and now in acting command of the ship. He was “still shrinking from committing himself too
deeply”. However, at Hornblower’s prompting, all hands were mustered and he told them of
Sawyer’s accident in falling down a hatchway and that he was currently incapable of staying in
command.
Buckland’s command of the Renown became a wretched experience for him, full of anxieties and
indecision. Bush saw him now as an “elderly, worried first lieutenant” in charge of a ship of the line
with a crew of seven hundred and twenty men. With the ship aground in Sanama Bay and “in deadly
peril”, Buckland was described as an “unfortunate man, who was watching the failure of his first
venture in independent command”. The Renown eventually escaped from her situation to the open
sea but at a cost of nine men killed and twenty wounded.
In the actions that followed, the attack on the Spanish fort and the firing on the privateers with a
cliff-top mounted cannon, were all achieved after the “prodding” of Buckland by Bush and
Hornblower.
The successful actions by the crew of the Renown led to the capitulation by the Spanish and the
taking of three prizes. Over four hundred prisoners, men and women, were being transported to
Jamaica when they rose up at night and attempted to capture the ship. Although Buckland survived
this, unfortunately for him he was taken prisoner as he lay in his bed and therefore he was unable to
take any action to defend and take back his ship from them. This contrasted with the valiant efforts
of Bush and Hornblower and the other officers and men of the ship, several of whom were killed or
wounded. Consequently, Buckland looked like “a man on his way to the gallows “when he went
ashore in Jamaica to report to the admiral commanding the West Indies station, Vice Admiral
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Lambert. Had he not been captured in such a way, he could have expected promotion following the
success of his ship in Sanama Bay.
At the subsequent court of inquiry held on the Renown in Jamaica, the finding was that the only
action necessary was to attempt to find the murderer of Captain Sawyer from among the Spanish
prisoners. However, for Buckland, “his professional ambitions had come to an abrupt end” and “he
was doomed to remain an ageing lieutenant”. When Hornblower returned to the dinner being
hosted by Captain Cogshill and reported that Admiral Lambert had promoted him to commander,
Buckland’s reaction was to cry out “Damn you! Damn you! Damn you to Hell!” and he was last seen
sitting at the table and “weeping quietly, with the tears running down his cheeks”. (LTH)
Bulow:
Lieutenant von Bulow “of the Fifty-first Regiment of Infantry… of the King of Prussia” was an officer
captured by one of Hornblower’s river patrols as a French force attempted to cross the Dwina at
night as part of the siege against Riga. He was later released by Hornblower and returned to the
Prussian forces under Macdonald’s command in such a way that he could not avoid seeing the
Spanish regiment that had already deserted the French side. The purpose of his release was of
course so that he would pass on news of this defection to his own Prussian army. (COM)

Bush:
Lieutenants William Bush and Hornblower first encountered each other when Bush joined the
Renown in Plymouth. This event is described in the second volume of Hornblower’s biography and
his biographer for once describes in more detail the thoughts and actions of a person other than
Hornblower. He related more of what at times was going on in Bush’s mind than is usually the case
for all the other characters other than Hornblower. The commander of the Renown at this time was
Captain Sawyer.
Bush was commissioned in July 1796 “on the old Superb” making him senior to Hornblower who
received his commission in August 1797. By the time of his arrival on his new ship Bush had some
ten years’ experience of being at sea. His previous ship, HMS Conqueror, had paid off three weeks
previously and he had spent that time with his mother and three sisters. Hornblower’s biographer
explained that navigation was not really Bush’s strong point and that he had passed his examination
for lieutenant principally because of his seamanship.
Almost immediately, Bush is seen as “innately cautious” when he controlled an initial “friendly
impulse towards Hornblower” on first meeting him. He became fascinated by Hornblower and his
increasingly obvious ability, ambition and drive. Bush became the third lieutenant on the Renown
after Buckland and Roberts with Smith and Hornblower fourth and fifth respectively. Bush was said
to be “a sturdy soul philosophically prepared to do his duty in any of the difficult conditions to be
expected at sea”. However, Bush could not but notice that the ship then was not a happy ship with a
“tenseness and fear that pervaded life in the Renown”. He noticed the disorganisation and damage
to discipline being caused by Sawyer’s strange and irrational behaviour of pampering the men but
treating his officers with contempt.
Bush, in contrast to Hornblower, was fortunate in that he had a “cast-iron stomach” and had never
been seasick. With Buckland in command with the mad and injured Captain Sawyer confined to his
cabin, Bush became acting first lieutenant of the Renown when Roberts, his next senior officer, was
killed in Sanama Bay. Apparently, and “to his credit”, he felt sorry for Roberts first before he realised
his new position.
The Renown eventually retreated to the open sea from its impasse in the Bay but “Bush was a sturdy
soul; it went against the grain to yield in the face of difficulties, and he was irritated at the thought
of a tame retreat after a single repulse”. Bush was also said to be “a fighting man, and the thought
of action close ahead acted as a stimulant to him”.
Unlike the other volumes in Hornblower’s biographies, Mr Forester wrote almost as much at this
stage about what was in Bush’s mind as he did about Hornblower’s. He described how “Bush
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experienced a kindly glow of magnanimity” when he decided to recommend to the indecisive
Buckland that Hornblower should accompany him on the landing at Scotchman’s Bay. “It might be
called kindliness; it might be called affection. He had grown fond of this volatile, versatile young
man”. Any grudging envy about Hornblower’s exceptional ability was being replaced by “something
of resignation” and “something of admiration”.
The taking of the Renown in an overnight breakout and desperate fight by the Spanish prisoners
captured when Villenueva capitulated is told through the eyes of Bush. This was because
Hornblower had transferred from Renown to command the prize ship La Gaditana. During this crisis,
Bush fought valiantly to try to recapture his ship but eventually succumbed to what later were
counted as nine wounds needing fifty three stitches. He had defended himself in a blind fury
because he saw the shame of a ship of the line being “carried off into some Cuban port”. Bush was
rescued and tended to by the Renown’s surgeon Clive. He was described as “weak and nervous as a
kitten” as he lay in his bed as his ship sailed to Jamaica.
On arrival in port, Bush was attended to by the port surgeon, Sankey. He was told that he was a very
fortunate man because his wounds were not deep punctures and the surgeon’s “sniff test” revealed
no indication of gangrene. He was later visited in the naval hospital by Hornblower who greatly
touched Bush beyond words. He was overwhelmed by the thought that someone should care about
him or even think about him. He was also seen by the new commander of the Renown, Captain
Cogshill, who wanted to know when he would be fit enough to give evidence at the court of inquiry
into the fate of Sawyer and the attempted capture of the ship by its Spanish prisoners. The
subsequent inquiry found that no further action was necessary concerning the conduct of the ship’s
officers. This together with the news that Hornblower had been promoted to commander led Bush
to drink too much at the dinner hosted by Captain Cogshill. When called upon to make a toast,
Bush’s contribution was “V-victorious war. O-oceans of gore. P-prizes galore. B-b-beauty ashore.
Hic”.
Hornblower left the Renown to take up his command on the Retribution but he and Bush had a few
days shore leave in Kingston and spent their £100 prize money from the capture at Sanama. Bush
was now becoming consciously aware of the ability to use “thoughtful initiative”, to have moral as
well as physical courage and to be tactful in the handling of both superiors and subordinates. He saw
all these qualities in Hornblower. Bush got up early the morning of Hornblower’s departure for
England to watch him leave harbour.
During the short lived Peace of Amiens, both Bush and Hornblower found themselves on half pay
with Hornblower trying to exist in Portsmouth while always looking for a commission on one of the
few ships still in service. Most ships and their crews had been paid off. Meanwhile Bush was at home
in his cottage in nearby Chichester living with his sisters with “nothing to do except to weed the
garden, of trying to sleep for twelve hours a night for that very reason”. Bush later encountered
Hornblower on the street in Portsmouth and the latter took him to the Long Rooms which turned
out to be a gambling establishment used mainly by navy and army officers with money to spare.
There Bush was able to watch with some concern the varying success of Hornblower as a paid
professional whist player. He was also able to witness the distraught behaviour of Maria Mason
when, at the newly confirmed rank of Commander, Hornblower had to say goodbye to her to return
to active service. Bush “could not endure” this show of emotion, particularly as he preferred “pretty,
saucy women”. In the last scene of this volume of Hornblower’s biography, Bush was seen very
warmly congratulating Hornblower on his promotion before he set off for Chichester to his sisters.
(LTH)
Bush was best man at Hornblower’s wedding to Maria and “he had been a tower of strength in this
wedding” even arranging for fifty seamen from the Hotspur to be present to form an archway of
drawn cutlasses from the church door and to haul away the couple’s “horseless post-chaise
according to naval tradition”. Once at sea, “Hornblower could see in a flash that he could place
implicit reliance on Bush’s seamanship”. Like Hornblower, Bush had been on half-pay only ten days
before the Hotspur went to sea and until Hornblower’s promotion to Master and Commander, he
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had been senior to him. Hornblower had often to resist the temptation to tease Bush because “Bush
was too easy a target- he was a sitting bird”. However, Bush was the sort of officer who “was ready
for a fight against any odds”. It was therefore understandable that Bush had to adopt a philosophical
response to being denied by Hornblower the opportunity to lead the raid on the French semaphore
station at Petit Minou. Bush was junior to Lieutenant Cotard who could not expect to serve under a
junior officer and therefore Hornblower had received orders to lead. However, Hornblower also
considered Bush to be incapable of leading the raid because he lacked “a certain verve and an
exactness of timing”. Like most naval officers of the time, Bush thought often of the possibility of
winning prize money from the capture of enemy ships. He particularly noticed how the frigates
Naiad and Doris had captured six coasters as prizes from the creeks of Britanny near Brest. Hotspur’s
job of watching enemy shipping in the area precluded the chance of such a fortune. Hornblower’s
biographer remarked on how Bush became stimulated with “a brisk gale and a struggle to
windward….after long days of fair weather”.
The Hotspur was still at sea on Christmas Day 1803 when Bush and Hornblower exchanged greetings
when they arrived on deck at dawn. They repeated the same experience a week later on New Year’s
Day 1804, around about the time that Maria was due to have her baby.
Bush was one of the witnesses to Hornblower’s brave act of extinguishing the burning fuse of an
unexploded shell that had landed on the deck. Bush later attempted to sympathise with him because
of the lack of any mention of this brave act in the Navy Gazette. He could not understand
Hornblower’s motives for resisting any such report. Hornblower had experienced a “terrible moment
of fear” during this incident. “Bush did not know the meaning of fear, and he could not credit his
captain with that knowledge either”.
Bush called on the Hornblower’s one evening at their lodgings in Plymouth. He “was a little drunk”
and kept referring to “Droits of Admiralty”. His celebrations were because the huge amount of prize
money supposedly won by Captain Moore and the other frigate captains in capturing the Spanish
treasure fleet while the Hotspur was absent fending off the French frigate Felicite, had been denied
them because the capture took place at a time of peace, not war. In wartime, prizes were “Droits of
the Crown” and paid to the navy but not so in peacetime. Bush was happy because he and
Hornblower had not lost what would have been substantial amounts of wealth. (HOT)
On Hornblower’s promotion and impending departure from his ship, Bush was teased by him for
“getting Hotspur in apple pie order ready for her new captain”. However, Hornblower did tell him
that “there couldn’t be a more perfect First Lieutenant”. After leaving the Hotspur, Hornblower saw
Bush again during very unusual circumstances. The new commander of that ship had promptly lost
her by running her aground. In the ensuing court martial, where the new captain was reprimanded,
Bush together with the sailing master, Prowse, and the boatswain, Wise, were all cleared of any
blame. When the water hoy, Princess, was stopped by a French brig, the Guepe, Bush took part in its
boarding together with Hornblower, Wallis and Wise. Hornblower said goodbye to Bush again when
the Princess eventually got back to Plymouth. (CRS)
Bush is next seen as the first lieutenant on the Lydia sailing under Hornblower in the Pacific. He was
given a free hand to exercise the crew aloft and he was said to have a passion for “that kind of
seamanship”. After seven months into the cruise Hornblower had not informed Bush what his orders
were and although he had “contrived to refrain from asking questions,… the strain was visibly telling
on him”. Hornblower considered Bush to be “unimaginative” in that he was thought to have been
incapable of getting the Lydia safely home if he had been killed by el Supremo. Bush had to put up a
lot with “his queer-tempered captain” yet remained totally loyal throughout.
Bush, together with Hornblower, Galbraith, Clay and Savage, dined one afternoon at sea with Lady
Barbara. During this he told of his experience as a junior lieutenant on the Temeraire at Trafalgar.
There he had been ordered to take over a captured Spanish ship as prize master and he had gained a
knowledge of the chaos and carnage to be expected on a beaten ship.
During the battle with the Natividad, Bush seemed to be elated with the action exclaiming “Grand!
Oh, grand!” and “Glorious! Damme!” as the firing roared around the ships. He was later seen sitting
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on the deck with his face in his hands after being hit by a falling block. However, he recovered and
was mentioned as being in the main top and responsible for cutting the mizzen top mast to free the
ship for steerage. The morning after the battle he was described as “standing at the wheel, his face
grey and lined and strangely old in the hard light”. (HAP)
First Lieutenant on the Sutherland, Bush is mentioned when he was ordered by Hornblower to take
charge of the picking up from the sea of two men found naked and dying on a raft near Ibiza as the
ship was on its way to rendezvous with the Caligula near the Spanish mainland. (OMT-CO)
Bush was unmarried but he supported his mother and four sisters. At an early stage in the ship’s
commission, he anxiously saved Hornblower from any insults from the women found on the
Sutherland before she went to sea. At this stage, after two years under Hornblower’s command, he
was said to be ready “to obey him, loyally though blindly, resigned and yet admiring”. He sometimes
felt that he “was a father dealing with a high-spirited son: he loved his captain as he would have
loved a son if ever he had had one”. However, he once “ventured to demur” when he realised that
Hornblower was about to raid some of the East Indiamen he was escorting to extract some twenty
hands per ship in order to bring the Sutherland’s crew more up to strength. Bush was ordered by
Hornblower to board the French brig Amelie captured near Cape Creux. His seamanship was highly
regarded. “Hornblower saw in him a fighting man of the type to which he regretted he did not
belong”. Hornblower later saw Bush fall, “with blood running from the stump of one leg where a
foot was missing”. (SOL)
In the early stages of the journey from Rosas to Paris in a coach with Hornblower and Brown, Bush
was in great pain lying on a stretcher and being nursed by his two companions. As the journey
continued, Bush’s convalescence was steady and progressive once the ligature had been withdrawn
from his wound. During Bush’s recovery and while staying with the Ladons he was expected to play
whist with them and Hornblower. For him, who disliked all card games, such evenings were a
“genuine penance”.
During the escape down the Loire, Hornblower told Bush that he intended to see him “posted as
captain”. To Hornblower, Bush deserved that rank “more than half the captains…on the list”.
After Hornblower had given an account of his actions during the loss of the Sutherland and his
subsequent escape with Bush and Brown, Admiral Gambier promoted Bush as Commander and this
good news for Bush was also seen as “a high compliment” to Hornblower himself as Bush’s captain.
Bush also subsequently received £1000 as prize money for the re-capturing of the Witch of Endor.
Bush, “stumping along on his wooden leg”, visited Hornblower in his cabin on the Victory while he
was waiting for his court martial in Portsmouth and thanked him for his promotion. Apart from
offering his condolences for the death of Maria, he brought with him Hornblower’s sword which had
been presented by the Patriotic Fund for the defeat of the Natividad in the Lydia and which had
been pawned to Duddingstone, the ship’s chandler in Plymouth. Bush later gave evidence in favour
of Hornblower at his court martial. (FLY)
Hornblower asked for Bush as his captain when he was appointed Commodore. “There might be
more brilliant captains available, captains with more brains, but there was only one man that he
wanted”. Hornblower also thought that Bush’s wooden leg would not be “too serious a handicap”.
The two men thus met again when Hornblower joined the Nonsuch and “they were like a pair of
schoolboys exulting over a successful bit of mischief”. Initially, Hornblower was at a loss to know the
cause of a thumping sound on the deck above his cabin. It was only when he saw Bush walking with
his wooden leg that he realised what was causing the noise. It was said that Bush “had been through
purgatory to get his ship manned”. Once again, Hornblower’s biographer described how Bush had
looked “with that expression of puzzled admiration which Hornblower had seen on his face before”
after the successful completion of the entrance of the squadron into the Baltic past a hostile fort
and the rescue of the damaged bomb-ketch Harvey.
When the captain of a French prize was captured by the Nonsuch, he turned out to be a “renegade
Englishman” named Clarke and although he lay dying from his suicide attempt, Bush was very keen
that he should be tried and hung so as to “teach the men not to desert” and as revenge for being a
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traitor. Hornblower reflected that “Bush was a kindly man, a good brother to his sisters and a good
son to his mother, and yet there was that hint of the lust of cruelty” present in his make-up.
Hornblower noticed that Bush’s curt manner to his officers was tending to copy the manner used by
Hornblower to him. As Hornblower tasted foreign cookery at a reception at the Russian Court, he
called to mind that such food would have been dismissed by Bush as “foreign kickshaws”. There is a
comical episode described when Bush had to suffer being seen by the ship’s company with a very
drunk Russian aide-de-camp embracing him as he struggled to get him to take his leave of the
Nonsuch. As winter drew on with the signs of rivers and the sea beginning to freeze, Bush became
very anxious to sail for home rather than be iced in. (COM)
Bush met Hornblower again, still as captain of the Nonsuch, when he formed part of the force
gathered by Hornblower to take Le Havre for the Bourbons and from the rule of Bonaparte. It was
the first time Bush had seen Hornblower since his commander had fallen very ill with typhus and
Bush expressed his view that it was too soon for him to resume duty. This comment was typically
met by Hornblower snapping back at him. As Hornblower’s squadron sailed into Le Havre to assist
the citizens there who wanted an end to Bonaparte’s rule, he was comforted by the thought that he
had the support of “Nonsuch’s thundering broadsides and Bush’s stolid loyalty”. Bush, as the senior
naval officer in Le Havre, was introduced to the newly arrived Duc d’Angouleme. In his memory, “for
Bush loved a lord”, the Duc would join a list headed by the “Tsar of All the Russias”.
Bush was ordered to lead the amphibious attack on the siege train being assembled by General
Quiot to retake Le Havre from Hornblower’s forces and the Bonapartists. This entailed going up the
Seine with a force of ship’s boats to Caudebec where the artillery had been brought by barge. As he
left, Bush’s entreated his Commodore and friend with the words “Don’t you go worrying about us,
sir”. Bush was killed when his boat and three others were alongside powder barges which erupted
in a huge explosion. The raid led by Bush “had been brilliantly successful” even though he had been
killed as had a hundred and fifty other men. However, his loss was felt deeply by a sorrowing
Hornblower. (LDH)
Byng:
Admiral Byng, a British admiral who was executed for “not having done his utmost to destroy the
enemy”. - see under Calder. (CRS)

Byron:
Hornblower and Lady Barbara chatted about “Lord Byron’s extravagancies”. (HAP)
“The mad peer Lord Byron” was mentioned for his new poem, “Chide Harold”, a copy of which Lady
Barbara had given to Hornblower before his voyage in the Nonsuch to the Baltic. (COM)
He was also compared to the millionaire, Charles Ramsbottom, who paid a courtesy call on
Hornblower in Jamaica on his yacht, the Bride of Abydos. Byron had apparently been responsible for
“the growing fad of yachting among the wealthy” and Ramsbottom was considered to be “not in the
least like Lord Byron”. (HWI-GC)
Cadore:
The French Minister of Foreign Affairs who wrote to Hornblower in 1848 as commanded by
“Monseigneur His Highness the Prince-President”, the future Emperor Napoleon III. (see under
Bonaparte-Louis). (CRS-LE)

Caillard:
“Colonel Jean-Baptiste Caillard, Grand Eagle of the Legion of Honour and one of His Imperial
Majesty’s personal aides-de-camp” was the French officer responsible for taking Hornblower, Bush
and Brown to Paris from their prison in Spain. Hornblower saw this man as “the servant of a tyrant…
modelling his conduct not on the tyrant’s but on what he fancied should be the correct behaviour of
a tyrant, far out-Heroding Herod in arbitrariness and cruelty”. His face “wore a fixed mirthless smile
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which showed white teeth, below the black moustache which lay like a gash across his olive face”.
Caillard had deprived Hornblower of his sword, “the emblem of a gentleman of honour”. He arrived
to take Hornblower and “Mistaire Bush” to Paris and the “burly figure of Caillard” led the escort. He
was last seen by Hornblower being knocked out by a punch “full on the jaw” from Brown. (FLY)
Caldecott:
Caldecott was the name of the previous captain of the Atropus. His break down in health led to his
replacement by Hornblower who joined the ship on the Thames at Deptford where she was fitting
out. Hornblower discovered that when Caldecott had left the ship he had totally cleared all his
belongings leaving behind an empty day and night cabin. (ATR)

Calder:
Vice-Admiral Sir Robert Calder carried his flag on the ninety eight gun ship, Prince of Wales. He and
his fleet were seen by Hornblower when taking passage on the water hoy Princess after transferring
from the Hotspur. Calder was sailing towards Finisterre where he later fought an inconclusive battle
with French and Spanish ships under Villeneuve. News of this caused much anger in England and
there was at the time speculation that he might suffer the same fate as Admiral Byng and be
executed for “not having done his utmost to destroy the enemy”. (CRS)
Caldwell:
Midshipman Caldwell was one of the officers ashore in Portsmouth with Lieutenant Chalk from the
Goliath and Midshipmen Hornblower and Simpson of the Justinian on press gang duty. He was also
one of these four officers who sat down in the back room of the Lamb Inn to play whist. (MID-EC)

Calendar:
He was the Captain of the Fleet on Gambier’s Victory. He welcomed Hornblower on his transfer to
the flag ship following the escape with Bush and Brown from France. He reminded Hornblower that
he had been “first of the Amazon when you were in Indefatigable” and said that he remembered
what Pellew had had to say about him. It was Calendar who escorted Hornblower to his court
martial. (FLY)

Calverly:
He was a master’s mate on the Porta Coeli and was recommended by Freeman for the command of
the boarding party to capture and bring out the French East Indiamen from the harbour in Le Havre.
He showed himself to be a capable officer whom Hornblower intended should be “highly praised
when a time should come to send in a report”. (LDH)
Camberwell: see under Miranda. (CRS)

Cambronne:
Count Cambronne, a French General, had chartered a fast American ship, the Daring, in New Orleans
and this fact had been brought to Hornblower’s attention by the British Consul-General, Mr
Cloudesley Sharpe, when he had arrived in the city in 1821 on an official visit. Apparently,
Cambronne had travelled to the Gulf to collect some five hundred French soldiers, the survivors of
an ill-fated attempt to colonise an area on the Texas coast, then a Spanish colony. Cambronne had
commanded the Imperial Guard at Waterloo and the presence of five hundred trained soldiers in the
area was a concern to the British. The meeting at a formal dinner party of Cambronne and
Hornblower was always going to be “a little strained”. He had “a cold, greeny-grey eye with a twinkle
in it; a grey cat’s whisker moustache adorned his upper lip”. He was “an immensely tall bean-pole of
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a man” with a purple scar across “one lean cheek and the beaky nose”. He was wearing a blue
uniform with gold lace, the Legion of Honour and “a vast plaque of gold” on his breast. By wearing
this plaque, the Grand Eagle, he was “being mischievous” because it was a relic of the deposed
Napoleonic regime. Later, Hornblower concluded that “Cambronne was a Bonapartist”. (HWI-EH)

Camille:
Camille was the name used by Lt Cotard when the raiding party led by Hornblower was challenged
by a sentry as they landed to destroy the semaphore station on Petit Minou. Camille was supposed
to be one of the crew of the lobster boat under the command of a Captain Quillien and which had
been taken by the Hotspur for the raid. (HOT)

Campbell:
(see under Queen Anne) (HAP)
There was a further reference was to the Scottish poet, Thomas Campbell (1777-1844), when
Hornblower was reminded of one of his lines in “Hohenlinden””about the level sun at morn being
unable to pierce the dun war clouds” as he stood in the semi-darkness early one morning during the
siege of Riga. (COM)

Canerine:
Countess Canerine was Hornblower’s partner at the dinner at the Peterhof Palace attended by the
Tsar and Bernadotte. She was described as “the boldest-eyed and most beautiful of them all,.. her
eyes were dark and liquid and yet with a consuming fire within them. Her face was a perfect oval,
her complexion like rose petals, her magnificent bosom white as snow”. She proceeded to seduce
Hornblower with a glance with her sultry eyes which apparently “set his brains creeping about inside
his skull”. She continued by pressing his foot under the table as “a little electric thrill ran through
him”. On the other hand, Hornblower noticed that while she chatted with another woman, “every
line of the Countess’ attitude proclaimed girlish innocence”. As the official evening came to a close,
Hornblower and the Countess wandered off in the “rabbit warren” of the palace apparently “to see
her etchings” in the form of Italian paintings of the 15th century and then on to her apartment
where, five minutes later, she called him into her room. At this stage, Hornblower’s biographer does
not say what happened next or how or when Hornblower returned to the Nonsuch. However, it is
very easy to draw a conclusion as to what did occur and it might be correct to suggest at that stage
that Lady Barbara was not at the forefront of Hornblower’s thinking. Hornblower was probably lucky
to return to his ship with no more than a hangover and having his “smooth round belly pockmarked
with fleabites”. Hornblower was introduced to her again in Riga with her husband, “His Excellency
the Intendant of Livonia”. On this occasion, “her glance was not so sultry. She bowed to Hornblower
with a polite indifference”. (COM)
Canning:
British prime minister at the time of Hornblower’s escape from captivity after defeat at Rosas. He
was mentioned by Hookham Frere for having fought a duel with Castlereagh. (FLY)
Looking at a mass of printed pamphlets received to use during the French siege of Riga and written
to entice Bonaparte’s forces into desertion, Hornblower suspected Canning, and also Hookham
Frere, as having had a hand in their composition. (COM)

Canute:
King Canute, about whom Hornblower thought when it was suggested that King George III would be
“provoked” if Nelson’s water-borne funeral procession was to be delayed because of the tide. (ATR)
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Carberry:
He was the master on HMS Renown and in charge of the ship’s navigation. He later felt relieved to
be able to “make seamen out of the crew” once Captain Sawyer was incapacitated after falling
through a hatchway. He was mentioned again when he was ordered to set a new course for “Santo
Domingo-Hayti-Hispaniola, three names for the same island”, he said.
Carberry was wounded during the uprising on the ship by Spanish prisoners and as such, he was
unable to give evidence at the court of inquiry held to look into the death of Captain Sawyer. (LTH)
Carera: (see under Crespo) (HAP)

Cargill:
“Mr Alexander Cargill, Master’s Mate” was a warrant officer on the Hotspur who had the misfortune
as a nervous officer of the watch to fail to put the ship about as she left Portsmouth on her first
voyage under Hornblower’s command. He was described as “a man of thirty, red-faced and
corpulent in advance of his years”. He successfully tacked the ship at the second try. Hornblower
realised that the Hotspur was not properly trimmed and he subsequently ordered the movement aft
and re-positioning of two nine-pounder guns in order to make the ship “more handy in stays”. Later
in the voyage when the Hotspur was being pursued by the Loire, Cargill very ably performed the
tricky task set for him by Hornblower when the ship was tacked and re-tacked in very quick time to
draw away from her pursuer. Cargill took part in the raid on the semaphore station on Petit Minou.
His job was to land with the marines and guard the boats and make them ready for the escape. He
was commended by Hornblower for his part in the attack and he was told that “someone had to be
in charge on the jetty, and you were the best man for the job”. In this Hornblower realised that “he
had to smooth down ruffled feelings in these touchy young men thirsting for honour and for the
promotion that honour might bring”. Another sign that Hornblower’s confidence in Cargill had
grown was when he was entrusted to play an essential part in the manoeuvre to put Hotspur before
the wind during a howling Channel gale. (HOT)
Following the loss of the Hotspur, Cargill sailed back to Plymouth on the water hoy, Princess,
together with the other officers of that ship and Hornblower. (CRS)
Carker:
Carker was the name of the Englishman who was the pilot picked up by the Nonsuch as she
approached Riga. He was described as a ”bearded individual who wore sea-boots and a heavy jacket
even on this blazing day” who had not been home to England for twenty-four years. Hornblower,
hungry for information from the shore concerning the progress of the French invasion of Russia,
became impatient with this “uninformed civilian”. (COM)

Carlin:
He was the second lieutenant of the Nonsuch and was described as a “fresh-faced lad”. With
Hornblower, he was one of the four British officers who sat down to dine with the Comte du Nord
(the Tsar Alexander visiting the Nonsuch incognito) and out of long habit began to bang his biscuit on
the table to knock out the weevils. Hornblower explained to his guest the reason for this necessity.
Carlin, together with Montgomery, Duncan and Purvis, was one of Hornblower’s officers who played
a key part in a boat based night attack on the French at Riga. (COM)
Carlow:
He was master’s mate on the Porta Coeli under the command of Lieutenant Freeman. (LDH)
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Carron:
Mr Carron was the British consul in Cadiz at the time of the arrival there of the Hotspur. He was
described as “a big heavily built man”. He briefed Hornblower about the diplomatic situation at the
time between Spain under Godoy and France. (HOT)

Carslake:
Mr Carslake was the purser on HMS Atropus. He and the first lieutenant were much chased by
Hornblower to make the ship ready for sea as she lay at anchor on the Thames at Deptford. He was
“a bull-headed, youngish man with expressionless pale-blue eyes”. He was particularly involved in
condemning and returning to dockyard stores hogsheads of rotten beef. Later in the voyage of the
Atropus, Hornblower asked him to make some purchases on his behalf as well as offering to finance
a quarter of the cost of an ox while anchored in Marmorice Bay in Turkey. He was one of the men
specially detailed by Hornblower before the escape of the Atropus from the Turks in Marmorice Bay.
In his case, he had to use an axe on the cable. (ATR)
Carson:
Carson was one of the four seamen from the Indefatigable who formed the prize crew under
Hornblower to sail the captured French brig “Marie Galante” back to England. With fellow seaman
Matthews, he put a bowline round Hornblower so that he could go over the side to investigate the
extent of the hole in the brig that was letting in seawater which was quickly being absorbed by the
ship’s cargo of rice. (MID-CR)

Castlereagh:
He was mentioned by Hookham Frere for having fought a duel with Canning. (FLY)
It was Castlereagh who decided that the Duchess of Angouleme (see under Angouleme) should sail
to Le Havre, where Hornblower was the military Governor so she could join her husband, the
Bourbon Pretender. (LDH)
Castlereagh was the British Foreign Secretary when his name was used in a bogus declaration that
he had ordered the Admiralty to instruct Hornblower to blockade the coast of Venezuela and the
Dutch Antilles. This was purported to be signed by Hornblower and dated 1st June 1821. (HWI-GC)
Castro: (see under Crespo) (HAP)

Cathcart:
He was “His Britannic Majesty’s Minister-Plenipotentiary and Ambassador Extraordinary to His
Imperial Majesty”, Tsar Alexander. It was he who sent a despatch dated 24th June 1812 to
Hornblower in the Baltic via Colonel Wychwood with the information that Bonaparte’s army was
marching on Moscow but also towards St Petersburg. The letter called Hornblower’s attention “to
the possibility that your squadron may be able to give assistance at Riga”. He also wanted the cutter,
Clam, to be sent back to England with the news of the outbreak of war between the two countries.
According to Wychwood, “Cathcart’s a good man” and as a soldier and a diplomat he was “worth
two of Merry at Stockholm”. (COM)

Catherine the Great:
She was mentioned by Hornblower’s biographer when HMS Atropus was anchored in Turkish waters.
Russia had apparently been “casting covetous eyes on Constantinople and the Dardanelles” since
her day. (ATR)
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Catterick:
He was a courtier at the Court of St James where Hornblower was taken by Admiral St Vincent to be
presented to the King. Catterick wore a powdered wig and a black and silver uniform with his silverhilted sword catching the light. (ATR)

Cavendish:
The first lieutenant of the Pluto and involved to Hornblower’s satisfaction in the landing and later reembarkation to take Rosas and “doing his part of the work thoroughly well”. (SOL)
Cerberus:
When Hornblower was again summoned to speak to Admiral Cornwallis on the Hibernia, Captain
Collins led him to his cabin personally in order to see him “past all the Cerberuses that guard these
nether regions”. (In Greek mythology, Cerberus was a multi-headed dog that guarded the gates of
the underworld). (HOT)
Cerno: (see under Crespo) (HAP)

Chadd:
He was one of Pellew’s lieutenants on the Indefatigable and was one in charge of the first gig during
the cutting out operation of the Papillon. (see also under Eccles). Hornblower drew the attention of
Chadd as an eight- oared pinnace with Spanish colours approached the Indefatigable as she lay at
anchor in the Bay of Cadiz with the news for Captain Pellew that Spain had made peace with France
and as a neutral country required the British ship to leave its waters. Chadd was later in charge of
the ship’s gig as they met the attacking galleys near Gibraltar and he relieved Hornblower and
Jackson and Oldroyd when he and the gig’s crew boarded the newly captured galley. (MID-MQ, SG)

Chadwick:
Lieutenant Augustine Chadwick was the commander of the Flame, an eighteen-gun brig, whose crew
had mutinied under his command in the Bay of the Seine. He had been a midshipman with
Hornblower with him under Pellew in the Indefatigable. Hornblower remembered him as being old
for a midshipman and he was in his fifties at the time of the mutiny and still a lieutenant. “He had
been a vile-tempered midshipman” and “passed over continually for promotion” and therefore was
thought to be even worse-tempered. The mutineers on the Flame had accused Chadwick of flogging
and starving his crew and doing everything to make their lives thoroughly wretched. A particular
charge was that he had been responsible for the death of “the boy James Jones”. Once Hornblower
had regained the Flame from the mutineers, he used the sailing to England of the French West
Indiaman prize, Caryatide, as “a convenient way of getting rid of Chadwick”. He “had been pale, as a
result of two weeks’ confinement in the Black Hole, and two weeks’ imminent danger of hanging”
and he was not happy that his rescuer, Hornblower, had once been his junior on the Indefatigable
and was now very much superior to him in rank. (LDH)
Chalk:
Lieutenant Chalk of the Goliath was the officer in general charge of the press gangs with
Midshipman Caldwell from his own ship and Hornblower and Simpson from the Justinian while they
were ashore in Portsmouth. With these three others, he was in the back room of the Lamb Inn
playing a game of whist. (MID-EC)
Chambers:
Captain Chambers was the commander of the frigate, Naiad, also on patrol with the Hotspur off the
coast of Brittany. As the nearest ship on station and with him senior to Hornblower, he had been
asked permission for the Hotspur to return to port because of shortage of water. He replied to
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Hornblower ordering him to stay another four days even though the ship had only eight days’ supply
left.
Hornblower and the Hotspur were later briefly attached to a small squadron under the command of
Chambers charged with the task of halting the movement along the northern coast of Brittany of
French gun-boats being built and assembled for an invasion of England. Hornblower did not seem to
like his commodore who “spent a great deal of time signalling to his little squadron”. In one action,
the lugger, Grasshopper, was blown up by a shell from a French battery and all the Hotspur could do
was to send a boat to pick up survivors. (HOT)
Chapman:
He was a marine under Captain Whiting’s command from the Renown who took part in the landing
at Scotman’s Bay in Santo Domingo. Unfortunately, he had to be left behind from the advance
because he “sprained ‘is ankle”. (LTH)
Chapman:
Chapman was a seaman on the Renown and present as one of the gun crew mounted on a cliff top
ready to fire on four Spanish privateers bottled up in Sanama Bay. (LTH)

Charette:
Baron de Charette was one of the French noblemen associated with the attempt by the Marquis of
Pouzauges to “raise all Brittany” in the raid described by Hornblower’s biographer in a chapter
entitled “The Frogs and the Lobsters” (MID-FL)
Charles XII: A French king who had shared his men’s ”coarse fare” and slept on bare ground.
Hornblower thought of this while camping out with Bush and Brown during their escape down the
Loire but dismissed the idea of acting similarly as being no more for him than a “theatrical trick”.
(FLY)
Charlie:
This was the name of one of the two crewmen of the canal barge, Queen Charlotte, on which
Hornblower and his family were travelling on the Thames and Severn Canal towards London.
Unfortunately, the gin sipping Charlie was disabled when he lost control of the two horses he was
driving.(see also under Jenkins). (ATR)

Cheeseman:
Cheeseman was one of four “young gentlemen” or “King’s Letter Boys” on the Hotspur “from the
Naval Academy to be trained as midshipmen” but they had to be used as petty officers to be trained
to become “useful lieutenants”. At an early stage of Hotspur’s voyage, Hornblower “liked nothing he
had seen as yet of any of them”. Cheeseman was later mentioned as being “the second signal
officer, learning his trade as Foreman’s deputy”. (The other three were Orrock, Foreman and
Cummings). Such young gentlemen were generally not popular with captains because they denied
them the opportunity of taking boys “of good family” in return for favours from their families.
Hornblower had not been able to be part of this reciprocity. (HOT)
Chichagov:
He was a Russian general and mentioned by the General Essen, the Governor of Riga, when he told
Hornblower the news of Bonaparte’s retreat from Moscow. Apparently, Chichagov was marching
with his army to cut off the French retreat. (COM)
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Christian:
Hornblower was mentioned as fighting down his “weariness in a direct personal struggle like that of
Christian with Apollyon”. (LDH)
Christie:
Mr Christie was the officer of the watch on the Indefatigable when Hornblower together with Mr
Tapling, a civilian diplomatic officer, returned in the longboat to report to Captain Pellew the
outbreak of the plague in Oran where food supplies for the fleet were being bought. (MID-NA)
Christine:
“little Christine”, the daughter of Jeanne the cook at the de Gracay chateau and sister of Annette
who married Brown. (see under Felix) (FLY)
Chump: “Chump the Negro”, a seaman on the Lydia. (see under Harper). (HAP)

Church:
Richard Church was mentioned as a British volunteer, one of several, said to be part of a struggle for
liberty around the world. In his case, he was leading the Greek rebellion against the Turks. (see also
under Cochrane). (HWI-GC)

Circe:
Hornblower observed the effect on his crew when the “Up spirits!” cry was heard throughout the
ship but he did so without “condescension” at the men as they took their daily ration “as if they
were Circe’s hogs swilling at a trough”. (Circe was in Greek mythology a goddess who could turn men
into swine). (ATR)
Clarence:
“His Royal Highness the Duke of Clarence” was mentioned by Captain Lord Henry Paulet to
Hornblower over lunch on the Tonnant that, as a tall man, he “seriously was considering requesting
His Majesty’s permission, as a special privilege, for the Royal Navy to drink the royal health while
sitting down”. (HOT)
The Duke of Clarence, “pop-eyed and pineapple-headed” with a “kindly imbecile face”, was the
brother of the Prince Regent and was present at Hornblower’s investiture on his return to London
after his escape from France with Bush and Brown. He later became King William IV (FLY)
Clarke:
Mention was made of Clarke’s “Complete Handbook of Seamanship” when Hornblower hurriedly
prepared himself for the examination for lieutenant, as described in a chapter of that title by his
biographer. ( see also under Norie) (MID-EL)

Clarke:
Mr Clarke, a warrant officer on the Sutherland and as prize master ordered by Hornblower with six
hands to take the captured brig, Amelie, to Port Mahon in Menorca. (SOL)

Clarke:
He was the “renegade Englishman” in charge of the Maggie Jones, an English merchant ship taken in
the Baltic near Rugen as a prize by the French privateer, Blanchefleur. When his ship was intercepted
and then boarded by a midshipman from Hornblower’s squadron, he shot himself rather than be
captured. Before that happened, Clarke had seemed to Hornblower to be “altogether too glib, too
professional in his talk”. His suspicion was further roused by the muffled sound of men coming from
the Maggie Jones. Clarke was subsequently transferred to the Nonsuch where he lay dying on the
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deck with a shattered lower jaw after his botched suicide attempt. His features were described as
“pinched and refined and weak, a thin nose and hollow cheeks, brown eyes like a woman’s”. He was
unable to speak and so nothing was found out about who he was or why he had betrayed his
country. Hornblower speculated about desertion, a woman or possible Irish connection as reasons
but to no avail. Whatever the case, he was regarded as a man of “ability and quick wit”. (COM)

Claros:
Colonel Juan Claros “of the third tercio of Catalan migueletes”, who on behalf of General Rovira
welcomed Hornblower at the beginning of the landing against Rosas. He was described as “a lean
man, sunburnt to the colour of tobacco, with a long black moustache above an excellent set of white
teeth”. (SOL)
In the early stages of his transportation from Rosas to Paris, Hornblower had hopes of being rescued
by Claros or Rovira with their Catalan miqueletes but this did not happen. (FLY)
Claudius:
“The Reverend Doctor Claudius” was mentioned by Mr Marsden, the Secretary to the Sea Lords, as
being in Newgate Gaol and awaiting trial so that “he’ll swing next Monday”. “Claudius was a
clergyman, a genuine Doctor of Divinity” who had been involved in a major operation of forgery
causing a famous scandal. When Hornblower saw him, he was described as being unshaven but
dressed in a black clerical gown and wig. He was handcuffed and chained. His eyes were said to be
bold and black but cunning and sly. His manner was defiant but his voice was “an unpleasant one,
harsh and grating”. He was able to do a deal with Marsden, not hanging in exchange for assisting
him with the preparation of a forged despatch purporting to come from Bonaparte and intended to
draw Villeneuve to sea with his fleet. (CRS)

Clausen:
Count Emmanuel Clausen was a French General of Division charged by Bonaparte with finding and
eliminating those involved with the “rising” in the Nivernais following his return to France from his
exile in Elba. In effect, he was pursuing a small band led by Hornblower and the Count de Gracay, the
“King’s Lieutenant-General for the Nivernais”. On 6th June 1815, Clausen issued a proclamation
offering “amnesty and pardon” to any Frenchman surrendering to his troops. The exceptions to this
offer were Hornblower and the Count. Clausen’s “flying columns” eventually caught up with and
captured Hornblower’s group. Clausen was described as “a big Alsatian with bulging blue eyes and
red cheeks and a bristling red moustache”. Hornblower was dragged before him after his capture by
his hussars. He agreed “with a hint of admiration” to Hornblower’s request that Brown should be
treated as a prisoner of war and not be court-martialled in the same way as he was going to be.
Clausen later announced that Hornblower was to be shot the next morning albeit that “there was a
decided apology in Clausen’s blue eyes”. (LDH)
Clausewitz:
Colonel von Clausewitz was one of the senior Russian army officers under General Essen who were
defending Riga from a French siege. (see also under General Diebitch). He was a German-“the
Prussian renegade Hornblower had heard about previously, an intellectual soldier who had decided
that true patriotism lay in fighting Bonaparte regardless of which side his country nominally
assisted”. Hornblower’s idea for a night attack by boat on the French at Riga had been adopted
“instantly” by Clausewitz who, “Prussian though he was, was a man of sufficient elasticity of mind
still to be able to see the merits of a plan based on command of the sea”. It was thought that he
would have been hanged as a traitor if he had ever been captured by the Prussians. However, in
chosing to accompany Hornblower as he rode between the retreating Prussians at the end of the
siege of Riga in order to get the German commander, Yorck, to agree to an armistice, he made
“probably the bravest decision of his life”. (COM)
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Clay:
Lieutenant Clay was the “inefficient” first lieutenant of the Justinian and was described as not being
alert or masterful in keeping in check the bully, John Simpson. (MID-EC)

Clay:
Midshipman Clay was first seen on the quarterdeck of the Lydia in the Pacific. Apparently, his voice
had broken since the ship had left England. Later, he was seen sitting “nonchalantly astride the
yardarm” and looking through his telescope at the breakers and volcanoes of Central America.
Together with Lieutenant Galbraith and Midshipman Savage, he was summoned to dine and play
whist with Hornblower in the hours between the sighting of the Natividad and its ensuing battle
with Lydia. He was also included, together with Savage and Lieutenants Bush and Galbraith and their
captain to dine with Lady Barbara one afternoon. Hornblower used Clay to conduct Lady Barbara
and her maid to the safety of the cable tier before the Lydia went into battle. In the ensuing action,
Clay was decapitated during a broadside from the Natividad. (HAP)
He was later mentioned as the best friend of Savage on the Lydia who, together with Lieutenant
Galbraith, had dined with Hornblower before the battle with the Natividad. In action later, Clay’s
head “had been smashed by a cannon ball”. (SOL)
Cleveland:
Midshipman Cleveland was one of the first junior officers to be bullied by John Simpson in the
midshipman’s berth on the Justinian (see under Simpson). He was forced to shave off his whiskers
for which he had “inordinate pride”. Together with Hether, Cleveland was one of Simpson’s seconds
for his duel with Hornblower. (MID-EC)
Clifton:
James Clifton, a boatswain’s mate on the Lydia and killed in the final battle with the Natividad. (see
under Summers). (HAP)
Clive:
Clive of India, he was mentioned in connection with the Black Hole of Calcutta when some forty or
so candidates were gathered together on the prison hulk Santa Barbara when Hornblower waited
for his examination for lieutenant in Gibraltar harbour. (MID-EL)

Clive:
Clive was the ship’s surgeon on the Renown. (CRS-WM)
Clive was described by the first lieutenant, Buckland, as “a ninny if there ever was one” because of
his apparent caution or fear of making any statement about the sanity of Captain Sawyer. He was
roused at night to attend to Sawyer after he had apparently fallen down a hatchway and was joined
by his two surgeon’s mates, Coleman and Pierce. (LTH)
Clive: Mr Clive was the minister who officiated at the wedding of Hornblower and Maria. (HOT)
Clive-Mrs:
She was wife of the above and this couple were present at the wedding breakfast of the
Hornblower’s as a guest of Mrs Mason. (HOT)

Clout:
He was the gunner on HMS Atropus and he worked with his mates on the production of “leather
fuse-hoses” as part of the operation to retrieve bullion from the wreck of the Speedwell lying in the
waters of Marmorice Bay in Turkey. He later worked successfully on the preparation of “flying
fuses”. (ATR)
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Clynes:
A seaman clearing away the wreckage of the Indefatigable’s fallen mizzen deck. (MID-MG)

Cobb:
Drum-Major Cobb of the Royal Marines was in charge of the Marines band in Jamaica. As Admiral
and Commander-in-Chief, the tone deaf Hornblower was entitled to his own band. Cobb was
interviewed by Hornblower when he brought a charge of ”wilful and persistent disobedience to
orders” against Bandsman Hudnutt. Cobb was described as “an enormous man with an enormous
moustache, and he made an enormous entrance into the room”. He was very smartly turned out in a
“resplendent uniform”. Hornblower believed what Cobb told him and judged him to be not wilfully
misleading him out of any personal prejudice. (HWI-HU)
Cobham: Kitty Cobham, the actress. (see under the Duchess of Wharfedale). (MID-DD)

Cochrane:
Lord Cochrane, mentioned as having distinguished himself on the coast of Catalonia “in concert with
the Spanish army” while commanding the Imperieuse. His recall from the Mediterranean had
allowed enemy coastal shipping little interference. (SOL)
In thinking of his impending court martial as a “hazardous ordeal”, Hornblower recalled how
Cochrane, Sydney Smith and a “half a dozen brilliant captains had suffered damage at the hands of a
court martial”. (FLY)
In 1821, Cochrane was mentioned as “fighting in the Pacific for South American independence” and
he was said to be one of many Britons involved around the world in “the struggle for liberty”. (see
also under Church). (HWI-GC)

Cogshill:
“Captain James Edward Cogshill, of His Majesty’s ship Buckler” was appointed to take over command
of the Renown following the death of Captain Sawyer. He joined the ship in Port Royal Bay in Jamaica
when Hornblower was acting as the second lieutenant after Buckland following the death of
Roberts, the wounding of Bush and the death of Smith. According to the garrulous port surgeon,
Sankey, Cogshill was a favourite of Admiral Lambert and he had progressed from a twenty-eight gun
frigate to a ship of the line. Cogshill hosted a dinner on the Renown at the conclusion of the court of
inquiry into the death of Captain Sawyer. Apart from the still recovering Bush drinking far too much,
the highlight was the calling away of Hornblower by the Admiral and his return to announce that he
had been promoted to commander.
Cogshill was later called away to the flagship while at sea and returned to the Renown with the news
that a peace treaty had been concluded with the French. (LTH)
Cole:
He was the commander of the sloop Raven. He was once caught out by Hornblower for taking short
cuts and other “old tricks” in various manoeuvres when the squadron was put through “general
evolutions”. Hornblower was conscious of Cole’s feelings when the younger more competent Vickery
was selected to lead the raiding party on shipping behind the Frisches Haff off Danzig by explaining
that Vickery had already been with him to investigate the boom at its entrance and that he therefore
knew more about the situation. What Hornblower did not say was that “he would not trust Cole with
any command out of his sight -poor old Cole, grey–haired and bowed, almost too old for his work”.
Cole’s Raven was one of the guard ships, together with Vickery in the Lotus, in the mouth of the
Dwina river when the French attempted to cross it as part of their assault on Riga. Cole had fired a
rocket prematurely in this operation thus alerting the French barges to the patrols and compounded
the error was firing on Hornblower’s barge after mistaking it for one of the enemy. Cole was
evidently jumpy and nervous and left Hornblower “in a state of cold fury” with “a nervous old
woman like Cole”. (COM)
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Coleman:
Captain Coleman was the captain of the Triton who had brought Hornblower’s successor, Ransome,
to Jamaica. Hornblower was unacquainted with him. However, he was known to Lady Barbara, “an
old friend of mine,….Perfecto Coleman” when he had been flag-lieutenant to her first husband, RearAdmiral Sir Percy Leighton, who had died in the battle of Rosas Bay some thirteen years before this
re-acquaintance. This information sent Hornblower off into a paroxysm of jealousy, (although his
renewed affair in 1815 with his former French mistress, Marie, seemed not to be on his mind at this
time). (HWI-HU)
Coleman:
He was one of two surgeon’s mates on the Renown serving under the ship’s surgeon, Clive. (see also
Pierce). (LTH)
Coleridge: (see under Queen Anne) (HAP)

Collier:
Collier was a bosun’s mate on the Porta Coeli who was shouted at by his commander, Freeman, to
keep his men busy. They were a group of excited seamen as their ship bore down on the mutineers
in the Flame. According to Freeman, they were on “a King’s ship, not a blasted school for young
ladies!” (LDH)

Collingwood:
When Hornblower took the Atropus to sea, his orders were to find and rendezvous with the ViceAdmiral Commanding in the Mediterranean, Lord Cuthbert Collingwood. The rendezvous duly took
place and Hornblower met Collingwood in the great cabin of his flagship, HMS Ocean. The Admiral
was described as “a large man, stoop-shouldered, with a pleasant smile”. At that stage it had been
three years since Collingwood had been on land but in his cabin Hornblower was intrigued to find
growing in boxes some hyacinths and daffodils as a reminder of home. Collingwood’s orders for
Hornblower were for him to carry despatches to Malta and then to continue on to Marmorice Bay in
Turkish waters where McCullum and his natives were to be used to recover a fortune in gold and
silver from the wreck of the Speedwell, a transport which had sunk there. To help Hornblower in this
task, Collingwood also assigned to him a sailing master, Mr Turner, who was familiar with Turkish
waters. (see under McCullum and Turner). Hornblower later rejoined Collingwood and the fleet in
the Mediterranean after he had taken the recovered treasure from the Speedwell back to Gibraltar.
After Collingwood reached Palermo, Hornblower was summoned to the flagship. With the Admiral
was “a large elegant gentleman in full dress, with the ribbon and star of an order”. He was Lord
William Bentinck (see under Bentinck and Ferdinand). With a face showing “a hint of distress...and of
sympathy”, Collingwood informed a disbelieving Hornblower that his ship, the Atropus, was going to
be transferred to the Sicilian Navy because “His Sicilian Majesty needs a ship” and he had happened
to notice the Atropus that morning “with her paint all fresh”. For the “highest reasons of state”, the
transfer had been agreed. Clearly, Collingwood disliked this decision intensely. (ATR)
Admiral Collingwood’s death was mentioned with the implication that the country was looking for a
new naval hero and Hornblower’s escape from France therefore would serve such a need. (FLY)
When Hornblower went to see Admiral Louis at the Admiralty he noticed that there was a new
portrait of Collingwood on the wall, replacing the old one of Lord Barham. (COM)
Collins:
“The saturnine Collins” was First Captain under Admiral Cornwallis and Hornblower suspected that
the conversation over lunch on the Tonnant between Collins and his admiral had been a “prepared
piece of dialogue” for the benefit of the other captains present. (see under Cornwallis). It was Collins
who assisted Hornblower in obtaining the services of Lieutenant Cotard of HMS Marlborough for his
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planned attack on the French semaphore tower in Brittany. Later, while Hornblower was on
Cornwallis’s flagship, Collins hinted that he and the admiral had heard about Hornblower’s
courageous act in extinguishing the fuse on an unexploded shell that had landed on the deck of the
Hotspur. (HOT)

Colston:
Colston was one of the horsemen who were out looking for Hornblower and Spendlove after their
disappearance from the garden of a ball being given by a planter in Jamaica. Colston had been
presented to Hornblower at the ball and when he came across him he was “still in full-dress clothes
with his ruffled neckcloth all awry and bedraggled”. (HWI-BP)
Columbus:
When dining with Admiral Cornwallis on Pellew’s Tonnant, Hornblower made for him what was “an
epoch-making discovery, that Wensleydale cheese and vintage port were a pair of heavenly twins,
Castor and Pollux riding triumphantly as the climax of a glorious procession”. Hornblower, with two
glasses of wine inside him”, felt that his discovery rivalled those of Columbus and Cook. (HOT)
It was said that as Hornblower and the Lydia approached the apparently uninhabited shore in
Central America with no signs of life apparent, he could have been “a second Columbus”. (HAP)
Congreve:
He was mentioned by Lord St Vincent as the inventor of the rocket as a weapon and he wanted “to
see his rockets in action again”. (LDH)

Conyngham:
Lord Conynham, a courtier, who was present at Hornblower’s investiture by the Prince Regent. (FLY)
Cook: (see under Columbus). (HOT)

Cooke:
Captain Frederick Cooke of the frigate Cassandra warned the Sutherland of an approaching French
squadron. He had to obey Hornblower’s order to use the frigate’s speed to dash off to find the Pluto
and Caligula to bring them to meet the French ships together with the Sutherland. (SOL)
Cope:
Mr Cope was a warrant officer on the Renown who was shown being shouted at by Bush to “take
another pull at that weather-brace”. (LTH)

Cornwallis:
“Rear-Admiral the Honourable Sir William Cornwallis” was the senior officer to whom the capture of
the deserter and Irish rebel, McCool, had been reported. He was said to be “a popular admiral, strict
but kindly, and of unflinching courage and towering professional ability”. His nickname was “Billy
Blue”. Hornblower was summoned to see him following the death sentence imposed on McCool at
his court martial. Cornwallis wanted Hornblower to ensure that when he was hung, McCool did not
make any speech. It was thought that his eloquence would stir up trouble from the Irish element of
the ship’s crew which formed about a quarter of the Renown’s hands. (CRS-WM)

Cornwallis found himself staying in the George Inn in Portsmouth at the same time as the
Hornblower’s wedding breakfast was taking place and he called Hornblower from it in order to speak
to him. Cornwallis apologised for interrupting his wedding and remembered that they had last met
“over that unfortunate business with the Irish rebel”. Hornblower saw that the admiral “was still the
bulky man with the composed manner, obviously ready to deal with any emergency”. He had been
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appointed in command of the Channel Fleet and the Hotspur was one of the ships under his
command. He briefed Hornblower about his task of watching the French in and around Brest and to
that end he told Hornblower that he would expedite the provisioning of the Hotspur with
immediate attention as he wanted the ship on station as soon as possible. Hornblower perceived
that Cornwallis was making “a promise of sympathetic support”. He then went on to invite himself
to the wedding festivities where he proposed a very fulsome toast to the newly- weds “using words
he had used scores of times before, at scores of weddings of his officers”.
Hornblower next met Cornwallis on Pellew’s Tonnant when he visited the Inshore Squadron as “a
vice admiral of the White!” Cornwallis held a meeting with his captains on the Tonnant where
Hornblower was the most junior of them. The others dining with him included Grindall (HMS
Prince), Marsfield (HMS Minotaur), Lord Henry Paulet (HMS Terrible), Hosier (HMS Fame), Andrews
(HMS Flora) and also Captains Durham and Collins.
When Hornblower and the Hotspur arrived in Tor Bay after running up Channel from a violent
westerly storm, Cornwallis, together with his flag captain, Collins, interviewed Hornblower. At first
Hornblower detected an “atmosphere” which dissipated once he was able to make clear that the
Hotspur had arrived with only two days’ supply of water at half rations left. He had established that
he had not just run in out of the gales. Hornblower’s biographer described Cornwallis during the
interview as having a “kindly but unsmiling expression…much modified because his wig was slightly
awry”. The wig was of a “horsehair bobwig of the sort that was now being relegated by fashion to
noblemen’s coachmen”.
Cornwallis later summoned Hornblower to his flagship, the Hibernia, together with the captain of
the fleet, Collins and four captains from four frigates. These were Moore of the Indefatigable,
Pellew’s old ship, Gore of the Medusa, Hammond of the Lively and Sutton of the Amphion.
Hornblower saw Cornwallis again when he reported to the Channel Fleet. “With his shawl and his
wig he looked like some old woman until he looked up with his china blue eyes”. Hornblower’s
verbal report was received with approval. It became clear to Hornblower that Cornwallis had
deliberately put him under Captain Moore with a view to putting him in a position to earn some
prize money with the capturing of the Spanish treasure fleet. Cornwallis mentioned in passing that
he had a new second in command, Vice Admiral Lord Gardner. The last time that Hornblower saw
Cornwallis , he “looked suddenly much older”, “the sadness of his expression was echoed in the
sadness of the tone of his voice”. After fifty-one years of service and having not set foot ashore for
over two and a quarter years, he was retiring or “hauling down his flag” and his successor was to be
Admiral Gardner. Hornblower was “genuinely, sincerely sorry” at the news of the departure of his
Commander-in Chief. However, as a parting gift, Cornwallis was allowed to make one promotion to
captain and of course, Hornblower was his chosen commander. (HOT)
It was Cornwallis who produced the orders for Captain Meadows to relieve Hornblower of his
command of the Hotspur. While waiting for a new command as a post-captain, Hornblower again
reflected that Cornwallis had been his only “friend in high places” before his retirement. (CRS)
Cornwallis was one of the nine admirals who boarded a barge to follow behind the barge carrying
Nelson’s body for internment on a cold and blustery morning on the Thames in January 1806. He
was in the company of Admirals Parker and St Vincent among others. (ATR)
Cortez: see reference under el Supremo. (HAP)

Cosmao:
Admiral Cosmao, the French admiral written of in the French newspaper, the Moniteur, as having
inflicted a crushing defeat in Rosas bay against the Sutherland for committing acts of piracy in the
Mediterranean. There were various propagandising reports written in several editions of this paper
copies of which were shown to Hornblower by the Comte de Gracay. (FLY)
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Cotard:
Lieutenant Charles Cotard of HMS Marlborough was “detailed from his ship on special service” to
take part in Hornblower’s raid on the French semaphore tower on Petit Minou in Britanny because
he spoke perfect French. He was “a Guernsey man” and “as phlegmatic as any commanding officer
could desire”. Once the landing party had gained access to the tower, Cotard’s job was to find and
capture all the signal books. Unfortunately Cotard’s arm was later shattered by a musket ball leaving
it “swaying in the air as if hanging by a thread”. Despite this, he insisted on the recovery of his sword
which Hornblower picked up. Cotard’s arm had to be amputated. (HOT)

Courtney:
Captain Courtney of the frigate, HMS Marguerite, was a sadistic commander who took a delight in
flogging members of his crew. As Hornblower’s biographer put it, he “was one of those gloomy
tyrants who should never have been entrusted with the absolute powers of a captain”. Hornblower
had been transferred from Sir Edward Pellew’s command to Courtney’s as a result of the court
martial of two lieutenants from the Marguerite “driven frantic by Courtney’s bullying”. Pending the
flogging of fifteen men, a mutinous situation suddenly developed when these men escaped from
their escort and manned the ship’s forecastle. There they were able to train muskets and two
eighteen pounder carronades, one loaded with grape shot, on to the ship’s company assembled
waiting to witness the punishment. It eventually became clear to Courtney that he had no option but
to let Hornblower go and talk to the men and, with his captain’s authority, have full powers in this.
Given that the mutineers had the ship at their mercy, Hornblower acceded to the relatively small
demand that Courtney should “forgive” their behaviour and not flog any of them for a week.
Courtney never had any intention of not flogging the mutineers when the time came.
However, six days after the mutiny, the Marguerite in a brief action captured a blockade runner, the
Castilla. At the end of the battle, Courtney was shot in the knee by the half-witted Fletcher (see also
under Fletcher). Apart from Hornblower, no one else had seen this incident and according to his
biographer, “he never told”. Courtney’s knee never received any skilled attention at the time and he
never saw any further service. Hornblower and his biographer never mentioned him again and what
had happened was regarded as “for the further good of the service”. (OMT-HD)
Coxe:
Archdeacon Coxe was the author of a set of travels which Hornblower was using as he read his
“intensely wearisome remarks about the condition of Russia”. (COM)

Crapaud:
“Monsieur Jean Crapaud”, a name used for the French enemy in a proof of a recruitment poster
examined by Hornblower. It was also a term used by Bush when seeing off a privateer attempting to
capture one of the merchantmen being escorted by Leighton’s force to the Mediterranean. (SOL)
Crawley:
Mr Crawley, master’s mate and Hornblower’s new first lieutenant on the Flame. As Hornblower’s
squadron approached Le Havre to facilitate its takeover by its citizens wanting a return of the
Bourbons, he was ordered to “beat to quarters and clear the brig for action”. (LDH)

Cray:
Cray was a seaman on HMS Renown and a member of one of the gun crews involved at firing red-hot
shot at a privateer attempting to escape from Sanama Bay. He was ordered by Hornblower to ram
wet wads into the cannon thoroughly so as to avoid any premature explosion with powder in the
bore. Otherwise, Hornblower joked, there would be “Cray D.D. in the ship’s books”. (D.D. –
discharged dead). (LTH)
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Crespo:
“Vice-Admiral Don Cristobal de Crespo” was el Supremo’s senior naval officer. He wore gold earrings
and was dressed raggedly. He brought some twelve of his officers with him on to the Lydia. They
were introduced as Ship-captain Andrade, Frigate-captain Castro, Corvette-captain Carera and
Lieutenants Barrios, Barillas and Cerno plus Aspirants Diaz and others. They were all “barefooted
Indians, the red sashes round their waists stuck full of pistols and knives”. “One or two of them wore
expressions of brutish cruelty”. They had come to take over the captured Natividad. Hornblower
“was irked by the prospect of giving this ragged-shirted rascal as many guns (in salute) as Nelson
ever had”.
During the battle between the Lydia and the Natividad, Crespo was spotted by Hornblower on his
ship and “the fellow had the insolence to wave his hand to him, airily”. However, Hornblower did not
underestimate Crespo who he saw as a man “of sufficient flexibility of mind”, and whom he had to
out-guess in order to find him again. Later, as the end of the Natividad drew nearer, Hornblower
realised that Crespo would not surrender, especially as she was flying el Supremo’s flag. (HAP)
Cribb (or Cribbs) (see also Mrs Siddons):
Tom Cribb was a heavyweight boxer who in 1805 was disputing the championship of England with
another heavyweight, Jem Belcher. Rear Admiral Foster alluded to the public discussing Villeneuve
and Calder in the same way as they did Cribb and Belcher. (CRS)
Tom Cribbs was the name given to one of the pigs on the Sutherland belonging to the gunroom
mess. The animal was killed, “knocked ‘is ‘ead clean off”, when a shot fired from a field gun hit the
ship during the bombardment of French forces onshore. The pig got its name from Tom Cribbs, the
heavyweight champion of England. (SOL)
Crichton:
The Crichtons were mentioned as having their invitation to Hornblower for some social event in
Jamaica refused “in the third person” without the need for Hornblower’s signature. The inference
must be drawn that they were of limited importance on the island. (HWI-HU)

Crome:
Captain George Crome of His Majesty’s frigate Syrtis interviewed Hornblower when he picked him
up at sea with a party of nine Galician seamen. He was described as a “thin pale man with a
depressed expression” but known by Hornblower to be a first-rate officer. Hornblower was a
prisoner of the Spanish and on parole when he played a major part in the rescue of some wrecked
seamen off the coast of Ferrol. Hornblower had the choice of remaining on the Syrtis or returning to
captivity in order to honour his parole terms. This dilemma was the “Devil” which formed part of the
title of a chapter entitled the “Duchess and the Devil” as written by his biographer. The Devil did not
tempt Hornblower long and he returned to Spain and landed in Corunna under a flag of truce.
Crome clearly understood Hornblower’s predicament and made no attempt to influence “a
gentleman’s decision on a matter as personal as a parole”. (MID-DD)

Crystal:
Crystal is first seen as the master on the Lydia sailing under Hornblower in the Pacific. Unfortunately,
his captain’s opinion of him was that he was “an old fool, and of no use as a navigator” but he and
Bush were seen at one stage during the pursuit of the Natividad in discussion “academically” about
the percentage of hits to be expected from a broadside from that ship from over a mile. (HAP)
He was later the master on the Sutherland and mentioned as “patiently trying to instruct the
midshipmen in the elements of navigation”. He was also mentioned with Hooker for repelling
boarders during the battle with the French ships off Rosas. Together with Howell, and on
Hornblower’s orders, he hung a tricolour flag over the side to indicate the surrender of the
Sutherland. (SOL)
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Cuffe:
Cuffe, together with Roberts and Peterson, was one of three officers on the frigate, Marguerite,
ordered by their captain, Courtney, to advance on some fourteen mutineers armed with muskets
and two carronades, one loaded with grape shot. Understandably, they made no attempt to move
under threat of what could have been appalling consequences to them and most of the assembled
ship’s company.
Six days after the mutiny was ended, the Marguerite captured a Spanish blockade runner in a brief
action but in the course of it, Cuffe was either killed or wounded. Hornblower’s biographer does not
say which. (OMT-HD)
Cummings:
See also under Cheeseman. He was another of the “young gentlemen” who were “First Class
Volunteers, King’s Letter Boys, with whom the ship (Hotspur) was plagued in place of experienced
midshipmen, thanks again to the haste with which she had been commissioned”. (HOT)

Cummings:
Bill Cummings was a seaman on the Bride of Abydos who was mentioned to Hornblower when he
visited the brig when she was in Jamaica. He was said to have been “a foretopman in the Lydia round
the Horn”. (see also under Kemp) (HWI-GC)
Cutler:
The gunner on the Indefatigable who was ordered by Pellew to begin the salute of a Spanish galley
in the chapter of Hornblower’s biography entitled “The Spanish Galleys””. (MID-SG)

Cuvier:
Lady Barbara learned a lot from Lydia’s officers about the various interests of Royal Navy captains.
Hornblower had his “Gibbon” while another “classified sea urchins and corresponded with Cuvier”, a
French naturalist and zoologist, 1769-1832. (HAP)
Dalrymple:
His Excellency Major-General Sir Hew Dalrymple was the Governor at Gibraltar at the time of
Hornblower’s arrival there with the captured French sloop Le Reve. He was also Hornblower’s host
at a dinner at Government House. He was described as “a red-faced and fussy old gentleman” and
his wife was similarly described. (MID-DD)

Dalrymple:
Lady Matilda Dalrymple, wife of the above, and described as “a red-faced and fussy old lady” in the
same manner as her husband. (MID-DD)
Dampier: (see under Anson). (HAP)

Danvers:
A master’s mate on the Justinian and, together with Preston, he was one of Hornblower’s seconds in
his duel with the bully, John Simpson. (MID-EC)
Darby: A Royal Navy captain who had started on the lower deck (see mention under Brown). (FLY)
Davie:
He was a lad working for the landlady of the George in Deptford and he was sent to fetch the
midwife when Marie entered labour for the birth of her second child. (ATR)
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Dawkins:
A seaman who looked sulky during inspection of the ship’s company and was thought to be one of
“Goddard’s gang” and probably resenting the latter’s flogging. (SOL)
Dawson: a seaman on the Lydia, (see under Harper). (HAP)

Décres: the French admiral whose fleet was blockaded in Brest in 1805. (CRS)

Demosthenes:
When Hornblower’s mother in law, Mrs Mason, disputed his comment that his steward, Doughty,
was “harmless”, “Demosthenes could not have put more vituperation into a whole Philippic”. (HOT)
D’Enghien:
“Who had been shot in Vincennes was of the blood-royal” was remembered as having travelled the
same road as Hornblower in captivity and on the way to a likely firing party in Paris. (FLY)

Diana:
Hornblower at one stage likened Lady Barbara to a statue of Diana “with the end of her robe caught
up over her left arm”. (LDH)
Diaz: (see under Crespo) (HAP)

Dibdin:
Charles Dibdin was an English composer and the most popular of his prolific works was the song
“Tom Bowling”. (see also under Bowling). (ATR)

Diebitch:
General Diebitch was a Pole and one of the senior Russian army officers under General Essen who
were defending Riga from a French siege by Marshall Macdonald. (see also Colonel Clausewitz).
Hornblower formed the impression that any questioning of French prisoners by Diebitch would be
“an unpleasant experience”. As the French began their retreat from Riga, Diebitch followed in
pursuit to attack the rearguard. (COM)
Dobbs:
Dobbs, a “red-coated marine colonel,” was a member of the military presence in Le Havre where
Hornblower was the governor and where the city had come out in favour of the returning Bourbons.
“As Assistant Adjutant General he lived in an atmosphere of reports and lists of casualties”. It was
Dobbs who had passed to Hornblower a report from a spy stating that the French were sending
forces to besiege and take back the city for Bonaparte and the Imperial cause. This force was led by
General Quiot. It was also Dobbs who, with Howard, disturbed Hornblower at night to tell him of the
explosion in the direction of Caudebec and, as Hornblower surmised, “a hundred tons of gunpowder
would make a fair explosion”. Dobbs once more woke up Hornblower at another occasion to tell him
of the end of the war. “The Frogs have gone. Quiot marched for Paris last night. There’s not a French
soldier in Rouen”. Dobbs continued his nocturnal interruptions when later in Rouen he broke the
news to Hornblower that “Boney’s abdicated! Blucher’s in Paris!” (LDH)
Doggart:
Doggart was a planter in Jamaica and he was one of the guests (see also under Hough) who were
invited to a dinner party on the Bride of Abydos during her visit to Jamaica. (HWI-GC)
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Dorsey:
Dorsey was an assistant to Mr Marsden and Mr Barrow at the Admiralty. He was described as “an
elderly clerk, grey-haired and lean, of an obviously junior grade, to judge by his threadbare coat and
frayed linen”. With over forty years of experience, he was an expert in the study and processing of
captured French documents. (CRS)

Doughty:
James Doughty arrived from the newly promoted Rear Admiral Pellew’s ship, Tonnant, as a
“substitute” steward for Grimes. “He seemed a very ordinary sort of seaman, dressed in the
standard clothes of a slop chest. His thick blond pigtail, as he stood hat in hand, indicated that he
had long been a seaman”. He had been a steward to the late Captain Stevens of the Magnificent and
had been “persuaded to volunteer” for the Hotspur. Hornblower thought “Doughty looked
respectful, but there might be something quizzical in his glance”. Doughty however proved himself
to be an excellent steward by both being very attentive to Hornblower’s dressing needs and by being
a superb cook, despite having to use very limited ingredients. In one instance, Doughty had secured
a supply of new potatoes and some cider, this latter coming from the Camilla, a French lobster boat
seized by the Hotspur. Eventually, in Hornblower’s view, “Doughty was really the best of servants”.
During the short period spent by the Hotspur in Tor Bay, Doughty took the opportunity to obtain
“cabin stores” from the flagship for his captain. This included various herbs and coffee. Hornblower
realised that Doughty was a member of a circle of stewards “managing the private lives of their
officers without reference to them”. It also became apparent that Doughty had caused Maria and
her mother, Mrs Mason, to be jealous of him with his “fancy ways of cooking” and he “had served
the rich and the great”.
However, Doughty was arrested for mutiny for striking a superior officer and he was immediately
put in chains on the Hotspur. Apparently, he had been a member of a work party moving new stores
around the ship when he had objected to a job given to him by a bos’n’s mate called Mayne. The
mate had instantly struck Doughty with his “starter” or length of knotted rope and Doughty had hit
him in front of twenty witnesses. It seemed that the steward had wanted to keep his hands clean
before he prepared his captain’s dinner. When Hornblower was told of this, he was in a position to
call a court martial immediately and there were enough captains in the vicinity with the power to
hang Doughty within hours. Fortunately for Doughty, and for Hornblower, orders were just then
received for the Hotspur “to proceed immediately” to Cadiz. Hornblower was genuinely distressed
by the prospect of having to see Doughty hanged. He respected Doughty’s “devotion and attention
to duty” and “had grown fond of him”. Consequently, Hornblower had devised what was referred to
by his biographer as “his plan for Doughty”. Hornblower intended to dine with the British Consul in
Cadiz on the Hotspur and to provide the quality of food and service needed he ordered Doughty
from his confinement to do the work. One of the other ships nearby at anchor in the harbour was
the United States frigate Constitution. (see also under Preble). While Doughty was working in
Hornblower’s cabin, his captain pointed out this ship and enquired whether he was able to swim.
Later, it was Bush who reported to Hornblower that Doughty had deserted, “must have nipped out
of the stern window of your cabin, sir”. Doughty was subsequently marked on the ship’s register as
“R” for “run” or deserted. However, Doughty had left a brief note for Hornblower. It was found in a
pocket in his nightshirt when his new steward, Bailey, took it for washing. Hornblower quickly
established that no one else had seen the note and that Bailey was illiterate. Doughty reported that
the Cabin Stores were short of two items and then ended with “Thank you, sir. Thank you, Sir”.
(HOT)
Douglas:
A musket man stationed with Hornblower, Finch and Herbert in the mizzen top during the pursuit of
a French ship by the Indefatigable. (MID-MG)
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Downes: Seaman Downes from HMS Hotspur. (see under Black and Sanderson). (HOT)
Drake: (see under Anson) (HAP)

Drake:
One of two seaman (see also under Sheldon) ordered by Hornblower during the Rosas landing to
recover horses from the retreating Spanish. (SOL)

Ducos:
“Monsieur Ducos” was the captain of the French privateer, Vengeance, a ship captured by a force
from the Atropus led by Lieutenants Jones and Still. He had disguised his ship as a Ramsgate trawler
to anchor near a group of British ships. He received “a severe wound while trying to rally his crew”.
The whereabouts of his ship had been obtained when Hornblower had appeared to be about to
hang some of his crew captured with his prizemaster, Lebon. (see under Lebon). (ATR)

Duddingstone:
He was the chandler in Plymouth who had “grudgingly” advanced Hornblower credit for his
engraved sword “hardly worth forty guineas” from the Patriotic Fund awarded for his fight with the
Natividad. As Hornblower surrendered the Sutherland off Rosas, he remembered that his sword of
honour was still in pawn to him. (SOL)
Following the publicity of Hornblower’s escape from France and the recovery of the Witch of Endor,
Duddingstone returned his sword, allowing “a pledge for forty guineas to slip out of his fingers”.
(FLY)
Duff:
Duff was a member of a gun’s crew on HMS Renown. He was admonished by Hornblower to swab
out his gun properly to avoid getting his hands blown off when he reloaded. (LTH)

Dumoulin:
Count Joseph Dumoulin was received on board the Nonsuch under a flag of truce as she lay off the
island of Rugen in Swedish Pomerania in pursuit of the French privateer, Blanchefleur. Wearing his
“watered red-silk ribbon of the Legion of Honour”, Dumoulin was the French Consul General so
when he left the ship, he was accorded an eleven-gun salute. (COM)

Duncan:
He was a young lieutenant who commanded the Moth, one of the bomb-ketches used to good effect
by Hornblower in the Baltic. He was one of the three officers (also Freeman and Mound) who were
toasted by Hornblower for their “careful attention to duty and whose marked professional ability
resulted in the destruction of a dangerous enemy”, the French privateer, Blanchefleur. Duncan,
together with Carlin, Montgomery and Purvis, played a key part in the boat based night attack on
the French at Riga. (COM)
Duncan:
This Duncan had “destroyed the Dutch Navy at Camperdown”. He was one of the men with whom
Hornblower was said to be proud to share the brotherhood of the Order (of the Bath) and with
whom he sat at a service in the chapel of Westminster Abbey. (LDH)
Dupont:
An officer on General Vidal’s staff in the Rosas fortress and ordered to escort Hornblower back to
his prison after he had witnessed Leighton’s attack on the French ships already damaged by
Hornblower and the Sutherland. (FLY)
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Duras:
He was the British consul at Oran who had an appointment to meet Mr Tapling and Hornblower
from the Indefatigable to arrange the transfer of cattle and grain for the British Mediterranean fleet
in exchange for gold. He was described by Tapling as “white, but no Christian. White by courtesy at
that- French Arab-Levantine mixture. His Britannic Majesty’s Consul at Oran pro tem”. He was a
“mountainous man, waddling straddle-legged in his robe, his huge clay-coloured face topped by a
white turban”. Duras worked for the local Bey and was clearly very afraid of him. Later, Duras
started shouting out nonsensically and reeling about in circles until he collapsed in front of the party
from the Indefatigable. This was a clear indication that the plague, “The Black Death!” in the words
of Tapling, was at large on the waterfront in Oran. (MID-NA)
Durham:
Captain Durham of the Channel Fleet. (see under Cornwallis). Captain Durham was said to have the
only live pig left in the Channel Fleet and he refused to sell it to Pellew despite what sounded like a
very generous offer. (HOT)

Dutton:
Dutton was first lieutenant of Vice Admiral Lambert’s flagship in the West Indies and was seen by
the port surgeon, Sankey, as the next officer on that station to be promoted to commander. He was
described as a “lanky fellow with a scar on his cheek”. In the event, it was Hornblower who was
promoted. (LTH)
Eastlake:
Lord Eastlake, Governor-designate of Bombay, who came on board the Sutherland with Captain
Osborn of the Lord Mornington to present a purse of 400 guineas in recognition of the rescuing the
East India convoy from two French privateers off Ushant. While on the ship he was introduced to
Bush, Gerard and Captain Morris of the marines, “all of them delighted and embarrassed at this
encounter with a lord”. (SOL)

Eccles:
Eccles, together with Chad, was one of Pellew’s lieutenants on the Indefatigable who dined with
their captain and Mr Soames the sailing master and Hornblower and Mallory, a “midshipman of over
two years’ seniority” as the cutting out operation on the French corvette, Papillon, was planned. The
Papillon had been chased into the mouth of the Gironde by the Indefatigable. This “grey-haired first
lieutenant with the surprisingly young blue eyes” was in general command of this operation and
used the ship’s launch. (MID-MQ, SG)
Edrington:
“His Lordship, the Earl of Edrington” was the major commanding a wing of the 43rd Foot in a military
operation described by Hornblower’s biographer in a chapter entitled “The Frogs and the Lobsters”
while Hornblower was on the Indefatigable. The Earl was described a “heavily built young man in his
early twenties …with a fine soldierly figure in his well-fitting uniform”. Once the landing in France
had taken place, he ordered Hornblower to keep him informed of all developments with the French
forces with whom he had been attached because of his knowledge of the language. During the
retreat from the beach in the Indefatigable’s gig, Edrington shot his horse dead to prevent it from
being left as a prize for the Revolutionary forces. He seemed to conduct himself and his unit with
quiet confidence and competence throughout the operation. (MID-FL)
Eisenbeiss:
His Excellency the Baron Otto von Eisenbeiss, High Chamberlain and First Secretary of State to His
Serene Highness the Prince of Seitz-Bunau, was a burly man who spoke with a thick German accent.
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(see also under Prince). He was also a surgeon for which he later received a warrant in the Navy. He
first insisted that any introduction to the prince for Lord St Vincent and Hornblower should be made
firstly through him. Once aboard the Atropus, he was left in no doubt by Hornblower that such a title
and position meant nothing in the Royal Navy and he eventually managed to understand what that
meant. The two footmen that had accompanied Mr Prince and Eisenbeiss aboard were promptly
taken on as another two hands. Hornblower repeatedly had to tell Eisenbeiss , with “his elephantine
nonsense”, that he should be addressed as “Sir”. Later in the voyage and while in Malta and to the
intense annoyance of Hornblower when he was told about it, the “idiotic Eisenbeiss” was challenged
by the “bad-tempered McCullum” to a duel and he managed to shoot his opponent through the
lungs while avoiding injury himself. Hornblower threatened the doctor with a flogging to his “fat,
fleshy back” and trial for murder unless he kept McCullum alive on the rest of the voyage. The cause
of the duel was that McCullum had asserted that he was no baron while Eisenbeiss replied that the
Scotsman was no gentleman. On questioning from Hornblower, it emerged that the Prince had
ennobled him with the title of Baron on his advice because he “was the only adviser he had left”. As
the ship’s doctor, Eisenbeiss thought McCullum would die. However, he later changed his mind as
McCullum lingered on and came to the conclusion that an operation to save his life might be
possible. Hornblower promptly agreed to the doctor’s proposal to operate and withdrew his promise
to hang him if McCullum died. The operation took place and the patient lived owing much to the skill
of Eisenbeiss. Later, the doctor displayed his fighting spirit when he took part in the boarding of the
Spanish frigate, Castilla, but Hornblower had to rebuke him and tell him to return to the Atropus and
attend the wounded when he saw his “huge hulk...chest heaving, the bloody cutlass like a toy in his
vast hand”. (ATR)
El Supremo:
This was the name taken by “His Excellency Don Julian Maria de Jesus de Alvarado y Moctezuma”. In
his view, “the blood of Alvarado and Moctezuma must be divine”. An earlier Alvarado had been a
lieutenant of Cortez but according to el Supremo the relationship had been the other way round. He
owned large estates along the edge of the Gulf of Fonseca in Central America and Hornblower’s
orders were to help him rise up against Spanish rule. At the time that Hornblower sailed from
England, Spain and Britain were at war with each other.
On arrival ashore Hornblower began to notice various men tied to stakes and dying of thirst. Such
torture was being meted out to what el Supremo regarded as the “unenlightened”. Many more such
men and stinking corpses were evident.
Hornblower was not impressed either by the physical appearance of el Supremo who he first saw
sitting on a large dais. He was “a small, swarthy man, restless and fidgety, with piercing black eyes”.
He was dressed in European clothes “in a red coat laced with gold, a white stock, breeches and
stockings and shoes with gold buckles”. Unfortunately for Hornblower, his orders were “to ally
himself to this madman”. This meant having to hand over the captured Natividad to him and
therefore forgoing the prize money that would have been paid to him and the crew of the Lydia.
When el Supremo was invited to dine on the Lydia, he insisted that he dined alone with the food
being brought to him.
As the Lydia was beginning her long voyage home, she was met by a Spanish guarda-costa and
Hornblower was invited on board her and was shown the spectacle of a chained up and just as mad
el Supremo. “He was in rags-half naked in fact, and his beard and hair were matted and tangled, and
his own filth lay on the deck about him”. He alternately appeared as dignified as when Hornblower
first met him and later he would bawl and shout, “flinging himself about on the deck, biting at his
chains”. This sight appalled Hornblower and he was repelled at “this way of making a show out of
insanity”. Hornblower returned to his ship “upset by the sight of a criminal madman going to meet
the fate he richly deserved”. It is a certainty that el Supremo was later hung. (HAP)
“The wickedest man Hornblower had ever known” who had been hung in Panama was remembered
by Hornblower when also considering the goodness, in contrast, of the Comte de Gracay. (FLY)
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Hornblower recalled the bivouac fires of el Supremo’s army in Central America when he saw similar
fires on the shore at the mouth of the Dwina as his squadron approached Riga. (COM)

Elizabeth of Hungary:
The tale of St Elizabeth of Hungary is that she disobeyed her husband and gave food to the poor. She
was stopped when carrying food in an apron but when asked what was in it she lied and said she
was carrying roses. When she was forced to show the contents of the apron, roses were revealed.
She had lied for a good cause and was rewarded. Hornblower’ s biographer entitled a chapter with
the name of this saint when he described how Hornblower had lied by declaring on his honour that
Bonaparte had died when he had no knowledge that this was actually the situation. He had lied to
prevent a force of Bonapartists from taking Bonaparte from St Helena back to France and his
intention was to prevent what could have been yet more turmoil and bloodshed for Europe. Only
when Hornblower arrived in Jamaica did he learn that Bonaparte had actually died. ( on 5th May
1821). (HWI-EH)
Elliott:
Captain Elliott was Leighton’s Flag Captain on the Pluto. According to Lady Barbara, he was “still
shaken sometimes with the ague he acquired at Flushing”. (SOL)

Elliott:
Mrs Elliott, wife of Captain Elliott, to whom Hornblower was introduced at the dinner hosted by the
Leightons in Plymouth (see also under Bolton). (SOL)

Emily:
This was the name of the serving girl at the George in Deptford where the Hornblowers were staying
and where little Maria was born. (ATR)
Essen:
General Essen was the Governor of Riga and the man charged with defending Riga against the
French Marshal Macdonald during the invasion of Russia in 1812. Essen was “a Baltic German, a
descendant of those Knights of the Sword who had conquered Livonia from the heathens centuries
before”. Essen was very interested in food and he and Hornblower talked much on this subject at a
formal dinner following their meeting. It was later a very jubilant Essen who came aboard the
Nonsuch with the news that Bonaparte had started to retreat from Russia. (COM)

Evans:
Evans was a disabled sailor who was the head gardener of Admiralty House in Jamaica. He was
described as having a swarthy face with a “pigtail bobbing at his back”. On being introduced to Lady
Barbara, Hornblower could see that Evans “was Barbara’s slave from the first moment”. The extent
of his captivation was later revealed when he learnt that she had persuaded Evans to help her to
arrange the escape from prison of Marine Hudnutt. (see under Hudnutt and Bonner). (HWI-HU)
Exmouth: Lord Exmouth (see under Pellew). (HWI)

Exmouth:
Lady Exmouth was the wife of Pellew, now Lord Exmouth. She and Lady Barbara saw each other
socially where she appeared to be less than discrete in talking about matters to which the wives of
senior naval officers should never have been privy. (HWI-GC)
Hornblower reminded Barbara that she should know all about the timing of the ending of his
commission in the West Indies “considering how much gossip you picked up from Lady Exmouth and
the others”. (HWI-HU)
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Felix:
He was the “perfect butler” and senior member of the domestic staff of the Comte de Gracay. On
the arrival of Hornblower, Bush and Brown at the home of the Comte, he gave dry clothes to them
but without any explanation, he “had ascertained that Brown was of a lower social order”. Felix
lived at the de Gracay home with his wife, the housekeeper, and his daughter Louise, the maid.
Felix’s brother, Bertrand, was the coachman and his wife, “fat Jeanne”, was the cook. They had two
daughters, Christine and Annette, to help in the kitchen and three sons, one a footman under Felix
and the other two working in the stables under their father. The Comte was supremely confident
that no member of either family would betray him. (FLY)
“Old Felix the butler”, “hobbling goutily”, met Hornblower again when Hornblower arrived at the
chateau of the Comte de Gracay when he and Brown had travelled for a visit while Lady Barbara was
away in Vienna where her brother was hosting the British party at the Congress being held there.
(LDH)

Fell:
Captain Sir Thomas Fell was the captain of Hornblower’s flagship, Clorinda, when it was on patrol
near Puerto Rica on the look- out for ships carrying slaves. Hornblower found him to be an irritating
individual and could not warm to him and he found his company “rather boring”. Fell was described
as “a gloomy, lantern jawed individual” who lacked the sensitivity to leave Hornblower to his own
devices when to do so was clear to others.
Fell had been knighted in 1813 after a frigate action and it was said that his knighthood of the Bath
“had been a tribute to his courage if not to his professional abilities”.
Fell was not a rich man and his wife was an extravagant woman. He had been on half pay since the
end of the Napoleonic war in 1815 and was regarded as lucky to have been given a two-year
commission as the commander of a “fifth-rate”, the frigate Clorinda. Fell was desperate to capture a
slaver as he would receive a quarter of the “head money” of £5 per slave freed by his ship. It was
this that drove Fell to do his utmost to try to catch the Estrella del Sur (or Star of the South) as she
raced to San Juan and safety. Later he showed much anxiety with his “brick-red cheeks” as the
Clorinda followed her out of harbour while waiting to see if the drogue would work to slow her
down for capture. Hornblower was later able to congratulate Fell “on the success of your plans”.
Hornblower later commended Fell by drawing to the Admiralty’s attention his “ingenuity” but still
“wished he liked Sir Thomas better”.
Hornblower’s biographer gave no details of what happened to the Estrella del Sur after its capture or
explained what happened to the three hundred slaves who had been freed. (HWI-SS)
Fell and the Clorinda took Hornblower to the coast of Venezuela in pursuit of Ramsbottom and the
Bride of Abydos, also known as the Desperate and pretending to be a British warship. Hornblower
still regarded Fell as “stupid” but also as a capable seaman. (HWI-GC)
Fell, considered by Hornblower to be “fussy individual”, continued to be unpopular with him and he
was said to have uttered a groan when he was given a communication from him. (HWI-HU)
Fell:
Lady Fell, wife of Captain Sir Thomas Fell, who “has a position to maintain in the world”. She was “an
expensive and ambitious woman”. (HWI-SS)
Ferdinand: (Ferdinand IV, King of Naples)
Ferdinand, King of Naples and Sicily- King of the Two Sicilies, was said to be a “worthless king,... bad,
cruel, selfish”. He was “a tyrant more bloodthirsty and more tyrannical than Bonaparte himself,
faithless and untrustworthy” but he was being held up by British support. Unfortunately for
Hornblower, Ferdinand noticed the newly painted Atropus in Palermo Harbour and informed the
British minister there, Lord Bentinck, that he wished to have the ship for his own navy. Acting under
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advice from Bentinck, Admiral Collingwood had little option but to agree to the transfer “for reasons
of state”. (ATR)
Ferdinand: (Ferdinand VII of Spain)
It was reported by a Spanish officer who had boarded the Lydia that “Bonaparte stole our King
Ferdinand from us and has named his brother Joseph, King of Spain”. This led to a change of
allegiance so that Spain and Britain were no longer at war with each other. (HAP)
The forces of King Ferdinand of Spain were said to be fighting in Central America against the revolt
being led by Bolivar. (HWI-GC)
Ferdinand:
It was said that the Captain-General of Puerto Rico was the representative of this king “in whose
veins ran the blood of Bourbons and Hapsburgs, of Ferdinand and Isabella”. (HWI-HU)

Fermiac:
“Old Father Fermiac” was one of the small band under Hornblower and the Comte de Gracay who
were fleeing from the soldiers of General Clausen during the rising in the Nivernais. (see also under
Pierre and Jean). Hornblower observed that Fermiac was five years younger than himself but he was
one of the few men at that time that Hornblower could count on other than Brown of course. (LDH)
Ferris:
Captain Ferris had been the last captain to surrender a British ship, the Hannibal at Algecira, before
Hornblower had had to surrender the Sutherland. (FLY)
Field:
Lieutenant Field was “a grizzled veteran older than Hornblower” who led the boat’s party that
successfully planted a drogue on the rudder brace of the slave ship, Estrella del Sur, to slow her
down when she sailed from San Juan in Puerto Rico. “Fail had no fluency of speech” and his report
had to be taken from him by a succession of questions. Hornblower was then able to compliment
him for a job well done. (HWI-SS)

Finch:
It was Seaman Finch who was the “Man who saw God” in the chapter of that title in one of the
books of Hornblower’s biography. He disturbed Hornblower’s meditations while he was in the
Indefatigable’s mizzen-top. He was described as “a frail little man with wispy hair and pale blue eyes
and a foolish smile” and was thought to be weak in the head, one of the “idiots and landsmen”
pressed into service. He kept telling Hornblower that he could see “God” in the maintop. Finch saw
Him “with His beard all a-blowing in the wind” while on the other hand, “the Devil’s in the cable tier
during the dog watches”. This latter statement had intrigued Hornblower who investigated further.
He found Styles in the cable tier with his hands bound behind him and a rat attached to his face.
Hornblower had interrupted a gambling session around a rat pit. Other men involved were the
bosun’s mate, Partridge, the surgeon’s mate, Muggridge, the cooper’s mate, Washburn and other
petty officers and second-class warrant officers, some named as Lewis and Oldroyd. Later, during the
pursuit of a French ship, both Finch and Hornblower had to jump from the falling mizzen- topmast
across to the main mast. Finch only jumped after Hornblower had told him that “God” was in the
maintop. (MID-MG)
Firth: He was a young seaman on the Hotspur- see under Foreman. (HOT)
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Fitzgerald:
This was probably a reference by Hornblower’s biographer to Lord Edward Fitzgerald, an Irish
aristocrat and revolutionary. He was said to be regarded as a martyr by the Irish people. (see also
under McCool and Wolfe Tone). (CRS-WM)

Fletcher:
Fletcher was one of the fifteen mutineers on the Marguerite. Instead of being on the forecastle with
his fellow conspirators, his job was to remain below decks in the magazine with flint and steel ready
to blow the ship up if the mutineers were “rushed”. In Hornblower’s view, Fletcher was “one of the
half-wits on board”.
Six days after the aborted mutiny, the Marguerite captured a Spanish blockade runner. During this
action Fletcher was wounded and left on the quarterdeck surrounded by dead and wounded men.
However, he was left with a pistol in his hand and “months of brutal ill-treatment had shocked
Fletcher out of what little wits he had”. He fired the pistol at his sadistic captain, Courtney, and
wounded him in the knee. No one other than Hornblower had seen him fire and Hornblower “never
told” anyone what he had seen. (OMT-HD)
Fleury:
Captain Fleury was one of the French officers involved with Hornblower’s court-martial chaired by
General Clausen. (LDH)

Ford:
Captain Ford was the commander of the sloop of war, Clara, which encountered Admiral Lambert’s
fleet while on route to Jamaica. The despatches he was carrying brought news of a peace treaty with
France. (LTH)
Ford:
Captain Ford was the commander of the twenty eight gun frigate, Nightingale. He was described as
being “a thin-nosed, long faced rat of a man”. He was senior to Hornblower on the captain’s list and
apparently was known for his fighting spirit. However, he seemed not to have had the sense to hold
off from closing with the Spanish frigate, Castilla, before the Atropus could draw nearer to the
battle. After the surrender of the Castilla, Ford met Hornblower and told him that he had “arrived in
time, but only just in time”, a comment which to Hornblower would have been unnecessary if the
Nightingale had waited a little longer before closing with the enemy. (ATR)

Foreman:
Foreman was one of the four “young gentlemen on the Hotspur. (See also under Cheeseman).
He showed some quick wittedness when asked by Hornblower about his orders “regarding lanterns
during a night action”. He replied that he had to send a seaman, Firth, “ a likely-looking young
seaman”, who was also quick-witted and loyal to his petty officer because he understood Foreman’s
“small sweeping gesture” to indicate Mr Wise’s “abdominal rotundity” when questioned by
Hornblower as the warrant officer he should have been seeking out. Foreman was later seen being
berated by Bush as the latter tried to train him as the Hotspur’s signal officer and Foreman was seen
to fulfil this role for much of the time including the making of night signals. He really fell foul of
Hornblower when he returned from the Tonnant in the quarter boat crammed with fresh food and
forgot to hand over first of all the despatches he had collected. Typically, Hornblower did not want
corporal punishment to be used on Foreman by the boatswain for such an error and instead
deprived him of spirits for seven days. However, during the night action against French coasters,
Foreman impressed Hornblower because, “despite his youth and his excitement was keeping his
head, even though he made use of the vocabulary of the rat-killing pit”. Foreman became the ship’s
signal officer with Cheeseman his deputy. (HOT)
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Foster:
“Dreadnought Foster” was one of the three captains who formed the examination board for
lieutenant convened on the Santa Barbara in Gibraltar harbour. Hornblower was one of the
candidates. During the attack on the British fleet in the harbour by Spanish fire ships, he threatened
to shoot into a shore boat unless it stopped to take him and the other two captains off the Santa
Barbara to return them to their own ships. Hornblower accompanied Foster as they boarded one of
the fire ships to attempt successfully to steer it away from the anchored British ships in the harbour.
When Foster and Hornblower were eventually rescued after being picked up and taken prisoner by a
Spanish boat, Foster made a remark which was regarded as offensive by both Hammond and Harvey,
the other two captains of the examination board who had seemed to Foster to have been too slow
to come to his aid. A duel seemed the likely outcome of this exchange but Hornblower’s biographer
did not give any later information about the matter other than to show that he was still alive in 1805
and serving as the port admiral in Plymouth (see below). Either the duel did not take place or if it
did, he survived it. However, Foster sent back to Cartagena “under cartel, free without exchange”
the prisoners from the Spanish boat that had saved their lives. He informed Hornblower, “my firebreathing friend”, that he would inform the appropriate authority of his commendable action in
deflecting one of the fire ships. He also told him that he had been within a minute of being failed in
his examination but for the gun warning of the Spanish attack. (see also under Hammond and
Harvey). (MID-EL)
Hornblower came across Foster again in Plymouth where he was the port admiral and now RearAdmiral Harry Foster but still known as “Dreadnought Foster”. He was still “swarthy, with an
expression of sardonic humour” Apparently he did not recognise Hornblower whom he sent directly
off to London with the documents that he had taken from the cabin of the captain of the French brig
Guepe. (CRS)
Francois:
This was the name of one of the two Frenchmen (the other was named Marcel) found naked and
dying on a log raft by the Sutherland as she was sailing north in the Mediterranean to rendezvous
with the Caligula off the coast of Spain. The men were in a poor state but after giving them some
water and food they had revived enough to explain to Hornblower that they were escaped prisoners
of war from the Spanish island of Cabrera in the Balearics south of Mallorca. The Spanish were using
this previously uninhabited island on which to dump thousands of French prisoners. There they were
being left to fend for themselves with very little food delivered to them by sea and only when the
weather conditions allowed their captors to get close enough. Such were the conditions on Cabrera
that Francois described what appeared to be acts of cannibalism taking place there. These
revelations led Hornblower to do something to alleviate some of the suffering of the prisoners. He
devised a plan to fire a line over the surf so that half full casks of beef could be floated ashore.
During this process a Spanish victualling brig sailed close astern of the Sutherland protesting against
Hornblower’s interference. He had also used up “hundreds of fathoms of line and hundreds of
fathoms of cable, a score of beef casks and a whole day’s time”. This “work of charity” would cause
him to have to write dozens of letters and reports to the Admiralty and “a devil of a lot of trouble”.
(OMT-CO)
Franklin:
Franklin was one of the six seamen who formed the crew of the jolly boat under the command of
Hornblower as they fought with a Spanish galley when it attacked the becalmed convoy being
defended by the Indefatigable near Gibraltar. Unfortunately he was killed in this operation together
with two other men of the boat. (MID-SG)
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Freeman:
He commanded the cutter Clam which was a part of Hornblower’s squadron in the Baltic. He was
described as “swarthy and with long black hair like a gipsy”. “It would be less surprising to hear that
he was captain of a smuggling craft than captain of a King’s ship”. Freeman’s singing ability was well
known, in fact Hornblower had heard of it from a Junior Lord of the Admiralty. He was one of three
officers (also Duncan and Mound) who were toasted by Hornblower for their ”careful attention to
duty and whose marked professional ability resulted in the destruction of a dangerous enemy”, the
French privateer Blanchefleur. (COM)
Freeman later was given command of the eighteen-gun brig, Porta Coeli, sister ship to the Flame,
and this was used by Hornblower for ending the mutiny on the latter ship. Freeman welcomed
Hornblower on board looking “square, stocky and swarthy as ever, with black hair hanging to his
cheeks, gipsy fashion”. In Hornblower’s opinion, “Freeman was a good captain” and was
congratulated by him for “an excellent piece of navigation” during a night’s sail round the Bay of the
Seine. However, Freeman on one occasion conversed with Hornblower in a manner “so unabashed”
that his commodore was left staring at him in the darkness. On the eve of the entry into Le Havre,
Hornblower held a meeting on the Flame “in the stuffy little cabin” with Freeman of the Porta Coeli,
Bush of the Nonsuch and Howard of the Camilla. By way of entertainment, Freeman told their
fortunes remembering “what my gipsy grandmother taught me”. Hornblower sceptically admired his
“patter” but Freeman foretold danger, prison, a dark woman and a fair woman. In particular, he
spoke of “danger because of a fair woman- danger with a fair woman”. As it happened,
Hornblower’s subsequent experiences while in France during the near future showed Freeman’s
warnings to be uncannily spot on. Perhaps, though, Hornblower’s biographer had prior knowledge of
what was to come!
Freeman later took the Porta Coeli up river to Rouen after the end of the war and had to put up with
a ship full of French royal guests and their entourage. He had to look to Hornblower for his
assistance to allow him to run his ship with a deck full of aristocrats and outrageously suggested that
they should be battened down below decks. (LDH)
Frere: see under Hookham Frere. (FLY)

Fuentesauco:
The Duke of Fuentesauco, Spanish Minister of Marine, had countersigned a personal order affecting
Hornblower while the latter was a prisoner in Ferrol. (see under Alcudia). (MID-DD)

Galbraith:
Donald Scott Galbraith was third lieutenant on the Lydia in the Pacific. He had been at sea since
childhood and there was “still a trace of Scotch in his accent”. He was said to be “slow of speech and
of mind”. Galbraith made the mistake of ordering his escort of marines to fire at a threatening crowd
of locals while ashore in Central America, much to Hornblower’s annoyance and he was facing a
reprimand. He was therefore nervous when he, together with Midshipmen Clay and Savage, was
summoned to dine with Hornblower and then play whist with him in the hours before the Lydia was
close enough to join battle with the Natividad. Hornblower’s biographer described how “his
rawboned Scotch figure moved restlessly, and his face was flushed over his high cheek bones”
Galbraith was spared his reprimand following the successful capture of the Natividad. Later, the shy
Galbraith, together with Hornblower, Bush, Clay and Savage again, dined with Lady Barbara at sea
one afternoon. She won his “heart completely by displaying a close knowledge of a remarkable
poem called “The Lay of the Last Minstrel” by an Edinburgh lawyer” (Sir Walter Scott). Galbraith
thought this was “the greatest poem in the English language”.
In the aftermath of the first round of engagement with the Natividad, Galbraith led a group of some
seventy men in attempting to trap and secure a twelve-pounder gun, “a ton and a half of insensate
weight” running loose in a gale and threatening all kinds of destruction to the ship.
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In the last battle with the Natividad, Galbraith suffered “both legs smashed below the knees”.
Although he survived the shock of his wound and surgery to his stumps, gangrene set in and despite
the administrations of Lady Barbara, he died. While she held his hand, “the dying boy was babbling
feverishly in his broad Scots”, in his delirium. Hornblower was affected by this death and found
himself “hurt and sorry” by it. (HAP)
Hornblower recalled how Galbraith , together with Midshipman Clay, had dined with him on the
Lydia before its battle with the Natividad. He “had died of gangrene in the far Pacific”. (SOL)
Gambier:
He was in command of the Channel Fleet for three years despite “his disastrous waste of
opportunity at the Basque Roads”. Admiral Lord Gambier, “heavy- jowled, gloomy”, known as
“Dismal Jimmy”, had apparently been “whitewashed” at his court martial and allowed to carry on in
at his post. His flagship was the Victory and Hornblower was transferred there from the Triumph
during his return from captivity after his escape from France. Hornblower noticed a big brass-bound
Bible in his cabin as “the most conspicuous item of furniture therein”. (FLY)

Gardner:
Vice Admiral Lord Gardner, who became second in command of the Channel Fleet to Cornwallis and
later succeeded him as Commander. (HOT)

Garton:
This was the name of one of the fifteen mutineers on the Marguerite who had been facing a
flogging. Hornblower was a newly promoted lieutenant and Garton happened to be a gun captain in
his own division and appeared to be the leader of the rebellion. Despite him being a mutineer,
Hornblower regarded him as a man of “ingenuity and courage”. It was Garton who asked for the
terms under which the mutiny would be called off. (OMT-HD)

Ge-arge:
This was the name of one of the seaman on the lugger that took Hornblower out to join the
Nonsuch. (COM)
George:
“His Most Gracious Majesty King George III” was the king cited by the mad Captain Sawyer as the
authority over the ship’s company of HMS Renown. (LTH)
Hornblower was presented to the King in January 1806 by Admiral Lord St Vincent. The King was said
to have “light blue eyes, prominent, but kindly”. Hornblower’s biographer referred to a “kindly popeyed old gentleman”. (ATR)
Again mentioned as King George III, to whom Hornblower had been presented in 1798. (FLY)
“His Majesty King George III, King of Great Britain and Ireland” was met by Hornblower as he came
aboard the royal yacht, Augusta, in 1813 for a short cruise in the Channel. The King at this stage was
suffering from his famous madness and mistook Hornblower, the Augusta’s captain, as a schoolboy.
The sea voyage was intended as a form of treatment for his condition. What Hornblower observed
was a “pathetic, white-haired figure making its way here and there with uncertain steps while the
short-sighted blue eyes examined everything”. (OMT-HM)
George:
King George IV to whom a toast was drunk at a formal dinner party in New Orleans in 1821 when
Hornblower visited the city as the Royal Navy’s C-in C West Indies. (see also under Prince Regent)
(HWI-EH)
He was regarded as the “First Gentleman of Europe” but who “had long ago forsaken his halfhearted liberalism”. (HWI-GC)
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Gerard:
Gerard was the second lieutenant on the Lydia. He was the prizemaster of the Natividad after his
capture because he had once served in a Liverpool slave ship and “knew well how to keep a ship full
of hostile humanity in subjection”. Gerard’s conversations on the Lydia with Lady Barbara seemed
to be resented by his captain. He “was so handsome and had acquired somehow such a knowledge
of the world that Hornblower did not want to bring him into too frequent contact with Lady
Barbara”. He told her stories of his privateering days and as an officer on a slave ship in Africa
including his encounter with an Algerian corsair. Hornblower’s biographer referred to Gerard’s
“swarthy beauty”. During the battle with the Natividad, Hornblower “could see Gerard standing by
the mainmast, looking almost saintly in his ecstasy – gunnery was as much Gerard’s ruling passion as
women”. (HAP)
He continued as one of Hornblower’s four lieutenants on the Sutherland (the others being Bush,
Rayner and Hooker). All four were out drumming up recruits at the start of SOL. He had sailed round
with the longboat and raided Redruth, Camborne and St Ives. Hornblower regarded Gerard as
“handsome, sarcastic and able”. Gerard was the gunnery officer on the ship and was ordered by
Hornblower to use grape shot when firing on the French force on the coast road under Pino. (SOL)

Gerard:
Midshipman Gerard, another nephew of Lieutenant Gerard (see under Longley) who was “still
languishing in a French prison” after the surrender of the Sutherland, was the fortunate “youngster”,
as Hornblower called him, who was saved a caning from the sailing master on the Nonsuch, Mr
Tooth. This happened when his inability to remember, word for word, how to measure the “parallax
of an object” was rescued by his commodore’s intervention. He was one of the midshipmen
(together with Somers) used by Hornblower as signallers during the bombardment of a besieging
French battery at Riga. (COM)
Gerard:
This Gerard was Hornblower’s flag-lieutenant on the Crab when Hornblower, a Rear Admiral, was
the C-in C in the West Indies. Gerard was said to be a good flag-lieutenant and “had supported his
commander-in-chief very satisfactorily during the ten months that Hornblower had held command”.
“He supplied some of the social flair that Hornblower was too indifferent to acquire”. He had also
been briefed by Lady Barbara to watch out for her husband’s physical welfare. “He had received his
appointment as the son of an old friend”. Hornblower’s biographer does not make clear what this
particular Gerard’s relationship was with the other two Gerards encountered during Hornblower’s
career. No mention is made of him meeting this Gerard at an earlier stage and it unlikely that he was
the son of the Gerard who was one of Hornblower’s lieutenants on the Sutherland some eleven
years before. (HWI-EH)
Gerard continued as Hornblower’s flag-lieutenant on the Clorinda when it was on patrol near Puerto
Rica looking for slaving ships. He also continued to obey Lady Barbara’s request to make sure that
Hornblower ate regularly. This prompted at one stage a remark from Hornblower that “you would
have made an excellent wet-nurse…if nature had treated you more generously”.
Hornblower realised that Gerard “was too sharp altogether, and knew him too well” so that he used
Lady Barbara’s imposed duty on him once as a diversion when he suspected that Gerard was going
to guess the deception being carried out against Fell by Hornblower and Spendlove. (HWI-SS)
Gerard had accompanied Hornblower and Spendlove when they attended a ball hosted by a planter
on Jamaica and from where the latter two were abducted by pirates when they were in the garden
cooling off. He was said to be full of “self-reproach at having allowed this to happen to his Chief”.
(HWI-BP)
He was again referred to as “the faithful Gerard” while with Hornblower on the Clorinda during the
time of the rebellion against Spain being led by Bolivar. (HWI-GC)
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Gerard, like Spendlove, continued to be part of Hornblower’s staff until the end of the latter’s three
years’ posting in the West Indies. (HWI-HU)

Gibbon:
Hornblower was reminded of some writing of Gibbon when he heard his innkeeper clamouring for
Admiral Calder to be shot for letting Villeneuve’s French fleet elude him. (CRS)
Gibbon was Hornblower’s “model author”. (see also under Queen Anne). (HAP)
His “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire” was included in Hornblower’s “chest of books”. (SOL)
Hornblower called him to mind in thinking of Brown’s discomfort with himself and Brown at close
quarters during their journey from Rosas towards Paris. (FLY)
Lady Barbara “had lifted her eyebrows when Hornblower had said that Gibbon would be all the
reading matter he would need” before his voyage on the Nonsuch to the Baltic. She gave him a copy
of “Childe Harold” by Lord Byron. However, Hornblower was later portrayed “dining by himself” with
Gibbon “securely wedged against the cheese- crock on the table before him” (COM)
Gibbons:
Gibbons was a master’s mate and one of the boarding party with Hornblower when they captured
the French chasse-maree, Bonne Celestine, off Honfleur. It was Gibbons who hauled down the
tricolour and , unknown to him, his life was saved when a French musket was re-aimed at
Hornblower who promptly shot the would-be marksman. Gibbons later took charge of the Bonne
Celestine once she and the Flame had separated. In the raid on the French artillery barges at
Caudebec , Gibbons was killed in the huge explosion that also killed Bush. “A bit of flying wreckage
hit Flame’s boat,” smashing it and fatally injuring him. (LDH)
Giles:
He was Hornblower’s servant on the Crab and, like other men who had served him, had to put up
with his bad tempered outbursts when under stress, exhausted or seasick. (HWI-EH)

Gitanita:
“La Gitanita, the dancer” was said to have had “a notorious scandal” in Paris with the deserter and
Irish rebel, Barry McCool. (CRS-WM)
Goddard:
A seaman said to be a leader of a “gang” on the Sutherland who had recently been flogged. (SOL)

Godoy:
This is a reference to Manuel Godoy y Alvarez de Faria who was Prime Minister of Spain from 1792
to 1797 and from 1801 to 1808. Hornblower was briefed in Cadiz by the British consul, Mr Carron,
that Godoy would rather fight England than offend Bonaparte. Godoy was unaware that the British
had discovered secret clauses in the Treaty of San Ildefonso. Under these clauses, Spain had to
declare war against Britain whenever called upon to do so by France. It was thought that Spain was
waiting for that year’s treasure fleet, the flota, to arrive in Cadiz. (HOT)
Godoy’s corruption and inefficiency were mentioned with Spanish ships being allowed to rot without
sufficient crews or stores. (ATR)
He was again mentioned for his “pitiful subterfuges” in international double- dealing. (COM)
Gomez:
“Don Miguel Gomez y Gonzalez was the captain of the Star of the South, a fast schooner used to
transport slaves - “runs four hundred slaves every passage”. Despite this, Hornblower admired the
skill and daring shown by Gomez during the unsuccessful chase by Clorinda. Hornblower was
introduced to him at a formal ceremony by the Governor of Puerto Rico. He was described as “a
young man, strikingly handsome, dressed in plain but elegant blue clothes with a silver-hilted sword
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at his side”. “Hornblower mentally classified him as a young man of great ability and well pleased
with himself. Another compliment would not be one too many”. When his ship was captured after it
had been disabled by the working of the drogue, Gomez still did not know the cause of his
misfortune when he was brought on to the Clorinda. When he was told what had happened he was
crushed by this information and was described as “wilting under the eyes of his captors”. However,
three hundred slaves had been freed. (HWI-SS)
Gore: Captain Gore of the frigate Medusa. (see under Moore). (HOT)

Gorgon:
“Every soul on that crowded little quarter-deck was rigid,…as if some Gorgon’s head had turned
them all into stone”. This was how Hornblower’s biographer described the scene on the deck of the
Hotspur when an unexploded shell had landed on the deck and the extinguishing of its burning fuse
by Hornblower with his gloved hand and who then ordered the “damn thing” thrown overboard.
(HOT)

Gorza Khan:
His Excellency Gorza Khan was the Persian Ambassador at the Russian Court and he preceded
Hornblower in the line-up for the dinner attended by the Tsar at the Peterhof Palace. He was
“dressed in turban and diamonds” and for Hornblower, he was “most easily identified person in the
whole crowd”. (COM)
Gracay: Comte de Gracay- see under Ladon. (FLY)

Grandjean:
He had written in French his “Principles of Navigation”, one of the books given to Hornblower to
pass the time by Captain Neuville of the Pique. Pages from this book were later torn out by
Hornblower to start a fire on the ship to slow her down while she was being pursued by the
Indefatigable. (MID-PF)

Gray:
He was one of the master’s mates on the Lydia who took it on himself to supervise the loading on to
the ship of all Lady Barbara’s baggage when she boarded in Panama. Hornblower’s biographer
described the competence with which Gray heaved the log to measure the ship’s progress. (HAP)
He was also a master’s mate on the Sutherland and he was mentioned as being on harbour duty as
officer of the watch on Sutherland in Plymouth. During the landing against Rosas, he had an
altercation with a Spanish officer and was threatened with a drawn sword. The trouble was caused
by the “Dago lieutenant” insisting on continuing to smoke next to a powder magazine. Hornblower
defused what could have been a difficult situation by a clever use of the inability of either party to
speak the other’s language and which led to the satisfaction of all parties. (SOL)
Gray:
Hornblower thought that Gray could have written a poem about the picture of a wreck “down there
in translucent water” with “silver in a frozen stream pouring out of it”. (ATR)
(see also under Queen Anne). (HAP)

Greenwood:
Corporal Greenwood was a marine on HMS Renown and he happened to be on the deck on to which
Captain Sawyer landed when he fell down a hatchway. Sawyer had ordered Greenwood down the
hatchway with some men to find and catch mutineers. He had just witnessed the acting-gunner,
Hobbs, being given similar orders by Sawyer. He had then heard a yell and a crash and returned to
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find Sawyer lying at the bottom of the hatchway. He posted a guard and then went to give the
alarm. Hornblower and Wellard later took Greenwood aside to take down his statement in writing.
Later, when the Renown entered Sanama Bay at the eastern end of Santo Domingo and came near
to the Spanish fort guarding its entrance, Greenwood did his job of posting marines by each
hatchway to see that no one unauthorised tried to take shelter. (LTH)

Griffin:
Captain Griffin was an army officer and part of the battalion led by the Earl of Edrington during the
unsuccessful landing in France with a force of royalists, as described in the chapter of Hornblower’s
biography entitled “The Frogs and the Lobsters”. (MID-FL)

Grimes:
John Grimes was Hornblower’s steward on the Hotspur. He was a “weedy young seaman who
affirmed that he had acted as captain’s steward in a West India packet”. He was in his early twenties,
skinny, highly strung and excitable”. His skin lacked colour because he saw little time on deck as the
captain’s steward. His “only offence lay in being unoffending”. Hornblower tried to instruct him in
the making of his coffee with limited success. Grimes really was afraid of Hornblower and displayed
“trembling lips” and hands. He was affected by “physical fear” of what his captain could order in the
way of punishment for whatever perceived offence, however trivial.
Before the commencement of the raid on the French semaphore station at Petit Minou, Grimes
made the mistake of pleading with Hornblower not to be sent on it as his messenger. By doing this
he had rendered himself liable to a flogging or even to be hanged. Hornblower realised that Grimes
would be a liability and replaced him with his coxswain, Hewitt. In Hornblower’s eyes, Grimes had
erred not in being a coward but in allowing it to be shown. Grimes obviously must have realised
what he had done and while most of the ship’s company were away taking part in the raid, he hung
himself. Hornblower found him “swaying with the gentle motion of the ship, his feet dragging on the
deck”. In committing suicide, he had solved for Hornblower the problem of what to do with him.
However, Hornblower added his name to the short list of seamen killed in the raid on the
semaphore tower. (HOT)
Grindall: Captain Grindall of HMS Prince (see under Cornwallis). (HOT)

Gurney: He was the Gunner on the Hotspur. He was described loading and setting a cannon with
canister to fire into a hatchway the other side of which were a group of French seamen trying to get
out to fight with their boarders from the water hoy, Princess. (HOT)
Gustavus:
He was the ruler of Finland until supplanted by Bernadotte and for him it was said that Braun “had
risked life and fortune” (COM)

Hachett:
He was the secretary of Admiral Cornwallis and he was in the room at the George Inn in Portsmouth
where Hornblower had been summoned from his wedding breakfast to be briefed by the admiral.
(HOT)
Hake:
He was a Royal Marines officer who took part on the raid on French artillery barges on the Seine at
Caudebec. He was said to be a witness to the huge explosion that destroyed Bush and the men of
four boats that were alongside the powder-barges. (LDH)
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Hales:
Hales was “the man who felt queer” in the chapter of Hornblower’s biography of that very title. He
was a member of the crew of the jolly boat during the cutting out operation of the French corvette,
Papillon, from the mouth of the Gironde where she had been chased by Pellew’s Indefatigable. This
“lightly built young fellow of swarthy countenance” who pulled stroke- oar complained of “feeling a
bit queer-like” when the crew was being briefed about the forthcoming operation. As the operation
got underway, Hales suffered from an epileptic fit and started making a noise and calling out in an
increasingly louder voice for “Mary”. He was silenced by Hornblower who knocked him out with the
jolly boat’s tiller, “a three-foot bar of solid oak”. His fit was putting in jeopardy the lives of all the
men taking part in the operation during their silent approach to the Papillon. Hales was last seen
lying in the jolly boat, “probably dead, possibly alive” as the boat drifted away in the estuary of the
Gironde. Hornblower thought that if it had not been for Hales who had forced him to act decisively
to silence him, he would never have had the courage to run out to the Papillon’s maintopsail
yardarm.
(MID-MQ)

Hall:
Hall was a seaman on the Lydia. He took part in a hornpipe “tournament” as the Lydia slowly
approached the Natividad under fire to engage her. At one stage, “a shot came in through a forward
gunport and spattered Hall with a seaman’s brains without causing him to miss a step”. (see also
under Benskin and MacEvoy). (HAP)
Ham: see under Shem. (MID-NA)

Hammond:
“Black Charlie Hammond” of the Calypso was one of the three captains who formed the examination
board for the examination for lieutenant convened on the Santa Barbara in Gibraltar harbour.
Hornblower was one of the candidates. He was remembered with dismay by one of the candidates
because he “won’t ever forget that I lost his pet poodle over side …when he was first of the
Pegasus”. It was also Hammond who asked Hornblower a question which he was unable to answer
but which fortunately for Hornblower was asked seconds before the examination was brought to an
abrupt end by an attack on the anchored British warships by Spanish fire ships (see also under Foster
and Harvey). (MID-EL)
Hammond: Captain Hammond of the frigate Lively. (see under Moore) (HOT)

Hankey (or Hanky):
Hankey had been the Lydia’s surgeon but he had died “of all the complications of drink and syphilis
off the Horn” thus depriving the ship of its surgeon on its long cruise to the Pacific. (HAP)
He was the surgeon on the Lydia who Hornblower thought of when Marie had died. Hanky had said
that “thirty seconds was as long as anyone lived after the femoral artery was cut”. (LDH)
Hannay:
He was a seaman from the Indefatigable who was with Midshipman Bracegirdle during the brief
landing in France. (MID-FL)

Harcourt:
Lieutenant Harcourt was the commander of the Crab, Hornblower’s flag ship when he visited New
Orleans and subsequently when pursuing Count Cambronne and the Daring. He was given the job by
Hornblower of discretely spying on the Daring to see what was being loaded on board, a job he
executed very well. (HWI-EH)
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Harding:
Harding was a seaman who Hornblower noticed “knuckling his forehead and bobbing and grinning
with embarrassed pleasure” on the Porta Coeli. He recognised him and remembered his name from
“the old Indefatigable” in 1793. At that time, Harding had taught him “long splicing while we were
off Ushant”. (LDH)

Hardy:
Captain Sir Thomas Hardy was the captain of the Triumph when it intercepted the Witch of Endor on
which Hornblower, Bush and Brown were escaping from France. Hardy was of course Nelson’s flag
captain on the Victory at Trafalgar. Apparently Hornblower had known him as a lieutenant and
recognised his “huge bulk” as he went aboard his ship. Hornblower noticed signs of Hardy’s wealth
with “his barge’s crew in a fancy rig-out”. This would have come from “his Trafalgar prize money and
his pension as Colonel of Marines”. Hardy was by then famous and titled. (FLY)
Hare:
A former governor in Gibraltar who was said to have bought a job lot of 1795 sweet Malaga wine
which every subsequent governor thought it his duty to use up. (MID-DD)

Harkness:
Harkness was the steward of Admiral Collingwood and ordered by him to offer Hornblower a glass of
madeira or marsala on his arrival on the Admiral’s flagship in the Mediterranean. (ATR)
Harkness:
Harkness had been the leader of a gang of pirates and Ned Johnson had been one of his men. (see
under Ned Johnson). He was killed when his sloop, Blossom, had been cut off and his body was
found “almost cut in two by a round shot from Clorinda”. This had left his men leaderless and
“bewildered” as described by Hornblower’s biographer. (HWI-BP)

Harmond:
Harmond was another courtier at the Court of St James (see also under Catterick), described as a
“glittering figure with ribbon and star” when Hornblower was presented there by Admiral Lord St
Vincent. Harmond was commanded by the King to present Hornblower to his great-nephew, Prince
Ernst. (ATR)

Harper:
Harper was one of four men missing following the sinking of Lydia’s launch during the slow pursuit of
the Natividad. (see also under Dawson, North and Chump). (HAP)
Harris:
Commodore Harris commanded a squadron blockading Naples and Hornblower received orders
from Admiral Collingwood to report to him off the island of Ischia. (ATR)

Harris:
Harris was the coachman employed by the Hornblowers at their home at Smallbridge in Kent. He
was ordered to drive to Maidstone and back one wet and stormy night in 1848 as it would do him no
harm and “the horses are never exercised enough in any case”. (CRS-LE)
Harrison:
Harrison is first introduced as the boatswain on the Lydia who liked to use his cane on seamen,
especially those with “well-rounded sterns”. Many men on the ship were said to be “haunted always
by the fear of the cat or of Harrison’s rattan”. He was later seen using his cane still as men struggled
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to turn the capstan to bring in a fouled anchor. With Bush, he played a vital part in raising a spar to
replace most of the shot away mizzen mast. All this was being done in a gale so that the Lydia could
be made ready again for battle. Following the sinking of the Natividad, Harrison was given charge of
the few survivors from that ship. He ”was prepared to make seamen out of the strangest human
material; he had done so all his life, for that matter”. (HAP)
As the boatswain on the Sutherland, his weakness for such corporal punishment was again remarked
on by Hornblower’s biographer. His cane urged on the men “scurrying about the decks” and he dealt
with “a bewildered giant of a tin miner pressed into service” by seizing him and kicking him across
the deck. At that early stage of the commission, Hornblower considered this treatment to be far
more appropriate than a court martial, flogging or even death. His seamanship was however highly
regarded. (SOL)
Harrison: a colleague of Colonel Dobbs. (see under Dobbs) (LDH)

Hart:
Hart was master’s mate on the Renown who had been ordered as prize master to take the captured
French brig, Esperance, back to England. He returned with the news that he had discovered that his
prize was carrying a wanted deserter and Irish rebel, Barry McCool. He later gave evidence at
McCool’s court martial. (CRS-WM)
Hart obviously survived the action at Sanama Bay and the uprising by Spanish prisoners on the
Renown because Hornblower asked Buckland, the first lieutenant, if he could leave the deck to Hart
in order to dine with Captain Cogshill and other officers. (LTH)

Hart:
John Hart was a “big gangling young man with a wide, pleasant smile” and a midshipman on the
Sutherland. He was killed when he lost his leg after a nine ponder cannon ball from a French
privateer went through a gun port on the lower deck. Hornblower had seen his promise as a seaman
and had promoted him to warrant officer in the Lydia. (SOL)
Harvey:
Captain Harvey “of the dockyard” was one of three captains who formed the board for the
examination for lieutenant convened in Gibraltar harbour aboard the Santa Barbara. Hornblower
was one of the candidates. (see also under Foster and Hammond). (MID-EL)

Harvey:
The name of Admiral Harvey was used by Hornblower as part of a ruse to tell the Turkish authorities
why the Atropus had anchored in Marmorice Bay. Through the sailing master, Turner, the Turks
were to be told that the Atropus was looking for two French ships that were loose in the
Mediterranean. (ATR)

Hau:
He was a captain in the 60th Rifles of unknown nationality. He is described as “an elderly officer in a
dark-green uniform”. Before the French Revolution, he had been a court official in one of the many
small states on the French side of the Rhine. For twenty years he had been ”employed in odd duties
by the British Government”. He is first seen handing to Hornblower the urgent despatch from the
Foreign Office bag that announced that a prince, the Duc d’Angouleme was going to arrive in the
newly Bourbon supporting city of Le Havre. He was Hornblower’s adviser for handling the Bourbon
royalty in the shape of the Duc and his retinue. (LDH)
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Hauptmann:
He was another of the three diplomats (see also Basse and Dumoulin) who came aboard the
Nonsuch as she lay off Rugen in Swedish Pomerania while hunting down the French privateer,
Blanchefleur. He was described as “immensely fat, and dressed in a sober black civilian suit”. He
spoke English with a thick German accent but he was “His Britannic Majesty’s consular agent at
Stralsund”. However, to complicate matters, Hauptmann was accredited to the Swedish
Government not by His Britannic Majesty but by “His Bavarian Majesty”. He stressed to Hornblower
the tenseness of the international situation in Sweden. As he left the ship, he was accorded a fivegun salute as a consular agent. (COM)
Hawke:
See under Anson. (LDH)
It was also mentioned that when Hornblower left the George Inn to go to sea, the old serving
woman seeing him off would have memories of similar departures going back to the time of Hawke
and Boscawen. (HOT)

Hebe:
Hebe was first seen when she boarded the Lydia with Lady Barbara in Panama. “In the stern sat a
Negress with a flaming red handkerchief over her shoulders”. She appeared “wet from the waist
down” following her poor timing in transferring from boat to ship. Lady Barbara asked Hornblower
for a key to his requisitioned cabin so as to be able to lock Hebe in it at times. “She can no more
keep from the men than a moth from a candle”. When Hornblower shouted at her one morning for
interrupting his sacred and early morning meditations on the quarterdeck, it was said that “she was
used to white gentlemen who were irascible before breakfast”. Poor Hebe “never succeeded in
overcoming her seasickness”. (HAP)
Hebe was still Lady Barbara’s “little Negro maid” when the Lady Barbara began living in Smallbridge
following her marriage to Hornblower. (COM)
She is next seen when she arrives at Le Havre with her mistress. As Brown was supervising some
seamen in bringing Lady Barbara’s trunks to her room, Hebe was heard to give a squeal. One of the
seamen had obviously “taken a sly pinch” at her and later would doubtless have been dealt with by
Brown. Hornblower was left wondering about “Hebe’s amorous proclivities”. (LDH)

Hepplewhite:
Doctor Hepplewhite was the surgeon on the Justinian who had charge of the pistols used in the duel
between Hornblower and Simpson. “He was a bulky man with the red face of a persistent drinker”.
He was the man who “blabbed” about both pistols both being left unloaded at the order of Captain
Keene. (MID-EC)
Herbert:
He was a musket man stationed in the mizzen top with Hornblower, Finch and Douglas on the
Indefatigable during the pursuit of a French ship. (MID-MG)

Hernandez:
Manuel Hernandez was el Supremo’s lieutenant general. He was the first contact with Hornblower
and the Lydia when they arrived in the Gulf of Fonseca off the coast of Central America. He was
described as bare footed and wearing dirty and ragged clothes and carrying two pistols and a short
heavy sword in a red sash round his waist. Although he spoke Spanish he was said to not look like
one with “a tinge of red in his brown complexion”. His long thin moustache “drooped” from his
upper lip. He explained that Don Alvarado was now known to men as el Supremo. Hornblower came
to realise that Hernandez was “in terror of his life” at the ease with which el Supremo could have
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him tortured to death at the slightest whim. Later, the Spanish captured Hernandez and hung him at
San Salvador together with many other rebels. (HAP)
Hether:
One of the midshipmen on the Justinian who suffered from the bullying of John Simpson, he was
forced to wake up another midshipman, Mackenzie, every half hour round the clock. Together with
Cleveland, he was one of Simpson’s seconds in his duel with Hornblower. (MID-EC)

Hewitt:
Hewitt was the coxswain on the Hotspur and new to Hornblower. He was described as being short
but “made up in breadth a good deal of what he lacked in height, and he sported a magnificent pair
of glossy black side-whiskers in the style which was newly fashionable on the lower-deck”. It was
Hewitt who brought rum and water to Hornblower’s cabin when the Breton captain of the fishing
boat, Deux Freres, was entertained on the Hotspur as part of a gentle intelligence gathering exercise.
Hewitt took the place of Grimes as Hornblower’s messenger and aide- de- camp in the raid on the
French semaphore station at Petit Minou. Once the semaphore tower had been secured, Hewitt’s
orders were to burn the place down. (HOT)
Hibbert:
Captain Hibbert was the “fresh-faced young captain” and a member of the court of inquiry held on
the Renown. He annoyed the president of the court by trying to allude to the state of Captain
Sawyer’s mental health at the time of his murder by escaped Spanish prisoners. It was thought that
the court’s president “was probably acting under orders to hush that part of the business up”. (LTH)

Hobbs:
Mr Hobbs, acting-gunner on HMS Renown, was first seen being reprimanded by Hornblower when
the ship was in Plymouth Sound. Hobbs was in charge of a party of men loading powder and his
error was to be seen to be acting sulkily and not keeping a sufficient eye on what his men were
doing. He was described as “a paunchy individual with a thick grey pigtail” with “sprouting grey hairs
on his tiers of chins”. In Hornblower’s view, he was “no good…lazy as they make ‘em”.
Hobbs was ordered by Captain Sawyer to “bear witness” to what the commander regarded as a
seditious gathering between Buckland, Roberts and Bush. He was regarded by the officers as
Sawyer’s toady and spy. Hobbs with two men attempted unsuccessfully to catch four of the ship’s
lieutenants holding in a secret meeting in the dead of night to discuss what was to be done about
Sawyer’s mad behaviour.
As the Renown went into action against the Spanish fort protecting Sanama Bay in Santo Domingo,
Hobbs was seen to make his way down to the ship’s magazine with his mates to start sending up
powder boys with charges for the guns. (LTH)

Hobson:
He was a seaman from the Sutherland who took part on the raid on a French coaster in the lagoon of
the Etang de Thau. (SOL)
Hodge:
One of the two books that Hornblower “had bought at Gibraltar for a badly needed guinea” had
been one written by Lord Hodge, his “Statement of the Present Political Conditions of Italy”.
Apparently Hornblower wanted to inform himself on this subject. (see also under Barber). (ATR)

Holden:
He was the senior naval officer at Bembridge on the Isle of Wight who had received the nonmutineers from the Flame. To ensure that no word of the mutiny got out, he put the unfortunate
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master’s mate and the hands under lock and key to be shipped out on a ship (the Dart) that was
sailing for Calcutta. (LDH)

Holmes:
Holmes was the Captain-Superintendent of the naval dockyard on Jamaica. He supplied the boat
mortar and ammunition that was to be used to blast the pirates from their hideout on a shelf on a
cliff face on the island near Montego Bay. (HWI-BP)

Hood:
He was mentioned in a list of admirals associated with the Victory when it had been this admiral’s
flagship in the Mediterranean. (see also under Gambier, Jervis and Nelson). Hood in the Britannia
took over command of the Mediterranean fleet from Gambier when the Victory sailed back to
Portsmouth for his court martial. (FLY)
Samuel Hood had commanded the Zealous at the Nile. He was one of the men with whom
Hornblower was said to be proud to share the brotherhood (of the Bath) and with whom he sat at a
service in the chapel of Westminster Abbey. (LDH)

Hooker:
Mr Midshipman Hooker was first mentioned when he reported to Hornblower that the beef cattle
that he had requested el Supremo to supply were being driven down to the shore for slaughtering.
When reporting on an approaching ship from his perch on the fore top gallant masthead, his voice
was said to “squeak”. He was in charge of the Lydia’s cutter which in company with the ship’s launch
was pulling the ship under fire towards the Natividad. He later used the cutter to pick up the few
survivors from that ship. (HAP)
Hooker later was seen as one of Hornblower’s four lieutenants on the Sutherland (the others being
Bush, Gerard and Rayner). All four were out drumming up recruits at the start of SOL. Hornblower
regarded Hooker as a good officer and had recommended his promotion to lieutenant when the
Lydia had returned from her South Atlantic voyage. He was later mentioned in the battle with the
French squadron off Rosas as “hard at work hacking away at the rigging to cut it clear” and also
repelling boarders with Crystal. Near the end of the battle, Hooker, “a good boy that”, was seen by
Hornblower leading men at the guns and with these men, being “knocked into a bloody mess”. (SOL)

Hookham Frere:
He was the “elegant civilian in buff and blue, with a neat cravat”, who asked Hornblower a lot of
questions during the adjournment of his court martial. He was a friend of Canning’s and had acted as
an ambassador to the Spanish patriot government. He was also said to be “one of the wits who
wrote in the Anti-Gallican”. On Hornblower’s acquittal, he spoke “insistently” for him to accompany
him to London. He also irritated Hornblower by referring to Lady Barbara as “a charming woman for
those who are partial to that type” and “as a link between the Wellesley party and her late
husband’s”. (FLY)
Hornblower suspected that it was Hookham Frere, and possibly Canning, who had had a hand in the
writing of printed pamphlets which had been sent for use during the French siege of Riga.
Apparently they were well written and were to be used to entice some of Bonaparte’s forces into
desertion. (COM)
Hooper:
General Sir Augustus Hooper was the Governor of Jamaica when Hornblower and Spendlove were
kidnapped on the island by a gang of pirates from the garden of a planter at whose house a ball was
being held. Hornblower tried to imagine the reaction of “fussy old ” General Hooper when he
received a demand for a pardon from the leader of the pirates. “His red face and bulging blue eyesas well as the rage he was displaying- seemed to confirm that rumour that he was a grandson of the
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royal blood”. Hooper was “a full General, far above a mere Rear Admiral”. He had absolute rule
throughout Jamaica. (HWI-BP)
As Governor, Hooper “by virtue of his royal blood as well as in consequence of his position could
make remarks that well might appear rude in another man”. (HWI-GC)

Hooper:
Lady Hooper, wife of General Hooper, was said to be “loud in her praises of the excellent manners
and considerate ways” of the millionaire Charles Ramsbottom as he charmed Jamaican society
during his visit to the island in his yacht, the Bride of Abydos. (HWI-GC)
Lady Hooper was known to be a “keen and clever card player and Hornblower assumed that his wife
had asked him for the large sum of £200 to pay a gambling debt to her. (HWI-HU)
Hopper (the Hopper boy): see Miss Wentworth. (SOL)

Hornblower: “little Horatio” and “little Maria”:
Hornblower first saw his son, Horatio, just after his birth when the Hotspur “had crawled into
Plymouth Sound” for repairs following her engagement with a French frigate, Clorinde. During this
time, the Hornblower’s plus Maria’s mother, Mrs Mason, stayed in a lodging house in Plymouth.
Little Horatio was born on 1st January 1804 and he was seen each night by his father while his ship
remained in port. (HOT)
Hornblower briefly saw little Horatio again when he and his mother were waiting for his father to
emerge from the dockyard gate at Plymouth on arrival there in the water hoy, Princess. (CRS)
Maria was born in January 1806 at the lodgings of the Hornblowers in Deptford where Hornblower,
among other things, was preparing the Atropus for sea. When later that evening Hornblower also
saw his son, Horatio, the boy’s “face lit up with a smile as he caught sight of his father- the most
flattering experience Hornblower had ever known”. Hornblower arrived home after his departure
from Atropus to find both his son and daughter very ill with smallpox with tell-tale signs of a skin
feeling like “small shot felt through velvet”. (ATR)
Sadly, Horatio and Maria were later reported as “died of the smallpox in a Southsea lodging”. (SOL)

Hornblower-Maria Ellen, nee Mason:
Maria made her first appearance in the Hornblower biographies when her landlady mother called
her to make up another bed in Hornblower’s room for Bush. She was “a young woman – no, a
woman not quite young”, with a “sturdy figure” who taught for a living. On that day she was not at
her job as the school had been closed because of an outbreak of mumps. It was apparent that Maria
had fallen deeply for Hornblower who at the time was almost destitute. She had taken his coat away
to be freshened up and had slipped a half-crown into a pocket, much to Hornblower’s later great
embarrassment and discomfort. The impending departure to sea by Hornblower following the
renewed outbreak of war left Maria very tearful and sad as “she gazed up at Hornblower with
adoration shining in her face”. (LTH)
Hornblower married Maria in Portsmouth at the church of St Thomas a Becket on 2nd April 1803
even though he knew her to be “not the right woman to be his wife”. These feelings were to
dominate Hornblower’s mind throughout his marriage to her and Hornblower’s biographer seemed
to be always making reference to this unhappy situation. At her wedding she remained unaware of
his lack of strong feelings for her and she was described as “melting with happiness. She was
consumed with love for him”. She did not help herself by calling him “Horry”, a name he disliked
even more than Horatio. As might be imagined, Hornblower’s departure to sea on the Hotspur
almost immediately after their wedding was a very upsetting and tearful time for Maria. She waved
him off to sea early in the morning as “a solitary lonely speck of grey” standing on the Hard. During
the voyage, thoughts of Maria troubled Hornblower and at one stage, “he hoped that he and
Hotspur were better suited to each other than he and Maria”. When the Tonnant rendezvoused with
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the Hotspur in the Channel on 14th May, 1803, Hornblower received a batch of six letters from
Maria. They were of course written in most affectionate terms. She had moved down to Plymouth
in lodgings because she had heard that the Channel Fleet was based there and therefore expected to
meet him on his return to land. However, the main news was that she was pregnant and expecting a
baby at Christmas or the New Year. Once again, Hornblower was left with himself thinking that “he
must never let her guess at the quality of his feeling for her, because that would be a cruelty that he
could not contemplate”. He found the composition of letters to her difficult and the appropriate
words of endearment did not flow naturally. Once it became clear that he would not be able to go
ashore until Admiral Cornwallis himself had gone ashore, Hornblower realised with some discomfort
and guilt that he would not be able to see Maria at all during her pregnancy.
When Hornblower came to write his report on the successful raid on the French semaphore tower
on Petit Minou, he realised that he would have to soften the dangers of the experience in the light of
Maria’s condition. When Hornblower and the Hotspur sailed into Tor Bay for replenishment of food
and water, especially water, he realised that Maria was living only thirty miles away in Plymouth. He
collected the seven letters that she had sent him to learn by the last one that she was still well and
her pregnancy progressing satisfactorily. Later, a messenger from the shore brought him the news
that she was even closer and standing in telescope view on Brixham Pier. A summons to Hornblower
to dine with Admiral Cornwallis on the Hibernia, also anchored in Tor Bay, forced him to write a very
brief letter to her that was despatched on his behalf by Bush passing it to a shore boat. As
Hornblower proceeded to the flagship rather than to the pier and “flying away from Maria”, he “felt
a great welling of pity and remorse within his breast”. Similarly, these feeling were repeated as the
Hotspur got under way at night from her anchorage leaving Maria the next morning to find the ship
gone.
The feelings experienced by Hornblower when he thought of Maria, either when away at sea or on
the few occasions he was able to be with her, were described by his biographer in painful detail. “He
could not hurt her. He had entered into this marriage voluntarily, and he had to go on playing the
part”. He considered himself “the base intriguer”. When Maria later announced that she was
pregnant with their second child, Hornblower “did not know if he was happy with his knowledge,
although he said he was”. (HOT)
Maria met her husband briefly on his return to Plymouth in the water hoy, Princess. As soon as he
arrived, Hornblower sent a letter to her lodgings and she was waiting for him with their son, Horatio,
outside the dockyard gate when he emerged. She was also pregnant with their second child.
Unfortunately, Hornblower was now rushing post-haste to London. He had last seen her about three
months previously but once again it was a painful experience for both of them. “Here was Maria,
simple and innocent and ignorant” now enduring another farewell for about the sixth time since
they had married. (CRS)
The heavily pregnant Maria is next seen accompanying Hornblower with her infant son, Horatio,
travelling on a canal narrow boat, the Queen Charlotte, from Gloucestershire to the Thames. She
showed some indignation at the lack of respect being accorded to Hornblower from the old and onehanded boatman who was no doubt a former seaman in the Royal Navy. Hornblower was hastening
to London to join his new command, the 22 gun sloop, Atropus. However, Hornblower offered to
help the steersman of the boat when his mate, Charlie, became disabled while losing control of the
tow horses in his drunken state. Among other tasks this involved working with the steersman to
“leg” the barge through the two-mile long Sapperton Tunnel. This gave Hornblower an opportunity
to avoid sitting with Maria any longer than he had to and to “keep himself safe from Maria’s
ministrations”. It was clear that Hornblower was forcing himself to be patient with her. Because of
the need to help the one handed crewman, Hornblower effectively left her alone all day. He later felt
remorse for such “cavalier treatment” and tried to make amends to her. He realised that “he could
give her so much happiness; he could hurt her so easily”. Hornblower “despised himself as a
hypocritical unfaithful lover”. Hornblower’s predicament and the dividing of his attention between
his wife and his duty as a naval officer is shown as he struggles to complete the water-borne
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procession for Nelson’s funeral and the realisation that “he had forgotten all about Maria!” although
he had left her that morning with the midwife as she about to give birth to their second child. The
news that Hornblower was to be presented to the King at court had “wildly excited” Maria and she
was to be even more impressed that Hornblower was to have as another midshipman on the
Atropus a real prince who was the King’s great-nephew. All this confirmed to Maria that her husband
was in a “gentlemanly trade”. Under pressure in getting the Atropus ready for sea as soon as
possible, Hornblower reflected that “a naval officer should not have a wife or children” After
Hornblower’s departure to sea, Maria and her two children travelled by carrier’s cart to stay with
her mother, Mrs Mason, at Southsea. Hornblower next heard about his family when he received a
six week old letter from Maria reporting that all was well with the family as they continued to live
with her mother. However, on his return home, Hornblower found both children very ill with
smallpox. He felt that he must always comfort Maria. (ATR)
While on the Lydia and in the Pacific, the thought of prize money to be gained from the capture of a
Spanish galleon carrying a huge cargo of gold made Hornblower think how Maria, “snatched from
her Southsea lodgings”, would take to being the wife of a country squire. However, he thought that
she would be unable to play the part “with any grace”. As Hornblower dined with Lady Barbara and
four of his officers while at sea on the Lydia, he reflected on how different Maria was from the other
woman and how her gaucheness would have hindered her behaviour with the company. Hornblower
had tried to leave Maria well provided for before he left on his long voyage on the Lydia but his
shortage of money had made it difficult. As Hornblower sailed nearer to England his thoughts began
to dwell more on Maria, “short and tubby, with a tendency to spots in her complexion or Maria in
her flannel night-shift and curl papers with a loving note sounding hoarsely in her voice”.
Hornblower also made himself think of her when, “her eyes red with weeping, struggling bravely to
keep her lips from trembling while little Horatio died of the smallpox in her arms and little Maria lay
dead in the next room”.
After the last sight of Lady Barbara as she left the Lydia to sail home on an Indiaman, Hornblower
“felt he would be happy with Maria”. (HAP)
Maria was considered by Hornblower to “look course and badly dressed and stupid beside Lady
Barbara”. “With her thick figure and course black hair and bad complexion Maria could never appear
well dressed”. When she talked to Lady Barbara at dinner Hornblower hoped that Maria “was not
being too stupid and gauche”. Hornblower could not wait to escape from her “cloying sweetness and
lovable stupidity”. The Hornblower’s first two children, Horatio and Maria, had died of smallpox
during Hornblower’s absence at sea. Maria had to be left to go through her third pregnancy and
confinement without Hornblower’s support as a consequence of the Sutherland leaving on her
commission. Maria’s intention was to ask Lady Barbara to be godmother to the child she was
carrying. (SOL)
While imprisoned in Rosas, Hornblower continued to worry about the pregnant Maria. During the
journey from Rosas to Paris, Hornblower was said to wear an “embroidered nightshirt over which
Maria’s busy fingers had laboured lovingly”. The death of Maria was reported in the Morning
Chronicle and a copy of the paper, three months old, was given to Hornblower to read while he was
on the Victory awaiting his return to Portsmouth and his court martial for the loss of the Sutherland.
Maria had died “in childbed” at her lodgings in Southsea but had given birth to a boy. She was buried
in the grounds of the church of Thomas a Becket in Portsmouth, the church she and Hornblower
were married in. (FLY)
When Hornblower compared his new wife, Barbara, with his first wife, he thought of “poor Maria in
her forgotten grave in Southsea”. Three years after her death, he reflected on “the pity and
sympathy he had felt for Maria – a poor substitute for love”. He remembered “Maria, tactless and
stupid, of whom he had been fond as one is fond of a child”. (LDH)
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Hornblower: Richard:
Richard Arthur Horatio Hornblower was the son of Hornblower and Maria. On the death of his
mother and the absence, supposedly dead, of his father, Lady Barbara had made herself responsible
for his upbringing while her brothers, “Lords Wellesley and Wellington consented to act as his
godfathers”. (FLY)
He is seen again at Smallbridge and referred to by the Hornblowers as “Master Richard” for the
servants. At a formal introduction of “Squire Hornblower” to the villagers, the parson had mistakenly
referred to him as the child of both. In a letter to Hornblower, Lady Barbara described the
“breeching” of Richard as he passed out of babyhood accompanied by the tears of his nurse,
Ramsbottom. (COM)
Hornblower later recalled a “golden afternoon when he and Richard had lain side by side on their
bellies beside the fish pond” and then he had shaken hands in farewell to him as he left Smallbridge
on his way with Brown for the Porta Coeli at Spithead. When Hornblower and Lady Barbara met
again in Le Havre where he was the military Governor, “Little Richard” was reported to be “very well
and happy”. As a result of Hornblower being made Lord Hornblower of Smallbridge, Richard became
the Honourable Richard Hornblower and in the future would succeed his father as Lord Hornblower.
(LDH)
Richard is next mentioned as about to enter Eton while his father contemplated his return to “a
freezing winter at Smallbridge”. (HWI-HU)
Hornblower’s biographer finally mentions Richard as being a Colonel in the Guards in 1848. He
apparently had to attend on what was then a young Queen Victoria and his very wealthy father, now
seventy two years of age and Admiral of the Fleet, was said to be considering an increase in his
allowance of a further £500 a year. (CRS-LE)
Horrocks:
Horrocks was a midshipman on HMS Atropus and described as a “big raw-boned lout” Hornblower
regarded him as “the stupidest of his midshipmen in contrast with Smiley whom he considered to be
his “brightest”. Horrocks accompanied his captain on the first barge in Nelson’s funeral procession in
January 1806. Horrocks was in the unfortunate position of steering the state barge when it came
alongside before the start of the procession. The clumsiness of this boat and the strength of the
wind and tide led to it hitting the pier with its starboard quarter and, unbeknown to all at the time,
creating what was to be a serious leak. Later in the procession Hornblower ordered him to “deal
with the leak” mainly by furious bailing of the barge. Horrocks was charged by Hornblower with
guiding the new midshipman, Mr Prince, as he began his naval career on the Atropos. Later in the
voyage, Horrocks, together with Midshipman Smiley, were each appointed by Hornblower to be
leaders of the two watches set up for race for the crew up and down the masts. (ATR)

Horry: This was the name used by Maria Hornblower for her husband. He loathed its use. (HOT, CRS)
Hosier: Captain Hosier of HMS Fame. (see under Cornwallis). (HOT)

Hough:
Mr Hough was a planter on Jamaica who held a ball at which Hornblower, Spendlove and Gerard
were guests. “Hough was a substantial planter, a man of considerable wealth, with enough dislike of
English winters not to be the usual West Indian absentee landlord”. In order to have a break from
Hough’s “ponderous company”, Hornblower and his secretary, Spendlove, went into the garden for
some cooler air and there they were kidnapped by members of a gang of pirates. (see under Ned
Johnson) (HWI-BP)
Hough was one of the two planters invited as guests to a dinner party on the Bride of Abydos during
the ship’s visit to Jamaica. (see also under Doggart) (HWI-GC)
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Hough:
Mrs Hough, husband of Mr Hough, who gave Hornblower a very warm welcome to the ball she was
hosting. She was said to be “considerably prostrated” following his kidnapping from her ball. (HWIBP)

Hough:
Miss Lucy Hough was the seventeen year old daughter of the wealthy Mr and Mrs Hough and was
known to be their eventual inheritor. She was “a pretty enough girl” and the object of Spendlove’s
attention although she appeared to be unaware of this. Much to the embarrassment of the forty-six
year old Hornblower, he noticed that she seemed to be very much drawn to him. This attention was
further experienced upon Hornblower’s return from his abduction by pirates when she flung herself
on him crying out that “I care for nothing as long as you’re safe”. Hornblower later used his
rejection but continuing influence with Lucy to speak up for Spendlove in the hope that he would
“catch her on the rebound” (HWI-BP)
Howard:
Captain Howard of the thirty six gun frigate, Camilla, was part of the force given to Hornblower to
take over Le Havre from Bonaparte’s rule and return it to the Bourbons as they returned to place
Louis XVIII on the throne of France. He was described as being “a handsome, dark, young-looking
man”. Howard landed at Le Havre and is first seen there on a horse “riding gracefully” as he asked
Hornblower for orders.
Howard, together with Colonel Dobbs, were with Hornblower when they heard the details of the
amphibious attack on the French artillery being unloaded from barges up the Seine at Caudebec. It
was Howard’s idea to send a “parlementaire- a mounted officer with a white flag and a trumpeter”
to ask General Quiot for details of the death of Bush. (LDH)

Howell:
Howell was the carpenter on the Lydia. He is first seen reporting to Hornblower after the first
engagement with the Natividad that the frigate was taking on water with “four feet an’ more in the
well” and seven shot holes below the water line. During the final battle with the Natividad, he sent a
report that the “starboard side chain pump’s knocked all to pieces” with “fourteen men all knocked
into smash… ‘Orrible, sir”. (HAP)
He was also the carpenter on the Sutherland. Together with Crystal, and on Hornblower’s orders, he
hung a tricolour flag over the side to indicate the surrender of the ship. (SOL)

Hudnutt:
The nineteen year old Bandsman Hudnutt of the Royal Marines had managed to get himself charged
by Drum-Major Cobb with the very serious offence of “wilful and persistent disobedience to orders”
because he refused to play a B flat instead of a B on his “new-fangled” cornet in what Spendlove
referred to as a case of “artistic conscience”. It was accepted that Hudnutt was a first rate musician,
“a boy wonder at it” but he had disobeyed an order in front of sixteen other bandsmen. The penalty
he was facing was hanging or flogging round the fleet. Hornblower contrived to get a look at
Hudnutt, “a painfully young man, his cheeks hardly showing a trace of his one-day’s beard”. In his
Yorkshire accent he answered Hornblower’s questions about his lowly and deprived background and
said that he had enlisted “for the music” and to which he was very sensitive. Later, Hornblower
mentioned to the newly arrived Lady Barbara the fate that was awaiting Hudnutt and without either
Hornblower or Hudnutt knowing it, this was to have life-saving consequences for the unfortunate
marine/musician. Just after he had relinquished his official post Hornblower was told that Hudnutt
had escaped from his prison and he was now a very much hunted man on the island.
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Hudnutt was not seen again by either Hornblower or Lady Barbara until they were being received at
a formal reception at the Governor’s palace on Puerto Rico following their rescue from a terrible
hurricane. Much to their surprise they saw him, “pigtailed and powdered; dressed in a glittering
uniform” and playing a trumpet solo as part of the welcoming ceremony for them. This of course
made Hornblower wonder how Hudnutt could have escaped from Jamaica and then arrive in Puerto
Rico. (HWI-HU)
Hudson: a seaman on the Lydia. (see under Williams) (HAP)

Huffnell:
He was the purser on HMS Hotspur. (See also under Wallis). Hornblower “knew a good deal about
Huffnell” meaning that he was not at all surprised to learn that the wardroom mess secured the
freshest food available to the ship. With the onset of what looked likely to be a prolonged period of
storms, Huffnell had, with Bush, “routed out Simmonds the cook and set him to work cooking food”.
(HOT)
Huffnell became one of the officers from the sunken Hotspur who sailed back to Plymouth with
Hornblower. (CRS)
Hunt:
Mr Hunt was a warrant officer on the Atropus. He was one of the men specifically detailed by
Hornblower before the ship started its escape from the Turks in Marmorice Bay. In his case he was
sent to the main “tops’l sheets”. (ATR)

Hunter:
One of the four seamen from the Indefatigable who formed Hornblower’s prize crew for sailing the
captured French brig Marie Galante back to England. It was Hunter who advised Hornblower to take
warm clothes with him as they abandoned the sinking Marie Galante because “I been in an open
boat ten days once”. Hunter also was a watch-keeping officer, together with Master’s Mate Winyatt,
on the prize sloop, Le Reve, that Hornblower was sailing back to England when it was captured by a
Spanish fleet that it had found itself in the middle of while becalmed at night and in a sea mist.
(MID-CR,HH)

Hurst:
He was the first lieutenant of the Nonsuch. After the re-capture of the Maggie Jones in the Baltic and
the conscription of two Danes and two Germans from the prize crew, Hurst was ordered by his
captain, Bush, “to take ‘em away and read ‘em in”. Hurst was picked to accompany Hornblower to
his meeting with the Tsar and Bernadotte at the Peterhof Palace in St Petersburg because although
“there were not the makings of an admiral in the first lieutenant, ..discipline demanded that he be
included in the party” That party also included Braun as interpreter, Mound, the commander of the
Harvey, Midshipman Somers and Colonel Wychwood of the Grenadier Guards. Hurst’s experience at
the reception and the subsequent requirement for him to share in the guarding of a badly wounded
secret assassin in the form of the interpreter, Braun, had evidently imposed a severe mental strain
on him. He was taking this out loudly on a sloppy midshipman when Hornblower ordered Brown to
ask him to be quiet about it. (COM)
Intendant of Livonia:
“His Excellency the Intendant of Livonia” was the cuckolded husband of the Countess Canerine
whom Hornblower had bedded after the reception with the Tsar in St Petersburg. He was described
as “tall, bony and elderly, with a thin moustache that drooped from his lip, and short-sighted eyes
that he assisted with a quizzing glass”. His attitude towards Hornblower was one of great
indifference. (COM)
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Isabella: see under Ferdinand. (HWI-HU)

Jack:
He was first mate on the Amelia Jane, a large brig and thirty-seven days out from Barbados. The ship
had been captured by a French privateer in the fog in the Downs just off Deal. She was later
recaptured by Hornblower and men from the Atropus. (ATR)
Jackson:
He was coxswain on the Indefatigable and was second in command to Hornblower on the jolly boat
during the cutting out operation on the French corvette, Papillon, from the mouth of the Gironde.
Jackson helped Hornblower to wrap a handkerchief around Hornblower’s severely blistered hands
after he had descended from the yardarm of that ship. In his words he told Hornblower that he
“ought to ‘a gone down ‘and over ‘and”. Jackson was also one of the six men in the jolly boat under
Hornblower as they fought against two Spanish galleys that were attacking the Indefatigable’s
convoy as the ships lay becalmed near Gibraltar. During this operation Jackson acquitted himself
with commendable bravery. (MID-MQ, SG)

James:
“Mr James” was the signal midshipman on HMS Renown while Hornblower was a signal lieutenant.
(CRS-WM)
Midshipman James was ordered by Hornblower to arrange for the carrying below decks of Bush’s
sea chest on the latter’s arrival on the ship. He later was in command of the Renown’s first cutter
taking part of the operation to attempt to re-float the ship after it had gone aground in Sanama Bay
in Santo Domingo when its helmsman had been killed. James had to take charge of all the boats
involved when Lieutenant Roberts was killed. He was also left in charge of Hornblower’s party when
he went on ahead to “see how the land lies” during the landing at Scotchman’s Bay in Santo
Domingo. (LTH)
James:
He was one of Captain Fell’s officers or warrant officers on the Clorinda. (see also under Sefton and
Noakes). (HWI-SS)
Jean:
“Young Jean, not yet seventeen.. sobbing unashamedly and loudly” as a member of the band of
“guerrillas” led by Hornblower and the Comte de Gracay. (see also under Fermiac) (LDH)

Jeanne:
“fat Jeanne”, the cook at the de Gracay chateau and husband of Bertrand. (see under Felix). Under
Hornblower’s supervision, she baked ship’s biscuit for use during the escape down the Loire. (FLY)
Hornblower and Brown saw her again when she was part of the welcoming party for them when
they travelled to the de Gracay chateau for a visit at what was thought to be the end of the war with
Napoleonic France. She was the mother of Annette who married Brown. (LDH)
Jem:
This was the name of one of the relief crew of the canal boat, Queen Charlotte, who took over at
Oxford on the journey from Gloucestershire to London by Hornblower and his family. (ATR)
Jenkins:
This was the name of the doorman at the Long Rooms, a gambling establishment in Portsmouth.
Bush felt obliged to give him a shilling tip for retrieving his coat and hat for him. (LTH)
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Jenkins:
He was one of the seamen (together with Sansome) ordered by Balderstone, the captain of the
Princess, to help with the laying of a gun to fire into a hatchway to subdue a group of French seamen
attempting to recapture their ship. (CRS)

Jenkins:
Tom Jenkins was the name of the steersman and later postillion of the canal barge Queen Charlotte.
He was once a “main topman in the old Superb” but had obviously been invalided out of the navy as
he had only the use of one hand, the other being replaced by a hook. His initial disdain for a naval
captain in the form of Hornblower was later replaced by respect after Hornblower had helped with
the “legging” and the steering of the barge after the disablement of Charlie, the original postillion on
the journey. (see also under Charlie). (ATR)
Jenkins: see under Smith and Poole. (HAP)

Jervis: see under St Vincent. (MID-NA, DD andFLY)
Job: see reference under Brown. (LDH)

John:
John was the footman at the Hornblowers’ home at Smallbridge House. He wore a livery chosen by
Lady Barbara. (COM)
John Company:
This was the name given to officers in the employment of the East India Company. (HAP)

Johnson:
Seaman James Johnson was the only seaman actually killed during the raid on the French semaphore
tower on Petit Minou although several marines were killed. (HOT)
Johnson:
Dr Samuel Johnson, quoted by Captain Cogshill as saying “brandy for heroes”. (see also under
Queen Anne). (LTH, HAP)

Johnson:
He was the servant or aide de camp of Lord St Vincent shouted at by him to get “those damned
horses in” so that he could hurry back to the Admiralty. (LDH)

Johnson:
Ned Johnson was the new leader of a gang of pirates who kidnapped Hornblower and his secretary,
Spendlove, from the garden of a Jamaican planter (Hough) while they were attending a ball hosted
by him. Johnson was a member of the Harkness gang (see under Harkness). Johnson and his men
took Hornblower and Spendlove to their hiding place in a cave set some sixty feet up in a cliff face.
He threatened them with some dire torture (cut off ears and nose, pricked out eyes) if Hornblower
did not write a letter to the Governor of Jamaica asking for a full pardon for him and his gang. Both
Hornblower and Spendlove were able to see that Johnson was “bewildered” and “facing a situation
too complex for him” (HWI-BP)
Jones:
Captain Henry Jones of the Royal Marines commanded the marines transferred to the Hotspur for
the raid on the French semaphore station at Petit Minou. Here, Jones led his marines in the attack
and destruction of a French battery. He was said to be “filled with fighting madness, and went on
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shouting defiance at the French” as his force made a steady retreat with their job done. However,
when a magazine blew up he was killed by “half a ton of rock” when it landed “right on to Jones in
his red coat, sliding along as if bestially determined to wipe out completely the pitiful thing it
dragged beneath it”. Hornblower made a point of reporting his gallantry and subsequent death
when he wrote his report on the attack. (HOT)

Jones:
The lacklustre John Jones was the first lieutenant on HMS Atropus. He was described as “a lanternjawed man, his close shaven beard showing blue through his tan”. Hornblower had to drive “the
wretched Jones” to make the ship ready for sea after he had joined her on the Thames at Deptford.
In the view of Hornblower’s biographer, “Mr Jones was not a man of quickness of thought or rapid
adaptability to a new situation”. However, Jones led the long boat and the launch with a party of
men from the Atropus to take and overcome a French privateer anchored nearby in the fog in the
Downs in the English Channel just off Deal. Later, as Hornblower was composing his report to the
Admiralty about the successful sortie, he was asked by Jones to mention that he was “John Jones the
Ninth” in order to distinguish himself from the other eleven of the twelve John Jones in the
lieutenants’ list. In addition to Jones as the First Lieutenant, the second lieutenant was Mr Still and
the purser was Mr Carslake. Throughout the voyage of the Atropus it seemed as if Hornblower had
to chivvy and chase the usually “surprised” Jones into getting him to achieve most of what he had
been ordered to do. In Hornblower’s view, Jones was “incapable of strategic thought”. When the
Atropus was transferred to the Sicilian Navy, Jones transferred as her new captain when Hornblower
elected to travel immediately back to England. As Admiral Collingwood remarked, he became “John
Jones the First in the Sicilian Navy List”. He was last seen by an amused Hornblower wearing the
uniform of a captain in the Sicilian Navy and looking “gorgeous”. (ATR)
Jones:
Mr Jones of the Harvey, was the only midshipman on that ship and during the attack on the French
privateer, Blanchefleur, he was under the direction of his captain, Mound, as the bomb-ketch
manoeuvred herself for accurate firing of the mortar shells that destroyed the enemy. (COM)

Jones:
“The boy James Jones”, according to the crew of the Flame who had mutinied, had been killed by the
commander of that brig, Augustine Chadwick. (LDH)
Jones:
He was a seaman on the Crab, “a skinny, stunted young man”, detailed by his captain, Harcourt, to
carry out a spying operation on the Daring while in port in New Orleans. He swam to a lighter from
which various sizes of bales were being loaded. He discovered that they contained uniforms with
round buttons and bearskin uniform caps as used to be worn by the Imperial Guard. This eventually
gave Hornblower the clue he needed to guess the destination of the Daring and the intentions of
Cambronne. Jones was later rewarded by Hornblower for his intelligence and his efforts. Jones was
available to Harcourt because he had been denied shore leave because of his drink problem. (HWIEH)
Jones:
“William Jones, late Captain, Twenty-Third Foot, now Major commanding a battalion in the Army of
Greater Colombia” was how he introduced himself to Hornblower as the latter watched Bolivar’s
men drawing back from the advancing Spanish following the battle of Carabobo. (HWI-GC)
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Jordan:
Jordan was the under-coxswain and member of the crew of the Indefatigable’s longboat when they
manned the transport brig, Caroline, to take the “Noah’s Ark” cargo of cattle and grain while
undergoing a three week period of quarantine after contact with the plague in Oran. Because of the
lack of men to run the transport, Jordan was appointed an officer of the watch by Hornblower.
(MID-NA)
Joseph:
The brother of Bonaparte and named King of Spain by him. (see under Ferdinand) (HAP)
He was “the lawful sovereign King Joseph” to whom some Spanish “still cherished notions of
resistance” to this French placed puppet. (FLY)
Junot: a French general beaten by Wellington. (FLY, LDH)

Jussey:
“Jussey, chef de bataillon du corps de Genie des armees de l’Empereur”, a major of engineers, who
was captured by the gig from the Harvey under Lieutenant Mound. Jussey was being rowed in the
mouth of the Dwina “reconnoitring for a suitable place to land a French force on the Russian side”.
He was on the staff of Marshal Macdonald, the local French commander-in chief, and in response to
Hornblower’s soothing tones and feigned regret for his capture he gave up more information than
he should have done. (COM)
Juvenal:
Apparently Lady Barbara could quote from Juvenal, a Roman poet, much to Hornblower’s surprise.
(HAP)
Keats:
Captain Keats was referred to as the captain in the “old Superb” by Tom Jenkins, a member of the
crew of a canal barge on which Hornblower was travelling. (see under Tom Jenkins). (ATR)

Keats:
Admiral Keats was mentioned as being replaced as the senior naval officer in the Baltic by Admiral
Saumarez. He was also mentioned by a Russian Baroness whom Hornblower met at a court
reception in St Petersburg. She apparently had made her acquaintance with Keats in 1807. (COM)

Keene:
Captain Keene was the sick captain of the Justinian when Hornblower joined the ship as a
midshipman in January 1794. “He had not the fame which enabled some captains to fill their ships
with enthusiastic volunteers” and he was said to be “devoid of personality”. His illness had made
him “a man of bitter tongue”. The Justinian was consequently not a happy ship. He had been posted
captain on 4th July 1781 which happened to be five years to the day after Hornblower was born. It
was Keene who had ordered that both pistols to be used in the duel between Hornblower and
Simpson should remain unloaded because he wanted to “save a life for the King’s service”. However,
he really had Hornblower’s interests at heart because he ”insisted” on his transfer to Captain
Pellew’s frigate Indefatigable. Apparently, Pellew had room for another Midshipman and he had “no
good fourth on board” at whist. Keene told Hornblower that the Justinian was no place for him “with
her useless captain”, “her worn-out first lieutenant and her old midshipmen”. (MID-EC)
Keith:
Admiral Keith was mentioned as holding the English Channel secure against the French. (HOT)
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Kemp:
Charlie Kemp was a seaman who was with Hornblower in the Baltic. He was mentioned by another
hand on the Bride of Abydos when Hornblower met other seamen who had served with him in the
past. (see also under Cummings). (HWI-GC)

Kennedy:
Kennedy was a fellow midshipman of Hornblower’s on the Indefatigable. The two joked together on
the quarterdeck before they noticed that Mr Bolton, the officer of the watch, was looking at them.
(MID-MQ, FL)
Ketch:
“Jack Ketch” was a famous English executioner from the early 17th century famous for his at times
lack of competence for a quick despatch. In a show of gallows’ humour, the Irish rebel, McCool,
referred to his captor, Hornblower, as “Jack Ketch” after his death sentence had been delivered.
(CRS-WM)

King of Rome: the newly born heir to Bonaparte for whom a salute was fired throughout France and
heard at the de Gracay chateau. (FLY)
Kladoff:
He was one of Clausewitz’s generals defending Riga from the besieging French. He was later
mentioned as having had ten cases of the plague in his division as the effects of the disease took
their toll. (COM)

Knyvett:
Midshipman Knyvett was a midshipman on the Lydia. Hornblower sent him aloft with a telescope to
report on a ship that had been sighted and his “boyish voice” reported back the sighting of the
Natividad. Later, when the Lydia was firing at her at extreme distance, from his perch at the foretop,
Knyvett called down the fall of shot to the gunner. (HAP)

Knyvett:
Captain Knyvett was the master of the packet ship Pretty Jane that had brought Lady Barbara out to
Jamaica from England and which was to take both Hornblowers home. He was “short and stocky and
grizzled”. He died as a result of the extreme hurricane that befell him and his crew and the
Hornblowers as they were leaving the West Indies for England. (HWI-HU)
Kotchubey:
He was the Grand Marshal of the Court of Tsar Alexander and it was he who sent the invitation to
Hornblower to attend the Imperial Palace of Peterhof. He was described as “a dignified official
whose coat was of the same Imperial red where the colour was visible through the gold lace. He
wore powder and carried in his hand a gold-tipped ebony stave”. Madame Kotchubey also assisted
with the women at the same function as her husband. (COM)

Ladon-the Comte:
Lucien Antoine de Ladon, Comte de Gracay. It was his chateau that Hornblower, Bush and Brown
found themselves on the night of their escape on their journey as prisoners from Rosas to Paris. The
Comte was the mayor of his commune and in effect was the “local authorities”. In his house he
made Hornblower feel “welcomed and protected”. To Marie, his daughter in law, he was the
“kindest man in the whole world”. All his three young sons had died in army service for Bonaparte
and he was the “last Ladon”. The Comte had been “an émigré” who lived for years in London with
his children after the Revolution but had returned to France following an amnesty but never went to
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Paris and he hated the Emperor. During his stay with the Comte, Hornblower was aware of “a
strange sympathy between him and the Comte”. The Ladons played whist with Hornblower and a
reluctant Bush. The Comte had predicted that “the war would end in 1814” and the ambitious
Hornblower of course inferred from this that promotion for naval officers would be slower in peace
time. (FLY)
The Comte and Hornblower met again at a reception in Paris in 1814 at the end of the war where he
was introduced to Hornblower’s wife, Barbara. Once more, Hornblower looked on him as “the
kindliest man in all the world”. Indeed, after the death of Bush, Hornblower was said to regard the
Comte as the man he liked most in the world. When Brown married Annette, the daughter of the
Comte’s coachman, he performed the civil ceremony as he was also the local maire.
With the news that Bonaparte had returned from exile on Elba, the Comte realised that his life was
now in danger for befriending Hornblower. Together with Marie, Hornblower and Brown and his
wife, Annette, he set off to escape from their home on the Loire. Later, after a gruelling experience
of being pursued and the death of his beloved daughter in law, the Comte was sentenced to die by a
court –martial convened by General Clausen. However, his life and that of Hornblower’s were spared
by the news that Bonaparte had been defeated at Waterloo and “already Wellington and Blucher
are over the frontier and marching on Paris”. This was the last mention of the Comte by
Hornblower’s biographer and nothing is known about the rest of his life. (LDH)
Ladon-Marie:
Marie de Ladon, Madame la Vicomtesse de Gracay. She was the daughter in law of the Comte and
the widow of the Comte’s eldest son, Marcel. Marie’s father was a Normandy peasant and she had
met her husband when he was billeted in her village. Hornblower first noticed her glimmering silk
dress and her “golden, nearly auburn hair” but also her “harsh contralto” voice. He was also
impressed by Marie’s “practical forethought” in arranging for the comfort of the wounded Bush. She
is described as being nearly thirty years old and “stoutly- almost say, stockily –built with black eyes
in contrast with her auburn hair”. Hornblower was clearly taken by Marie’s appearance which had
“only a slight irregularity of feature” which prevented her from being a “dazzling beauty”. While she
could pronounce Bush and Brown’s names, she had much difficulty with “Orrenblor”. She learnt
from Hornblower of the existence of his wife, Maria, the death from smallpox of “little Horatio” and
“little Maria” and Maria’s current pregnancy. During the long winter evenings the Ladons played
whist with Hornblower and Bush. The Vicomtesse was described as a “good well-taught player of no
brilliance whose interest in the game…was entirely due to her devotion to her father-in-law”. In due
course, she and Hornblower began an affair and Hornblower “numbed his brain with lust and
passion” and her “healthy animalism”. “She had come to love this Englishman” but while she “loved
him so dearly”, she knew that his departure was approaching. (FLY)

Three years on, Hornblower continued to think about Marie de Gracay. He remembered “the
unreserved love that she gave him, her warmth and tenderness”. These thoughts came “hardly a
week since he had left the arms of Barbara”. It was with Barbara that Hornblower met Marie again
when they attended a reception in Paris following the end of the war and the surrender of
Bonaparte in 1814. Her unexpected appearance had a very strong effect on Hornblower. He looked
at “Marie the tender, the devoted, the sincere. Marie, who had needed him, whose memory he had
betrayed to marry Barbara”. Hornblower was able to compare and contrast Marie and Barbara at
the same time and “it did not do to think about Barbara while looking at Marie”. To Marie, Barbara
did not look like the wife Hornblower had described when he had spent many months as a fugitive in
the Ladon household on the Loire some three or four years previously. She of course would not have
known that Maria had died and that “Hornblower had promptly married Barbara”. When the
evening ended, “there was a soul-searing glimpse of sadness in Marie’s eyes as he bowed to her”.
Marie and Hornblower resumed their love affair on his return or “homecoming” to the de Gracay
chateau for a visit following the end of the war with Napoleonic France. He went to her room on his
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first night where she was waiting for him “weighed down with longing, heavy with love, tender and
sweet”. With the news that Bonaparte had returned from exile in Elba, Marie with her father in law,
Hornblower and Brown and his wife fled from their chateau on the Loire. In this she showed much
organisation and preparedness and was regarded as “a fine woman in a crisis”. She was later
described as walking “with a musket slung across her back” and she had cut off her hair as a
member of the small band of “guerrillas” led by Hornblower and the Comte as they were being
pursued round the countryside by soldiers loyal to Bonaparte. Eventually, French hussars caught up
with them and in a small gun battle Marie was fatally wounded when a bullet hit her in the thigh
cutting the femoral artery. Hornblower tried to save her but her body “was limp and lifeless under
his hands”. (LDH)
Ladon- Antoine:
Antoine was the second son of the Comte de Gracay. He had been killed at Austerlitz. (FLY)

Ladon- Louis-Marie:
Louis-Marie was the third son of the Comte de Gracay. He had “died of fever in Spain” aged only
eighteen although he had been posthumously awarded the Legion of Honour that the Comte had
given to Hornblower to wear as part of his disguise as a Dutch customs officer. (FLY)

Ladon-Marcel:
Marcel was the eldest son of the Comte de Gracay and the husband of Marie who now held the title
of “Madame la Vicomtesse de Gracay”. Marcel, believed to be a subaltern of Hussars, had died after
being wounded at Aspern. There had been no children from the marriage. Marcel had told Marie
how the Comte had been disappointed at their marriage but she “would never have known of it
otherwise”. (FLY)
Laird:
Major Laird was the Royal Marines officer who was in charge of the marines’ contingent during the
landing against Rosas. He was described as “a tall red-faced Scot, red-haired and inclined to
stoutness”. He presumably was serving on the flagship, Pluto, because he is never mentioned as
being on the Sutherland. He led the advance guard in the abortive march on Rosas and then
successfully held the rear guard as Hornblower’s force had to retreat back to the shore. Laird
thought the retreat to be “a very handsome operation indeed”. He commented to Hornblower
about the low standard of French musketry and thought it to be “lower now even than it was at
Maida where I had the honour of being engaged as an officer on Sir John Stuart’s staff”. (SOL)

Lambert:
“Sir Richard Lambert, Vice Admiral of the Blue, Knight of the Bath, Commanding His Majesty’s ships
and vessels on the Jamaica station” appointed Captain Cogshill to take over as the new commander
of HMS Renown following the murder by Spanish prisoners of Captain Sawyer. Lambert also
promoted Hornblower to commander and took the captured Spanish ship, La Gaditana, into the
navy and renamed her Retribution, making Hornblower her captain. Lambert later played whist with
Hornblower at the Long Rooms gambling establishment in Portsmouth together with Admiral Parry.
This was clearly to Hornblower’s advantage as shortly afterwards Hornblower’s promotion to
commander was at last confirmed. (LTH)

Laroche-Jacquelin:
He was mentioned by the Duchess of Angoleme as being one of the royalist supporters resisting the
return of Bonaparte from his exile in Elba. Apparently he was going to lead resistance in the Vendee.
(LDH)
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Latude:
He had escaped from the Bastille and this had encouraged Hornblower to hope for the faint chance
that he could later escape from Vincennes. (FLY)

Laurie:
Laurie was the purser’s steward on the Lydia who had been given the job of acting-surgeon following
the death on the voyage of the ship’s surgeon, Hankey. Hornblower did not have a good opinion of
him, regarding him as a “lily-livered incompetent”. However, Laurie had been given two months to
study the job and was faced with fifty bleeding and wounded men below decks looking for attention,
some of them with limbs missing and in severe pain and shock. (HAP)
Lauriston:
“Monsieur le General Lauriston”, the French general in Martinique, was the intended recipient of a
despatch from Bonaparte that was captured by Hornblower when he boarded the French brig,
Guepe, from the water hoy, Princess. (CRS)

Leadbitter:
He was Hornblower’s coxswain on the Atropus. He took part in the boarding and re-capture of the
Amelia Jane and under Hornblower’s orders, he was ready to hang one of the privateers in order to
force from their prizemaster details of the nearby location in the fog of their own ship. He and
Hornblower later crowded into the ship’s gig to begin the search for the sunken Speedwell in
Marmorice Bay. (ATR)

Lebedoyere:
He was one of the French generals, together with Ney and Soult, who went over to Bonaparte on his
return from Elba, thus betraying the newly restored King Louis XVIII. (LDH)
Lebon:
Jacques Lebon was the prizemaster of a French privateer, the Vengeance of Dunkirk. This ship,
disguised as a Ramsgate trawler, had captured the Amelia Jane, a British brig in thick fog in the
Downs off Deal. Hornblower captured Lebon when the brig was retaken and threatened him with
hanging as a means of extracting information of the whereabouts of the Vengeance. (see also under
Ducos). (ATR)

Lebrun:
Hercule Lebrun was one of a deputation of half a dozen French officials who came out in a cutter to
welcome what they thought was the Flame coming into Le Havre with her mutineers to give
themselves up but only to find himself captive on the disguised Porta Coeli. He had demanded and
got a private interview with Hornblower. He declared that he was “adjoint” ( or assistant or deputy
and an important permanent official) to the Mayor of Le Havre, Baron Momas. The deal he was
offering was that he would arrange for the city of Le Havre to declare itself against Bonaparte and
declare for Louis XVIII. In return, he was looking for a licence to import colonial produce in very short
supply for the house of Momas Freres and for Hornblower to promise to inform the King that it was
he who came up with such a plan. This was a very risky initiative from Lebrun because failure to hold
the city by the British would mean his capture and execution by the forces of the Emperor.
Hornblower judged Lebrun to a shrewd operator and “a born intriguer” but still went ahead with
“Lebrun’s hare-brained scheme”. After the successful landing, Lebrun was at the side of the mayor,
Baron Momas, at the ceremony to proclaim the ending of Bonapartist rule in the city. Lebrun would
have used all sorts of pressure to make officials and priests risk the wrath of Bonaparte by coming
out to show their support for the newly arrived representative of the Bourbons, the Duc
d’Angouleme. (LDH)
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Lebrun:
This was the French writer of his “Handbook on Seamanship”, one of the books given to Hornblower
to pass the time by Captain Neuville of the Pique. (MID-PF)

Lecchi:
One of two Italian generals leading a division of the French army reported by Colonel Villena to be
marching along the coast a short distance from where the Sutherland was patrolling. (See also under
Pino). (SOL)
Ledly: A seaman from the Sutherland who took part in the raid at Port Vendres. (SOL)

Leighton:
Admiral Sir Percy Gilbert Leighton, husband of Lady Barbara Leighton. In SOL, he was Rear Admiral of
the Red, Commanding the Inshore Squadron, Western Mediterranean and flying his flag on the
Pluto. Hornblower was allotted to his squadron with the Sutherland. Described as “tall and heavily
built and darkly handsome” but “the perceptible fullness about his jowl indicated to Hornblower
either self-indulgence or stupidity; both perhaps”. At a dinner in Plymouth he was wearing the star
of the order of the Bath. He was said by Captain Bolton to be worth six votes to the Government (in
a time of “rotten boroughs” where patronage was endemic). Bolton also referred to him, unwisely in
Hornblower’s view, as “Sir Mucho Pomposo” and “his High Mightiness” and also alluded to his poor
navigational skills. Described as at times “ponderous and slow of speech” , he expressed his
displeasure with Hornblower for going off for forty eight hours even though a large force of the
French army was successfully broken up by the Sutherland’s bombardment. Hornblower did not like
the “clogging authority of the admiral” The admiral “was not a man whom it was a pleasure to
serve”. (SOL)
While imprisoned in Rosas, Hornblower thought of Admiral Leighton, “the unworthy husband of his
beloved Lady Barbara”. He had been sent in by Admiral Martin to lead the attack on the remains of
the French fleet there. Hornblower initially learnt that he had been wounded by a splinter but was
not then aware of its severity. He also noted that the seaman from the flagship informing him about
the wounding was not in any way moved by it with the implication that Leighton was not “beloved
by his men”. The possibility that Leighton’s wound might be fatal set his brain “seething like a pot on
fire” Leighton subsequently died of his wounds at Gibraltar and his body was brought back for burial
in St Paul’s. (FLY)
Leighton Lady Barbara: see Lady Barbara Wellesley. (SOL)

Lewis:
He was a warrant officer on the Indefatigable and a member of the group detected by Hornblower
gambling in the rat pit in the ship’s cable tier. (see under Finch) (MID-MG)

Livingstone:
“Mr Livingstone, Third of Camilla”, who was “a middle-aged lieutenant, steady and reliable enough
to outward appearance”. He was unfortunate enough to have to make his report to Hornblower
about the attack on barges unloading French artillery and ammunition on the Seine at Caudebec
where a catastrophic explosion had killed Bush and over a hundred British seamen. He confirmed
that no survivors were picked up from Nonsuch’s boats. (LDH)
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Liverpool:
Lord Liverpool was the Prime Minister in 1813 and Hornblower had been at his dinner party the
night before he attended the service at Westminster Abbey from where he was called out to receive
new orders from the First Lord. (LDH)
When the millionaire, Charles Ramsbottom, turned up in Jamaica he came with letters of
introduction from Lord Liverpool and Bishop Wilberforce. (HWI-GC)
Lomax:
Mr Lomax was the purser on HMS Renown. He was given an almost impossible order by his mentally
disturbed commander, Captain Sawyer, to splice the main brace and give a tot of rum to every
member of the crew in less than five minutes. Lomax was quite outspoken about him after his
accident describing him as “mad as a Hatter” and he naturally remained very curious about what
was to happen next as Buckland took over command and read the sealed orders originally intended
for the captain. (LTH)

Longley:
Initially , he was described as ”a scared young midshipman” and was the nephew of Gerard ( as was
Midshipman Gerard). He later saved Hornblower when in a tight spot escaping from French riflemen
during the landing against Rosas. He showed a quickness of wit and Hornblower thought he had a
future in the navy. “The child Longley” or “little Longley” took part in the night raid against the
batteries at Port Vendres. Hornblower “giggled insanely” when he saw him hanging in the boarding
netting with “his dirk between his teeth in the fashion he had heard about in sailors’ yarns”. During
the voyage of the Sutherland, Longley continued to develop well and Hornblower had decided that
he would appoint him acting lieutenant before the end of the commission. He even wondered
whether he was looking at a “future Nelson”. However, in the battle with the French squadron
fighting its way to the safety of Rosas bay, it was reported that “Longley was dead, hands and breast
smashed into pulp”. (SOL)

Looney:
Looney was the name of one of the three Ceylonese divers who were used on the Atropus to recover
the gold and silver bullion that was being carried on the transport ship Speedwell when she capsized
and sank in Marmorice Bay in Turkey. They had been brought from India with their director, Mr
McCullum, of the East India Company. Apparently, “Looney knew his business”. However, this did
not prevent him and his colleagues from trying to steal some of the recovered coins although
McCullum’s experience helped to catch them at it. (ATR)
Louis:
It was Admiral Louis whom Hornblower first spoke to when he arrived at the Admiralty to hear what
his next assignment was and why it justified him being made a commodore. Admiral Louis “was all
cordiality” and saw Hornblower as soon as possible. He kept a vast fire burning in his room “summer
and winter since his return from the command of the East Indian Station”. (COM)
Louis XV:
Mentioned as Hornblower, Bush and Brown had passed through Blois on the Loire and under its
“steeply humped” bridge which had been the first public work of this “infant king”. (FLY)
Louis XVI:
Mentioned as having died by the guillotine. (MID-FL)
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Louis XVIII:
“His Most Christian Majesty, Louis XVIII, King of France and Navarre” was the Bourbon King waiting
for the overthrow of Bonaparte and his return as the French monarch. His return to the throne
occurred with Bonaparte’s exile to Elba. (LDH)
Louis Bonaparte:
King Louis Bonaparte who had fled when Holland had been annexed to France and whose troops
were said to have fought against those of Napoleon Bonaparte over a matter of customs
enforcement. (FLY)
Louise: the maid at the de Gracay residence and daughter of Felix and Jeanne. (see under Felix.)
(FLY)
Low: Mr Low was the surgeon on the Indefatigable. (MID-MG)
Lucullus: see under Nero. (HWI-GC)

Lydiard:
He had captured the Pomona off Havannah. He was one of the men with whom Hornblower was
said to be proud to share the brotherhood (of the Bath) and with whom he sat at a service in the
chapel of Westminster Abbey. (LDH)

Macbeth:
When Hornblower felt “the flush of blood under his skin that foretold the development of a plan”, it
was the same as when “the witch in Macbeth could tell the approach of something wicked by the
pricking in her thumbs”. (HOT)
“Like the procession of kings in Macbeth’s imagination”, Hornblower thought of his various
“homecomings” when he arrived back at the de Gracay chateau and to Marie for a visit following
what was supposed to be the end of the war with France. (LDH)

Macdonald:
Marshal Macdonald, the Duke of Tarentum, was the commander of a Prussian army corps and a
French corps d’armee numbering some 60,000 men in total charged by Bonaparte to take the
northern route towards St Petersburg as part of the French invasion of Russia. By about the siege of
Riga, the Prussians under Macdonald’s command were said to be on very small rations. He later
initially made “a good retreat” from Riga “at the cost of leaving his sick and his guns behind”. (COM)
MacEvoy:
MacEvoy was a seaman on the Lydia. He was one of three seamen encouraged by Hornblower to
dance in a hornpipe “tournament” as the ship clawed her way under fire to engage the Natividad.
(see also under Benskin and Hall). (HAP)

Mackenzie:
He was one of the midshipmen on the Justinian who suffered from the bullying of John Simpson. He
was woken up every half hour round the clock by Midshipman Hether who was forced to do this by
Simpson. (MID-EC)
Maesen:
Captain Van der Maesen of the Royal Netherlands Navy (see under Argote). (HWI-GC)
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Mallory:
“A midshipman of over two years’ seniority on the Indefatigable”. (See also under Eccles). (MID-MQ)
Manifold:
Dr. Manifold was one of the physicians who attended the “mad” King George III and he was strongly
against the idea that a sea voyage for the King would do him good. Following Hornblower’s escape
from France, he had been given command of the royal yacht, Augusta, on which the King was to be
given a regime of sea air and no “bleeding”. Manifold stupidly announced to Hornblower that while
his patient was on this ship, he almost regarded himself as the captain. Such was Hornblower’s
dislike of him that he found himself wishing that he would be “as sick as a dog, as miserable, cold
and unhappy as ever it was possible to be on shipboard”. (OMT-HM)
Manningtree:
The Earl of Manningtree was introduced to Hornblower at breakfast on the Temeraire in the
roadstead of St Helena. He was an ex-governor-general returning from his term of office. He and his
wife were part of a small group breakfasting with Admiral Saumarez aboard his flagship before
sailing back to England in convoy. (HAP)
Manningtree:
The Countess of Manningtree, the wife of the Earl of Manningtree, was described as a “short and
dumpy woman with good humour in every line of her face. She showed no sign of the dignity and
reserve which might be expected of the wife of an ex-governor-general”. (HAP)

Manuel:
Manuel was the principal valet of Major Mendez-Castillo, the aide-de-camp of the Captain-General
of the Spanish colony of Puerto Rico. He was given the job of attending to Hornblower’s needs when
he arrived in San Juan as a survivor of the hurricane that had wrecked his passenger ship on its
return to England. (HWI-HU)

Marcel:
This was the name of one of the French prisoners of war found floating naked and dying on a log raft
near Mallorca by the Sutherland as she sailed north for a rendezvous with the Caligula off the coast
of mainland Spain. (see also under Francois) (OMT-CO)
Maria: see under Hornblower-Maria.

Marie: see under Ladon-Marie. (HAP, LDH)
Marlborough: see under Anson. (LDH)

Marmont:
Marshal Marmont, Duke of Ragusa was one of Bonaparte’s generals. He was defeated and wounded
at the battle of Salamanca by Wellington, then the Marquess of Wellesley. Hornblower realised that
news of this was highly important and he wanted to use it so that that the besieged governor of Riga
could revive the spirits of the soldiers and civilians holding out against the French. During the siege, a
copy of a letter from Bonaparte to Marmont was mentioned. In it, the Emperor had raged against
the use of pamphlets intended to ”seduce his men from their allegiance”. (COM)
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Marsden:
Mr Marsden was the Secretary to the Lords of the Admiralty and it was to him that Hornblower was
sent from Plymouth by Rear Admiral Foster with the documents seized when the French brig, Guepe,
had been boarded. He was described as “a tall and incredibly elegant gentleman of middle age, old
fashioned in that his hair was tied at the back with a ribbon”. He was said to be “already a legendary
figure”. He had an “icy-cold manner”. Despite the comings and goings of various First Lords, “Mr
Marsden remained the Secretary”. Such was his position and accomplishments, “Mr Marsden could
most nearly be described as the one who was fighting single-handed the war to the death against
the French Empire and Bonaparte”. (CRS)
Marsfield: Captain Marsfield of HMS Minotaur. (see under Cornwallis) (HOT)

Marsh:
Marsh was the gunner on the Lydia. He was in charge of making the gun salute for the raising of el
Supremo’s flag on the Natividad following its transfer to him. The latter later informed Hornblower
that the correct salute for him was twenty-three guns, two more than for King George himself.
Marsh was also sent for by Hornblower to apply his talent at aiming and firing “the long nine
forward” at the Natividad. He was seen to come “waddling up from the darkness of the magazine”
and eventually got her range as the two ships wallowed becalmed in “the heated motionless sea”.
(HAP)
He was also the Sutherland’s gunner and used by Gerard to help with more accurate shooting when
attacking Pino’s forces on a coastal road. He also managed the saluting of, for example, the admiral
and other ships. (SOL)

Martin:
Martin was Hornblower’s clerk on the Hotspur. He was not given confidential work by him because
in Hornblower’s view, “captain’s clerks made a practice of exploiting their confidential position” and
this would have allowed Martin to be subject to questioning by the ship’s officers about what was
being written about them. On one occasion, Hornblower suspected Martin of looting cider from a
seized French lobster boat. (HOT)

Martin:
The vice-admiral with the Toulon blockading squadron whom Hornblower was hoping would make
sure that Leighton “did not make a hash” of an expected attack on Rosas to destroy what was left of
the four ships that had been badly damaged by the Sutherland before she was surrendered.
Hornblower considered that Martin had planned his attack on Rosas well by sending in his ships of
the line to clear away guard boats and beat down French fire before fire ships were sent in. Martin
later “pronounced” that “the Sutherland’s engagement had certainly made the eventual destruction
of the French squadron more easy, and in his opinion was all that had made it possible”. (FLY)

Mason-Mrs:
Mrs Mason was Maria Mason’s mother and she kept a boarding house in Portsmouth. Hornblower
was forced to rent an attic room there while he was living in straitened circumstances after the
paying off of the Renown and before his next commission during the period of the Peace of Amiens.
She was described as “a short, hard faced woman” who “lived in a hard world”. For most of his time
at Mrs Mason’s, Hornblower was in debt to her and short of money. He was eventually able to pay
her off (all twenty seven shillings and sixpence) with his winnings from whist on the night before war
was again declared against France in March 1803. (LTH)
Mrs Mason became Hornblower’s mother in law when he married Maria while Hotspur was
hurriedly being prepared for sea. She had paid for the wedding and certainly was a controlling
influence over its proceedings. She and her guests were “enormously gratified at being in the same
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room as the son of an Earl, a Knight of the Bath, and a Commander-in-Chief combined in one
person” in the form of Admiral Cornwallis. Mrs Mason attended Maria for the birth of Horatio on 1st
January 1804. The family was staying in lodgings in Plymouth while the Hotspur was being repaired
following her brief engagement with the French frigate, Clorinde. She clearly thought that her son in
law should hurry up and earn some prize money by capturing an enemy ship. Hornblower had the
sense not to quarrel with his mother in law and he “had learned to keep a still tongue in his head
under the goadings of tyranny” from his days as a lieutenant under Captain Sawyer on the old
Renown. It was apparent that both Maria and her mother, especially Mrs Mason, were jealous of
Hornblower’s steward, Doughty. He was regarded as a superior cook “with his fancy ways of
cooking” and they were not at ease with him. (HOT)
Mason- Maria: (see under Maria Hornblower). (LTH)

Massena:
He was a French general beaten by Wellington. (FLY)
Hornblower had remembered how he had heard of the news of Massena’s retreat from before
Lisbon-“that had been the first ebb of the Empire in the South”. (COM, LDH)

Masters:
Mr Masters was the lieutenant of the watch on HMS Justinian when Hornblower first joined the ship
as a seventeen year old midshipman. Masters “had served in the Navy until his hair was white” and
although that was as far as he would rise, this “had not greatly embittered him” and he noticed
Hornblower’s natural alertness despite the latter’s seasickness. He tried to get Hornblower to
withdraw from his duel with Simpson. (MID-EC)

Matthews:
He was a “pigtailed and tattooed seaman” from the Indefatigable and the oldest of the four men
given to Hornblower to sail the captured French brig Marie Galante home as a prize. He was “rated”
as petty officer for this voyage. With Hornblower, he took a sounding of the brig’s well but could find
no sign of water, “dry as yesterday’s pannikin”, because the cargo of rice was absorbing all the
seawater coming in from the underwater hole caused by a cannon ball from the Indefatigable. (MIDCR, PF)
Maxwell:
The coxswain of the longboat who went ashore in Oran with Hornblower as he accompanied Mr
Tapling, the diplomat, when they tried to purchase cattle and grain for the British fleet. Together
with the others, he noticed and commented on the apparent drunkenness of a Moor who was
staggering along by the waterfront. What he saw were signs of the plague. Later, when Hornblower,
Mr Tapling and the eighteen man crew of the Indefatigable’s longboat took the transport brig,
Caroline, on a three week quarantine imposed cruise of the Mediterranean, it was Maxwell who
referred to that ship as “a blooming Noah’s Ark” and gave this description to Hornblower’s
biographer as a chapter title. (MID-NA)

Mayne:
An army officer and a member of the Earl of Edrington’s force during the landing in France, as
described in the chapter of Hornblower’s biography entitled “The Frogs and the Lobsters”. (MID-FL)
Mayne:
Mayne was a bos’n’s mate on the Hotspur who had struck Hornblower’s steward, Doughty, with his
“starter” because he “had demurred” on being ordered to do a job. In return, Doughty hit Mayne
cutting his lip with much bleeding caused and in front of twenty witnesses. As a consequence,
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Doughty was arrested and put in chains for mutiny. Apparently, there had always been an air of
hostility between Mayne and Doughty. (HOT)

McCool -Barry:
Barry Ignatius McCool was a naval deserter and an Irish rebel. He had deserted on a calm night by
leaving his ship through a lower gun port, floating off on a grating. He later changed his name to
O’Shaughnessy but his boasting had revealed his true identity. He was later picked up when the
French brig, Esperance, on which he had been sailing, was captured by the Channel fleet. He was
taken on board the Renown and secured under lock and key with Hornblower, as Renown’s junior
lieutenant, given the job as his captor. He was transferred from the Esperance by master’s mate,
Hart, together with his sea chest. He was described as “a youngish man, tall and slender” and “his
long red hair streamed in the wind”. He was wearing a French infantry uniform. He had previously
taken part in a bloody rebellion in Ireland but had escaped to France.
McCool was very polite to Hornblower, he “spoke in a cultured voice, with only enough of Ireland in
it to betray his origin”. His name, “B. I. McCool” was left in relief on the top of his sea chest which
had been chiselled down to show it. He and his clothes and sea chest were thoroughly searched by
Lieutenant Payne in the presence of Hornblower and nothing of consequence was found. McCool
claimed that he had dropped overboard anything incriminating before being arrested by the prize
crew. Apparently it had been his intention to land in Ireland and “stir up fresh trouble”.
Hornblower was ordered directly by Admiral Cornwallis to make sure that the condemned man
made no speech before he was hung. Short of stuffing his mouth with oakum, as advised by Payne,
Hornblower was not sure how this embargo could be enforced. McCool came to his recue and
offered him a deal. In return for his silence, Hornblower agreed to McCool’s request that his sea
chest and an accompanying letter should be sent to the “Widow McCool” in Dublin. The prisoner
composed a tender farewell letter to his “wife” together with an obscure piece of poetry. McCool
kept his side of the bargain and was hung with his body “cast overside without ceremony or prayer”.
However, Hornblower remained puzzled by the nature of McCool’s farewell letter and eventually he
realised that the poem contained clues which he used to unlock a secret compartment in the roof of
the lid of the sea chest. The raised letters of McCool’s name were buttons and levers that could be
depressed or lifted to achieve this. The chest contained a considerable number of bank notes and a
list of conspirators in Ireland. Hornblower realised that announcing his find would make Payne, who
had earlier made a thorough search of the chest, a laughing stock and adversely affect his career. In
the end, Hornblower quietly dumped the chest overboard and destroyed the letter.
He later met Payne again and discovered that McCool, while he had had “a notorious scandal with La
Gitanita, the dancer”, was not married. There was no “Widow McCool”. This was only a coded
address so that the sea chest would have reached his rebellious countrymen in Dublin. (CRS-WM)
McCool-“the Widow”:
The “Widow McCool” never existed. Barry McCool used the name as a means of trying to get his sea
chest sent to Dublin by his Royal Navy captors after his execution. (CRS-WM)

McCullum:
Mr William McCullum, of the Honourable East India Company, was the passenger waiting for
Hornblower in the Governor’s office in Gibraltar. Collingwood’s orders were for Hornblower to carry
McCullum and his three “native assistants”, Sinhalese divers, (that is from what was formerly known
as Ceylon and now Sri Lanka), to his rendezvous with the Mediterranean fleet. McCullum was
described as “a burly, heavy-set man in his early thirties, blue-eyed and with a thick mat of black
hair”. This Scotsman was the “wreckmaster and salvage director of the Coromandel Coast” and he
was clearly not in awe of any naval officer. However, McCullum’s concern for his men, “poor bodies
– benighted heathen, followers of Buddha” went some way to improve Hornblower’s opinion of him.
McCullum was taken on board and put up into the wardroom of the Atropus. Unfortunately, while
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the Atropus was in Malta, McCullum had got into an argument with Eisenbeiss, the ship’s doctor and
High Chamberlain to Mr Prince, and he had challenged him to a duel. The consequence was that
McCullum was shot through the lungs and severely injured. The prognosis of the garrison doctor at
the hospital on Malta where he had been taken was that McCullum was unlikely to live from such a
wound. He was indeed a very sick man. However, to Hornblower, McCullum was indispensible for
the carrying out of the salvage operations on the Speedwell and he knew that if that exercise was a
failure he would face the “wrath and contempt” of Admiral Collingwood. However, a last ditch
operation carried out on McCullum did save his life and he survived to be able to advise Hornblower
and to effect a successful salvage. However, McCullum’s lack of tact and diplomacy remained an
irritant to Hornblower as he had to “endure these temperamental liberties of an expert and an
invalid”. “The unpleasant Mr McCullum and his Ceylonese divers” left the Atropus in Gibraltar
where the recovered treasure from the Speedwell was also discharged. (ATR)

Meadows:
James Percival Meadows relieved Hornblower as the captain of the Hotspur. He was a big man, “very
tall- two or three inches over six feet and heavily built; a man of middle age or more” with grey hair.
The day after his taking command, the Hotspur was lost when she grounded on the Black Rock off
Brest. Hornblower had to attend his court martial as a witness. The effect of the sinking on Meadows
was to be expected and he was described in court, wearing borrowed clothes, and looking “holloweyed, his cheeks sunken, the left one twitching at intervals”. He was found guilty and reprimanded.
Meadows and the rest of his officers had to sail back to Plymouth on the water hoy, Princess,
together with Hornblower. On this voyage Meadows was a solitary figure and was no company for
his fellow travellers. Nevertheless, although Hornblower had already been selected for post-captain
by Admiral Cornwallis, he was still a commander when Meadows was with him and the latter lost no
time in reminding him that he was the senior commander (promoted in May 1800 whereas
Hornblower’s promotion was in April 1803).
Meadows led the boarding at night of the French brig, Guepe, as the water hoy, Princess, lay
cornered next to her. He was killed by a rapier used by the brig’s captain but at the same time as his
death he had used a cutlass to shatter the head of his opponent. This was a “coup des deux veuves”,
an attack that made two widows. (CRS)
Melville: Henry Dundas, a First Lord of the Admiralty. (CRS)

Melville:
Melville was twenty five years old and captain of the twenty gun corvette, Cormorant, the escort for
the royal yacht, Augusta, carrying the mad King George III on a short channel cruise for the benefit of
his health. Hornblower recalled that he was “young, dashing, ambitious; he had been posted as
captain after a bold cutting-out affair somewhere on the Biscay coast”. However, he lost track of the
Augusta in the fog overnight but redeemed himself to some extent by finding his charge just in time
to save her from being captured by an American privateer. (OMT-HM)
Mendez-Castillo:
Major Mendez-Castillo was the “First and Principal Aide-de-Camp to His Excellency the CaptainGeneral of Puerto Rico”. “He was tall and slender, with a thin moustache that might have been put
on with grease paint”. He was the first representative of the Spanish authorities to come aboard the
Clorinda as a prelude to the formal visit by Hornblower to the island in his position as the Royal
Navy’s Commander-in-Chief in the West Indies. (HWI-SS)
Mendez-Castillo met Hornblower again two years later when Hornblower and Barbara were brought
into harbour in San Juan de Puerto Rico as survivors of the terrible hurricane encountered by them
on their voyage back to England. At a formal ceremony to welcome the Hornblowers, both
Hornblower and Lady Barbara were surprised to recognise as one of the Palace musicians the former
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Marine Hudnutt who had escaped from Jamaica. It was politely relayed to Hornblower by MendezCastillo that the convention of handing back deserters had not been followed by the Spanish
Governor (Ayora) because the earlier capture of the slaver Estrella del Sur had not been forgotten.
(HWI-HU)
Merry:
H. L. Merry was the British ambassador in Stockholm at the time that Hornblower was leading his
squadron in the Baltic. He annoyed Hornblower by ordering him, when he had no business to, to
convey Swedish officials to Russia for a meeting with the Tsar. Merry was later compared
unfavourably by Lord Wychwood with the British ambassador to Russia, Cathcart. (COM)
Metternich:
He was mentioned in 1848 as having fled Vienna. (CRS-LE)

Michael:
Michael was a Greek and referred to by the local Turkish “Mudir” as the “Slayer of Turks”. “Michael
burns the houses...and takes the women and cattle...the sworn enemy of the Mohammedans”. Such
was the description give to Hornblower as the Mudir apparently tried to persuade him and the
Atropus to stay in Marmorice Bay as a protector. However, it later transpired that this was a ruse to
keep the Atropus long enough for the arrival of a Turkish army and a warship and then eventual
capture. (ATR)
Midas:
Hornblower was likened to Midas in that just as he should have been made happy at the recovery of
so much gold and silver from the wreck of the Speedwell, he began to be concerned about its
security on the Atropus. Midas lost his happiness just as he became rich. (ATR)
Mina:
“From Navarre”, another “victim of the tyrant’s Corsican rancour” and remembered as having
travelled on the same road as Hornblower on his way to Paris for likely execution. (FLY)

Miranda:
In 1805 this “South American fellow” or “Mirandola” was in England trying to get support for antiSpanish revolutionary activities in his continent. “He was even dining at White’s last week with
Camberwell”. It was intended that Hornblower would take part in a spy mission disguised as the
servant of the “ruddy complexioned Count Miranda” so that eventually forged letters could be
delivered to the French admiral, Villeneuve, so that he would be lured into taking his fleet to sea.
When this happened, Nelson’s fleet would be waiting near a place called Cape Trafalgar.
Unfortunately, Mr Forester, Hornblower’s biographer died before he could finish his research into
how this was brought about. (CRS)

Moctezuma:
This was the name of an ancient Aztec emperor whose daughter was said to have been married to a
conquistador, Alvarado. It was from this line that the madman, el Supremo, claimed to have
descended. (HAP)
Momas:
He was the Mayor of Le Havre. (see under Lebrun). He was able to inform Hornblower after his
forces had landed that the citadel of the city had been secured. (LDH)
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Moncoutant:
M.de Moncoutant was a French officer under the Marquis of Pouzauges and “Lord of Muzillac”. (see
under Pouzauges) (MID-FL)
Monk Lewis:
Hornblower was described at one stage as being unable to put down newspapers with articles about
him because of morbid fascination “in much the same way that an old maid, by chance alone in her
house on a wintry night, might go on reading one of Monk Lewis’ terrifying novels, too frightened to
stop”. (LDH)

Monroe:
The American President, Monroe, was mentioned in a letter to Hornblower from Lady Barbara
during the time of Bolivar’s uprising against Spanish colonies in Central America. He was said to be
about to declare a doctrine similar to one apparently being contemplated by the British Government
that military intervention in “Spanish America” would not be permitted. (HWI-GC)
Montgomery:
Mr Sylvanus Montgomery was an officer on the Nonsuch. At one stage Hornblower found himself
“envying Montgomery his simple duties of officer of the watch, with nothing more to do than simply
obey orders and keep an eye on the weather”. He occasionally received a telling off from a tetchy
Hornblower for apparently poor performance by his men. Montgomery was the officer of the watch
when the French attempted a crossing of the Dwina river as part of the assault on Riga. Later,
together with Carlin, Duncan and Purvis, he played a key part in the successful boat based night
attack on the French at Riga. (COM)
Moore:
Captain Graham Moore was captain of Pellew’s old frigate, Indefatigable. He “was a strikingly
handsome burly Scotsman” and believed to be the brother of Sir John Moore (see below). He was
ordered by Cornwallis to lead a squadron of three other frigates (Medusa, Lively and Amphion)
together with the Hotspur to intercept and capture the Spanish treasure fleet (or flota) known to be
sailing up from South America to Cadiz. (see also under Gore, Hammond and Sutton) Such an action
potentially could lead to enormous sums of prize money for Cornwallis and the captains involved.
(HOT)
Moore: Sir John Moore, (see under Sir Arthur Wellesley). (HAP)

Moore:
Mr Moore, a warrant officer involved in the landing against Rosas. He is not previously mentioned as
being on the Sutherland and was presumably from either the Pluto or the Caligula. (SOL)
Morgan:
Mention was made of the pirate, Morgan, failing to capture the silver stored in Panama. (HAP)

Morillo:
He was the Spanish army general who was fighting against the revolt in Venezuela led by Bolivar.
Vital artillery and ammunition needed by him was captured by Ramsbottom and his “yacht” a former
British naval brig, now styled as the Desperate and being employed in a blockade to hinder the
Spanish. (HWI-GC)
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Morris:
Captain Morris was the marine officer in charge on the Sutherland and mentioned as leading his
detachment during the retreat from the landing against Rosas and also with his marines firing from
the gangway at men on a French ship as it neared the Sutherland. (SOL)
Morkell: Mr Morkell, a warrant officer on the Sutherland. (SOL)

Mother Brown:
Apparently she was famous for her washing line as Bush exclaimed when comparing her line with
Natividad’s appearance after her first engagement with Lydia. On her “jury rig she carried a queer
collection of jibs and fore-sails and spiritsails all badly set”. (HAP)

Mound:
He was the commander of the bomb-ketch Harvey and at that time only twenty years old. At one
stage, the close proximity to Mound of his commodore made him very nervous as evidenced by his
repeated reaching for his trouser pockets and then thinking twice about standing next to
Hornblower with his hands in them. His ship was hit and lost both her mainmast and her “stumpy
mizzentopmast” as Hornblower’s squadron sailed through the strait between French ruled Denmark
and apparently neutral Sweden. He was seen directing the salvage efforts on his ship. He later
became instrumental in the successful attack on, and the destruction by mortar shells from
Hornblower’s two bomb-ketches of, the French privateer, Blanchefleur, lying trapped behind a sand
spit. Because of this, he was one of three officers (also Duncan and Freeman) who were later toasted
by Hornblower for their “careful attention to duty and whose marked professional ability resulted in
the destruction of a dangerous enemy”. He was not expecting such a compliment and was seen
“blushing like a girl and wriggling uncomfortably in his chair”. Later, at the reception at the Peterhof
Palace, Mound was said to have shown himself to be a very capable man in an emergency as he and
Hurst and Somers dealt with the unconscious Braun after he had been prevented from assassinating
the Tsar. Mound had an important role to play after the raid by Vickery and 150 seamen on the
shipping behind the Frisches Haff off Danzig. His job was to rendezvous with the raiding party at the
other end of the Haff and bring them back. At one stage during this operation, the Harvey grounded
because of the hundred extra men on board and these were used to good effect to run from side to
side until the ship “came off”. Hornblower later informed Mound that he intended to “call the
attention of the Admiralty” to his, and Vickery’s, excellent conduct. The plaudits for Mound
continued during the Baltic cruise with a description of him as “young and expectant, and yet with
his eagerness thinly overlaid with assumed nonchalance”. He was also liked by Hornblower for
ensuring that Wilson, a carpenter’s mate on the Harvey, was given the credit for the devising of a
solution for steering that ship while she was raised out of the water on “camels” or lighters to
shorten her draught in order to get closer inshore to bombard the besieging French at Riga.
However, Mound was killed when “one of the last shots from the beach cut him in two”. Both Bush
and Hornblower were deeply moved by this. As Hornblower’s biographer stated, “Mound was one of
the best young officers (Hornblower) had ever been fortunate enough to command. England had
suffered a severe loss in his death”. (COM)
Mound still came to Hornblower’s mind while he was on the Porta Coeli. “If he had only called off
the bomb-vessels at Riga five minutes earlier young Mound would be still alive and a distinguished
naval officer”. (LDH)
Muggridge:
He was the surgeon’s mate on the Indefatigable under Mr Low, the ship’s surgeon. Apparently, he
attended to the “boils” on the face of Seaman Styles. These boils were in fact rat bites sustained by
Styles in the rat pit gambling sessions detected by Hornblower. He and the other culprits were
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“subdued” by Hornblower’s threats of charging them with gambling and with aiding and abetting the
rendering of a man unfit for service. (see under Finch) (MID-MG)
Murat:
He was one of Napoleon’s generals and was mentioned as being in charge of his reserve cavalry,
some “forty thousand men, superbly mounted and equipped”. (COM)

Narbonne:
M. de Narbonne, the French Ambassador to the Russian Court and present at the dinner attended by
the Tsar and Bernadotte at the Peterhof Palace and, along with many other ambassadors at that
function, not presented to Hornblower as they were enemies. (COM)
Napoleon: see under Bonaparte.

Napoleon III: see under Bonaparte-Louis.) (CRS-LE)

Nash: Mr Nash was a master’s mate of the watch on HMS Atropus. (ATR)

Nelson:
Frequent mention is made in most of the Hornblower biographies.
In particular, Hornblower’s biographer related in some detail Hornblower’s involvement in the
funeral ceremony for Nelson. (ATR)
Nelson: A mess attendant on the Justinian. (MID-EC)

Nepean:
Evan Nepean, Secretary to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, was the addressee of a letter
written by Vice-Admiral Sir Richard Lambert in early 1802 enclosing reports from Buckland and Bush
about the successful actions of the Renown’s crew in Sanama Bay including the important
contributions made by Hornblower. (LTH)
Sir Evan Nepean was the recipient of a letter from Vice Admiral Cornwallis with the reports of
Hotspur’s engagement with the French frigate, Clorinde, and the subsequent capture of that ship by
Captain Chambers in the Naiad. (HOT)
Edward Nepean (according to Hornblower’s biographer but his correct name was “Evan” Nepean as
written in the earlier volume of biography) was the same gentleman who wrote a letter, dated 10th
April, 1812, addressed to Hornblower and informing him that their Lordships wished to employ him
as commodore and requesting him to come to London immediately. Hornblower later addressed his
despatches to the Admiralty from the Baltic to Nepean. (COM)

Nero:
Napoleon’s tyranny as First Consul was seen as bad as the days of Nero according to Admiral Parry in
conversation with Admiral Lambert. (LTH)
With the Hotspur anchored in Tor Bay and no man allowed ashore from her, Hornblower viewed the
prospect of allowing women on board with grave concern as “the scenes of debauchery that ensued
on the lower-deck were as shameless as in Nero’s court. (HOT)
(see also under Suetonius). (LDH)
Nero, among other things, was renowned as one of “the great eaters of antiquity” together with
Vitellius and Lucullus. These thoughts came to mind when Hornblower and General Hooper were
dining on champagne and flying fish on board the Bride of Abydos as guests of Mr Ramsbottom.
(HWI-GC)
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Neuville:
Captain Neuville was the captain of the Pique, a French privateer and slave ship, who picked up
Hornblower and his four prize crew from the Indefatigable after they had been adrift following the
sinking of the Marie Galante. He explained his presence at sea to Hornblower by saying that the
slave markets in San Domingo were closed to him for the time being and that “the activities of the
Committee of Public Safety at present make Paris a more unhealthy spot even than the West Coast
of Africa”. Neuville’s face was said to be capable of expressing the ”grimmest determination” and
then softening into “its previous meaningless politeness”. (MID-PF)

Newton:
Captain Newton was commander of HMS Hibernia when it was being used by Admiral Cornwallis as
his flagship. (HOT)

Ney:
He was one of the French generals who went over to Bonaparte on his return from Elba together
with others such as Soult and Lebedoyere thus betraying the newly restored King Louis XVIII. He was
mentioned as apparently defeating Wellington at Les Quatre Bras just before what was to be the
battle of Waterloo. (LDH)
Nicolas:
Madame Nicolas was the principal ballerina at the performance of the ballet attended by
Hornblower and General Essen in Riga. (COM)

Nightingale:
Hornblower’s biographer explained that over a century on from Hornblower’s time, Florence
Nightingale would make nursing regarded as a profession for women but this was not the situation
when he saw Lady Barbara attending to the wounded men on the Lydia following the battle with the
Natividad. (HAP)
Niobe:
After Hornblower had schemed to save the life of his steward, Doughty, by facilitating his desertion,
he was said to have “mourned over his lost integrity like Niobe over her dead children”. (In Greek
mythology, Niobe had been punished by the loss of all her children). (HOT)
Noakes:
He was a warrant officer on the Clorinda and was ordered to “pump her dry”. This meant that
drinking water was to be pumped overboard to reduce the ship’s weight by some twenty tons in
order to increase her speed in the attempt to catch up with the fleeing slave ship, Star of the South.
(see also under James and Sefton). (HWI-SS)
Nord:
M. le Comte du Nord was the pseudonym of the Tsar Alexander when he visited the Nonsuch
incognito. He had expressed a desire to look over a British warship when Hornblower’s squadron
visited St Petersburg. (COM)

Norie:
He was famous for his book on “Seamanship” and “Epitome of Navigation” as used by Hornblower
when he hurriedly prepared himself for his examination for lieutenant as described in a chapter of
that title by his biographer. (MID-EC, EL)
Norie’s book was again mentioned when Hornblower chanced on young Midshipman Gerard
struggling to quote correctly a definition from it. To save Gerard a caning from the sailing master, Mr
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Tooth, Hornblower finished the definition for him. This incident occurred on the Nonsuch while
sailing in the Baltic. (COM)

Norman:
Captain of the Royal Marines contingent on the Nonsuch, he ordered the presenting of some “fifty
muskets with fixed bayonets” when the ship was visited by the Comte du Nord (alias the Tsar
Alexander). (COM)
North: a seaman on the Lydia. (see under Harper). (HAP)

Oldroyd:
A warrant officer on the Indefatigable and one of the group detected by Hornblower gambling in the
rat pit in the cable tier. He was later mentioned as being in the maintop with Midshipman
Bracegirdle during the pursuit of a French ship. (see under Finch). During the attack near Gibraltar by
Spanish galleys on the becalmed convoy led by the Indefatigable, Oldroyd conducted himself with
commendable bravery. (MID-MG, SG)
Orrock:
Orrock was one of four “young gentlemen” or “King’s letter Boys” on the Hotspur. He was sent aloft
on several occasions by Hornblower to observe shipping in Brest because of his good eyesight.
Hornblower’s biographer at one stage described Orrock “freezing at the fore-topmast-head with his
glass”. (See also under Cheeseman). (HOT)

Ortega:
Colonel Ortega was an officer in the Spanish battery in Sanama Bay. He appeared before the
captured fort with a white flag and a trumpeter for “a parley in accordance with the established
etiquette of war”. He was described as “a tall man, very thin, his coffee-coloured face divided by a
thin black moustache”. He appeared younger closer up. “He wore his threadbare uniform with some
pretence at elegance”.
He had been sent by his commanding officer, Captain-General Villanueva. Hornblower acted as the
interpreter and negotiator with him and regarded him as a “Spanish gentleman” who would keep his
word. Initially, Ortega wanted to know of the prisoners, especially the women, captured by the
Renown’s crew at the fort. However, it later became clear that Ortega had been sent by Villanueva
to “put out a feeler regarding an evacuation” of the Spanish from their position in Sanama Bay.
Following the capitulation of the Spanish by Villanueva, Ortega was transported on the Renown to
Jamaica. During that voyage, he had taken part in the uprising and bloody battle for the ship. He was
last seen leaving the Renown in Jamaica “limping along with a man either side to support him; one
trouser leg had been cut off and his thigh was bandaged” and covered in dried blood. (LTH)
Osborn:
Captain Osborn of the Lord Mornington , one of the East India men being escorted in convoy by
Leighton’s ships. He came on board the Sutherland with Lord Eastlake. He later returned “scarlet
with rage and offended dignity” to protest against the impressment of some of his crew by
Hornblower. (SOL)
O’Shaughnessy: se under McCool. (CRS-WM)

Owen: Mr Owen was a warrant officer on HMS Atropus. (ATR)
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Owen:
Owen was a seaman on the Lydia who was flogged because he had continually ignored orders from
Bush to stop spitting on the deck. He “howled with pain as the cat of ninetails bit into his shoulders”.
The flogging of half-witted man “was not to Hornblower’s taste”. (HAP)
Owen:
William Owen was a seaman on the Flame whose “mark” was shown as a cross on the letter
produced by the mutineers of the Flame to explain their action. (see also under Chadwick and
Wilson). (LDH)

Palafox:
“Of Zaragoza”, he was another “victim of the tyrant’s Corsican rancour” and was remembered as
having travelled on the same road as Hornblower on his way to Paris for likely execution. (FLY)

Pallender:
“Henry Pallender, Esq, Blue Mantle Pursuivant at Arms, at the College of Heralds” was the name of
the solemn official who Hornblower was ordered to meet in order to receive his instructions to
organise the water borne procession for the funeral of “Vice-Admiral Lord Viscount Nelson” from
Greenwich to Whitehall Steps. Pallender was a bald headed, elderly man but with what was left of
his long white hair tied back with a black ribbon. “He had pale blue eyes, rheumy with age, and a
thin pointed nose which in the chill of the room bore a small drop at its reddish tip”, possibly as a
result of his liking for brandy. (ATR)

Palmerston:
Hornblower was introduced at the War Office to “a young Lord”, the Under Secretary of State, who
asked a lot of “intelligent questions” and understood well the reason that Hornblower was reluctant
to give the name of the Frenchman who had sheltered him while escaping on his forced journey to
Paris. Unfortunately the favourable impression given to Hornblower was spoiled when Palmerston
repeated Hookham Frere’s assessment of the political advantage being gained by Hornblower’s
return from captivity. (FLY)

Parker:
Rear Admiral William Parker took over from Pellew as commander of the Inshore Squadron off Brest
and therefore he became Hornblower’s commanding officer. He flew his flag from HMS
Dreadnought. Hornblower’s biographer referred to the “extensive Parker clan” because so many
Parkers had been admirals and captains “none of them especially distinguished”. Hornblower sent
him reports of his observations of the French ships blockaded in Brest. When Hornblower met
Parker on his flagship, the difference between him and Cornwallis was clear. “Parker gave an
impression of greyness like the weather …his eyes and his hair and even his face… were of a neutral
grey”. Going further, “the cold grey eyes betrayed not the least flicker of humanity. A farmer would
look at a cow with far more interest than this Admiral looked at a Commander”. (HOT)
As Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Peter Parker was one of nine admirals present on a barge in Nelson’s
water-borne funeral procession on the Thames in January 1806. Among the other admirals with him
were St Vincent and Cornwallis. (ATR)
Parker:
He was the midshipman on the Sutherland who sighted the four French ships, a three-decker and
three two- deckers, with admiral’s flags flying on the first and third ships, as they approached on the
morning of the battle. (SOL)
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Parry:
Admiral Lord Parry “had been made a lord after Camperdown” and was one of the Commissioners of
the Navy. He was known as “Old Bloody Bones” notwithstanding that he had “a mop of snow-white
curls that ringed the bald spot on the top of his head, his smooth old-man’s face”. He was one of the
whist players who Hornblower encountered at the Long Rooms, a gambling establishment in
Portsmouth. It was with Parry, Admiral Lambert and a colonel that Hornblower played what turned
out to be a very lucrative game during the night before war was again declared and the press started
on its rounds in Portsmouth. (LTH)
Hornblower recalled as he examined various French golden coins in his cabin on the Hotspur that he
had last seen one being held by Lord Parry only a week or so previously. (HOT)
Partridge:
He was the bosun’s mate on the Indefatigable and part of the rat-pit gambling group detected by
Hornblower. (see under Finch) (MID-MG)

Paul-Marie:
This was the name of an unfortunate French peasant, a miller, who had been killed by the soldiers of
General Clausen who were hunting down those involved with rising against Bonaparte in the
Nivernais. His dead body had been found hanging from a tree with a placard offering amnesty to
those French who surrendered by a certain date. (LDH)
Paulet: Captain Lord Henry Paulet of HMS Terrible. (see under Cornwallis) (HOT)

Payne:
Lieutenant Payne was a member of the staff of Rear- Admiral Cornwallis. He had been ordered to
search the captured deserter and Irish rebel, McCool, then being held on HMS Renown with
Hornblower responsible for keeping him “safe and sound” before his court martial. (CRS-WM)

Pellaton:
He was one of Caillard’s gendarmes escorting Hornblower, Bush and Brown on their journey to Paris,
(see also Ramel). (FLY)
Pellew:
Hornblower was transferred as a midshipman from the Justinian to the Indefatigable and its captain,
Sir Edward Pellew. For almost all his days as a midshipman Hornblower was to be under the
successful command of Pellew as the Indefatigable preyed on French and Spanish ships in the
Mediterranean and in the Atlantic off the coast of Spain. In one incident when a ship was sighted
very early in the morning, he was described as coming on deck “with a peajacket over his nightshirt,
his wigless head comical in a pink nightcap”. Pellew was wealthy enough to afford his own colour
scheme for the dress and finish of his gig and its crew. The theme was one of dark blue and white,
blue shirts and white trousers for the crew and a similar combination for the boat and its oars.
Pellew’s order to Hornblower in the longboat when he reported the outbreak of the plague in Oran
where food supplies were being purchased for the ship was “keep to loo’ard”. At the same time he
gave him temporary command of the transport brig, Caroline, so that the crew of the longboat could
spend their period of quarantine and at the same time transport the grain and cattle to Gibraltar to
re-victual the fleet. Later in the Midshipman biography, Pellew is referred to as the Commodore.
(MID-EC, CR, PF, MQ, MG, FL, SG, NA, DD)
Hornblower was said to regard Sir Edward Pellew as “just and humane”. (OMT-HD)
Hornblower met Pellew (now Captain Sir E. Pellew, K.B.) again when the latter, in his ship, HMS
Tonnant, joined the Hotspur and other ships of the Inshore Squadron during the blockade of Brest in
May 1803. At this time, he “was not only high up in the captains’ list but clearly destined for
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important command as soon as he reached flag rank”. Pellew sent Hornblower a “really flattering
letter, warming and comforting”. Hornblower replied in a letter setting out his proposals and plans
for attacking the French semaphore station at Petit Minou. Pellew assisted in this attack by being
part of the ruse to deceive the French before Hornblower’s force landed to destroy it. According to
Hornblower’s biographer, “Pellew was not only a man of iron nerve; he was a man who never
underestimated his enemy”.
Later in Hotspur’s commission, Pellew was promoted to Rear Admiral and went off to the squadron
assembling for the blockade of Rochefort. This move depressed Hornblower because “he had lost a
friend in the Fleet”. (HOT)
During a dinner with Lady Barbara and his officers on the Lydia, Hornblower mentioned Sir Edward
Pellew in answer to a question from her and said that he had been both a midshipman and a
lieutenant in Pellew‘s ship and “was proud of it”. (HAP)
He was again mentioned as captain of the Indefatigable when Hornblower was a midshipman and an
acting lieutenant on that ship thirteen years before his command of the Sutherland. (SOL)
While a lieutenant under Pellew, Hornblower had once landed a spy on the French coast and had
twice seen parties of desperate men picked up after escaping from Nantes in the same way that he
was intending to effect his escape. (FLY)
Hornblower again remembered his time as a midshipman under Pellew when “they went in and
destroyed the Droits de l’homme in the Biscay surf”. Hornblower also referred to his service in
Pellew’s frigate when he showed the Tsar Alexander around the Nonsuch during her visit to St
Petersburg. (COM)
Pellew was later sent orders by Lord St Vincent to let Hornblower have any help he requested from
the Mid-Channel Squadron in his attempt to end the mutiny on the Flame. In 1814, Hornblower and
Pellew had not met for fifteen years”* but Pellew would be the loyal friend and the helpful colleague
he had always been”. (* the figure should be about ten years rather than fifteen as they had met in
1803). After Hornblower had been made Lord Hornblower of Smallbridge, he reflected that Pellew
chose to be titled Lord Exmouth, thus losing the name of Pellew. (LDH)
Pellew, as Lord Exmouth, was to have appeared in a story of another incident in Hornblower’s life
but unfortunately Hornblower’s biographer, having researched this incident, had not had time to
write it up. In 1819, Hornblower had dined on Pellew’s flagship in Portsmouth and on his return to
his hotel he was accosted by a bedraggled footpad demanding money. Hornblower had been
receiving lessons in fencing and was able to use the tip of his “gold-topped ebony walking stick” to
disable his attacker. Rather than have him arrested, Hornblower drives him back to Pellew’s ship and
asks him to enlist him in his crew. Had Mr Forester written up this incident into a full story in the set
of biographies of Hornblower, it would have been entitled “The Point and the Edge”. Apparently the
point of a sword beats its edge when skilfully used. (CPN)
It was Pellew, mentioned as Lord Exmouth, who recommended to Hornblower the appointment of
Erasmus Spendlove as his very efficient secretary. (HWI-SS)
Perceval:
Spencer Perceval was Prime Minister at the time of Hornblower’s return to England after his escape
from France. Hookham Frere took Hornblower to “Number Ten Downing Street” before taking him
to London for an audience with the Prince Regent. The interview with Perceval lasted no more than
ten minutes and “Hornblower formed no very favourable impression either of his ability or of his
personal charm”. (FLY)
Perez:
“Lieutenant Perez of the First Regiment of Infantry of the Army of Greater Colombia” was in charge
of the men holding in care the Bride of Abydos while its owner, Charles Ramsbottom, was ashore
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helping Bolivar in his rebellion against Spain. He was briefly held by Hornblower’s men before being
allowed to go. (HWI-GC)
Peter III:
He was mentioned as having introduced German uniforms to the Russian Army and this explained
to Hornblower their familiar appearance as he had seen his son Richard playing with a box of
similarly attired German soldiers. (COM)
Peterson: (see under Cuffe). (OMT-HD)

Phillips:
A maintopman in the Pluto knocked into the water when the main topmast was lost in the attack on
Rosas, he was captured and imprisoned with the survivors from the Sutherland. It was this man who
told Hornblower that Admiral Leighton had been wounded during the attack. He was unable to
describe the severity or otherwise of his wounds but thought it had been a splinter. (FLY)
Pierce:
He was one of two surgeon’s mates on HMS Renown serving under the surgeon, Clive. (see also
under Coleman). He was later seen attending to the wounded following the capture of the Spanish
fort near Cape Sanama. (LTH)
Pierre: see under Fermiac. (LDH)

Pigott:
Hornblower recalled the fate of Pigott during the week after he had diffused a mutiny on the
Marguerite but was worried that his captain, Courtney, would go back on his word thus leading to a
fate similar to Pigott’s. (OMT-HD)
Pigott was a naval officer who had been murdered together with all the other officers, “hoisted up
to his yardarm”, in the Hermione in a mutiny. The ship had then been handed over to the Spanish.
His name came to the minds of both Hornblower and Lord St Vincent when they considered the
mutiny of the crew of the Flame. (LDH)

Pino:
Introduced on a printed poster written in Catalan as “ Luciano Gaetano Pino, Knight of the Legion of
Honour, Knight of the Order of the Iron Crown of Lombardy, General of Division, commanding the
forces of the French and King of Italy in the district of Gerona”. He was one of two Italian generals
leading a division of the French army marching along the coast a short distance from where the
Sutherland was patrolling. (see also under Lecchi). Pino’s force was later “cannonaded” to great
effect by the Sutherland. (SOL)

Polignac:
It was the Polignacs to whose residence the Hornblowers went one evening in Paris after an evening
at Barbara’s brother, the Duke of Wellington. It was here that Hornblower met again Marie and her
father in law, “Mme la Vicomtesse de Gracay and M. le Comte de Gracay”. (LDH)
Polwheal:
Polwheal was Hornblower’s steward on the Lydia and attended to the shaving, clothing and eating
requirements of his captain. He worked the head-pump to hose Hornblower down at his daily bath.
The fact that he was “a man of gratifyingly few words” was the reason that Hornblower had picked
him.
In the busy recovery period following the first engagement between the Lydia and the Natividad,
Polwheal took it on himself to attend to Lady Barbara with food and the provision of slightly better
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accommodation for her so that she could rest in a hammock. He tended to be used in these early
days of her time on board as a sort of messenger for communication between them. He later also
looked after Hornblower with food, warmer clothing and the slinging of a hammock chair so that he
could get some sleep on deck with the enemy still in sight. (HAP)
He continued as Hornblower’s personal servant on the Sutherland and was much shouted at by him
during bouts of seasickness. Despite this, he was usually “insistent” on Hornblower eating enough.
His view on the unsuccessful landing against Rosas was that “twarn’t Horny’s fault”. (SOL)
Polwheal was not taken on the journey to Paris with Hornblower and Bush because he “was not the
man” for an emergency” (FLY)
Polybius:
An ancient Greek writer mentioned as having written about galleys. (See also under Thucydides)
(MID-SG)

Poole:
Mr Poole was one of the officers of the watch on the Hotspur. It was Poole who snapped the ship’s
three senior officers, Hornblower, Bush and Prowse, out of their discussion of prize money by
ordering the lead to be started as the Hotspur neared a dangerous shore. This incident prompted
Hornblower to think more about him but he still “was not aware of any depths of ingenuity or tact in
Poole”. (HOT)
Poole: see under Smith and Jenkins. (HAP)
Pope: (see under Queen Anne). (HAP)

Popham:
Admiral Popham, together with Admiral Stirling, General Beresford and General Whitelocke, were
named by Hornblower’s biographer as having tried to start a rebellion in the Spanish American
colonies on the River Plate, apparently without success. (see also under El Supremo) (HAP)
Potter:
The sailmaker on the Sutherland and ordered by Hornblower to make a French ensign within
“twenty minutes”. (SOL)

Pouzauges:
“The Marquis of Pouzauges, Brigadier General in the service of His Most Christian Majesty Louis
XVII” was an émigré French nobleman leading a battalion of Frenchmen raised to fight against the
Revolution and part of the raiding force escorted by the Indefatigable. He was described as
“immaculate in his white uniform and blue ribbon”. It was Pouzauges who explained to a curious
Hornblower that “a singular jumble of apparatus” being taken on the raid was a guillotine. Because
of his ability to speak French, Hornblower was attached to Pouzauges and his force for the landing.
(MID-FL)

Preble:
Commodore Edward Preble of the United States frigate, Constitution, was in Cadiz harbour at the
same time as Hotspur. The USA was in the Mediterranean fighting a war against piracy with the city
state of Tripoli. (See also under Doughty). (HOT)
Preston:
A master’s mate on the Justinian and, together with Danvers, he was one of Hornblower’s seconds
for his duel with the bully, John Simpson. (MID-EC)
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Price:
He was Master at arms on the Sutherland and warrant officer responsible for enforcing discipline. He
was mentioned in showing Hornblower some thirty handcuffed men taken from Exeter assizes as
crew for a very short handed ship. (SOL)

Prince (Mr):
Mr Prince, also known as His Serene Highness Ernst Prince of Seitz-Bunau, was the great-nephew of
King George III. Hornblower had been “saddled” with him when he was presented to the King at
court. The prince “a young man- no, only a boy”, “handsome with fair hair falling in ringlets about his
ears” and dressed in an “outlandish” uniform in gold and green with various orders attached to neck
and clothes. He was accompanied at court by his High Chamberlain (see under Eisenbeiss). The
initially uncomprehending Hornblower was left with no choice but to accept him on to the Atropus
as another midshipman. The prince’s principality had been invaded by Bonaparte on his way to
Austerlitz and was therefore now a refugee in England. The prince and his chamberlain joined the
ship the day after his introduction to Hornblower. Mr Prince was taken under the wing of
Midshipman Horrocks who led the initially bewildered boy about his duties, “the blood-royal, the
King’s nephew, ....was being shoved about by the plebeian hand of a midshipman”. He experienced
action for the first time when he took part with his fellow midshipmen, Horrocks and Smiley, in the
capture of a French privateer. (see also under Still, Horrocks and Smiley). Hornblower was able to
see how well Mr Prince was developing as a midshipman. For example he noticed him racing with
Smiley to slide all the way to the deck from the masthead. When the Atropus reached Malta,
Hornblower decided to take Mr Prince with him to dine with the Governor who would expect any
visiting royalty to be entertained by him. As the voyage of the Atropus progressed Mr Prince was
said to be “acquiring a better accent than Eisenbeiss”. He was also seen to enjoying his shipboard
experience and during a ship’s relay race he “came shrieking round the deck, wild with excitement”
and in Hornblower’s view, “that boy was perfectly human now”. Just how human became apparent
when His Serene Highness, larking about up on the main topsail yard-arm with Midshipman Smiley,
fell off into the sea bouncing off the shrouds on the way down. At the time, the Atropus was being
chased by the forty four gun Spanish frigate, Castilla. Fortunately for him, Smiley descended safely
and launched the jolly boat to rescue him. When the Prince was recovered back on ship, Hornblower
dismissed the ever attentive Eisenbeiss with his hot blanket and warmed up the otherwise uninjured
Prince by having him caned by the bos’n’s mate. When the Atropus was transferred in Palermo to
the Sicilian Navy, Mr Prince moved to Admiral Collingwood’s flagship, Ocean. “The Prince had been
seven months in a sloop of war; probably he had learned as much in that time as he would in seven
years in an Admiral’s flagship. (ATR)

Prince Regent:
Referred to as “HRH” and “Prinny” by Hookham Frere while accompanying Hornblower to London
after his court martial. Hornblower was presented to him on his return from captivity in France and
invested by him as a “Knight of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath” and also appointed as one
of his Colonel of Marines. He later became King George IV. (FLY)
He was mentioned together with Beau Brummell for making fashionable a “damned choker” that
Hornblower felt he had to wear as the new Squire of Smallbridge. (COM)
He was also mentioned as sitting near to Hornblower when they both attended a ceremony in
Westminster Abbey in connection with the Order of the Bath. He was the Sovereign of the Order and
“his scarlet face was at odds with the crimson of his mantle”. (LDH)
Prometheus:
Hornblower had experienced excitement as the Porta Coeli ceased to be hove-to and began to
thrash forward and “he was like Prometheus stealing fire from the gods”. (LDH)
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Prowse:
Prowse was the “the acting-master, senior master’s mate with an acting warrant” of the Hotspur. He
“was charged, by Admiralty instructions, with “navigating and conducting the ship from port to port
under the direction of the captain”. “As acting-master his station in battle was on the quarter-deck
beside his captain”. He had been at sea for over thirty years and by the early stage of the voyage
down the English Channel he was said to be feeling respect for Hornblower “as a navigator and a
weather prophet” although Hornblower privately realised that what Prowse had observed was “the
result of a fortunate fluke”. In return, Hornblower had respect for his technical ability but the
“gloomy” Prowse’s “despondency for the sake of despondency” annoyed him. Like Bush, Prowse
thought often of making his fortune from the capture of prizes. Prowse continued to perform his
duties as navigator very satisfactorily throughout the Hotspur’s commission. (HOT)
Prowse continued as the sailing master of the Hotspur under the new captain, Meadows, but
unfortunately within twenty four hours of Meadows taking charge, the ship was lost. At least Prowse
now had a reason to be pessimistic. Hornblower’s biographer described an incident where Prowse
“spoke unwillingly, because he had something cheerful to say”. However, Prowse was cleared of any
blame, together with Bush and the boatswain, Wise. Prowse and the other officers from the
Hotspur, sailed back with Hornblower on the water hoy, Princess. (CRS)
Purvis:
Mr Purvis was the master’s mate in charge of the forward guns on the starboard side of HMS
Renown as the ship went into action in Sanama Bay in Santo Domingo. (LTH)

Purvis:
He was the first lieutenant of the sloop Lotus which was of the ships of Hornblower’s squadron in
the Baltic. He was described as “not very bright, or perhaps not very well read” as he tried to
interpret Hornblower’s deliberately misleading signals at the end of a raid against shipping in the
Frisches Haff off Danzig. Purvis was in charge of the Lotus’ cutter when it was one of the patrols on
the river Dwina when the French attempted to cross the river mouth as part of its assault on Riga. A
French barge had been intercepted and sunk with two hundred prisoners taken. One of the
prisoners he had taken was a Prussian officer. (see under Bulow). Later, together with Carlin, Duncan
and Montgomery, he played a key part in a boat based night attack on the French at Riga. (COM)
Queen Anne:
Reference to the days of Queen Anne was made by Hornblower and the “classical school” of books
and poetry during his talks with Lady Barbara. The men included here were Gibbon, “the object of
his sincerest admiration”, Johnson, Swift, Pope and Gray. Lady Barbara appeared to favour the
“barbarians” such as Wordsworth and also Campbell and “that Gothic innovator, Scott”. Hornblower
grudgingly approved of Coleridge’s “the Rime of the Ancient Mariner” more for its content than for
its limited knowledge of navigation and seamanship. (HAP)

Queen Mary:
In the same way that “Calais” was said to be written on Queen Mary’s heart, “the sooner the better”
was, according to Hornblower’s biographer, to be found written on a naval officer’s heart. (ATR)
Quillien:
Quillien was the lobster boat captain whose name was used to fool the sentry on Petit Minou when
Hornblower’s raiding party landed to destroy the semaphore station there. (HOT)
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Quiot:
Quiot was one of Bonaparte’s generals who had recently commanded a division in the Imperial
Guard and it had had“ten victorious years”. He was now in charge of the intended siege of Le Havre
after it had declared itself for the Bourbons and after it had been occupied by Hornblower’s
squadron. He planned to approach the city by coming down the Seine with three companies of
sappers and a company of miners and twenty four heavy 24-pounder guns. In addition, he was said
to have two divisions mustering upstream in Rouen. However, the loss of his siege-train and
munitions meant that he would not be able to besiege Le Havre for a long time. When Hornblower
later sent an officer under a flag of truce to ask Quiot for details of Bush’s death, he replied with a
”courteous letter” to say nothing had been found other than the shattered remains of men and the
rags of their clothes. (LDH)

Ramel:
He was one of Caillard’s gendarmes escorting Hornblower, Bush and Brown on their journey to Paris
from Rosas. (see also Pellaton) (FLY)

Ramsbottom:
She was the nurse of little Richard Hornblower at home in Smallbridge. She was mentioned in one of
Lady Barbara’s letters to Hornblower for apparently being in tears at “the breeching of Richard
Arthur” as she saw “the passing of her baby”. (COM)

Ramsbottom:
Mr Charles Ramsbottom, a millionaire, had bought an old navy brig and turned it into a yacht, the
Bride of Abydos and with it he appeared on Jamaica where Hornblower was the naval C-in-C. He
arrived with a strong recommendation from Lady Barbara who had met him in London at various
society gatherings and also from the Prime Minister, Lord Liverpool and Bishop Wilberforce.
According to her, he was “very young, very charming, unmarried, mildly eccentric”. His wealth came
from inheriting his father’s fortune from “Bradford wool and army clothing contracts”. Hornblower
himself found him to be “strikingly handsome” with a winning smile and not in the least like Lord
Byron who was said to have encouraged “the growing fad for yachting among the wealthy”.
Ramsbottom ‘s mother was Venezuelan and there he said that he would be known as “Carlos
Ramsbottom y Santona”. Hornblower concluded that this was the cause of Ramsbottom’s “dark,
almost swarthy, good looks”. Hornblower also noticed that during the dining and drinking at the
dinner party on his ship that he “remained sober, cool and quiet voiced”.
Ramsbottom next came to Hornblower’s attention when a bogus declaration, apparently signed by
Hornblower and announcing a blockade of Venezuela and the Dutch Antilles, was produced by a
Dutchman who reported that a Dutch ship carrying guns, artillery and ammunition, the Helmond,
had been seized by the British ship, Desperate. There was no such ship in the Navy List and
Hornblower realised that it was Ramsbottom’s ship, the Bride of Abydos, being used to masquerade
as a British warship. This made Ramsbottom either a pirate or privateer if he held a commission from
Bolivar. In fact, Bolivar had made him “Admiral of the Navy of Greater Colombia”.
He was last seen by Hornblower in a very poor state. Following the battle of Carabobo, he was
described as having “feverish eyes,(with a) shocking dead pallor” and he was lying in a horse litter on
the edge of delirium and minus his left hand. Hornblower’s biographer does not mention what
became of him but an early death probably ensued. (HWI-GC)
Ransome:
“Henry Ransome, Companion of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Rear-Admiral of the Blue
Squadron” was the officer who arrived in Jamaica on the Triton to take over from Hornblower as the
Commander-in-Chief in the West Indies. He was described as “a burly man with the heavy,
fashionable side-whiskers, more grey than black”. His initial attitude to Hornblower seemed to be
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suspicious and Hornblower thought he could have shown more politeness. However, Lady Barbara
later tried to explain to him why Ramsome was behaving in the way he was. She thought it was
because Ransome had the difficult task of following the (great and accomplished) Hornblower and
he was therefore both jealous and envious. Ransome was clearly not going to be accommodating in
the treatment of Bandsman Hudnutt. (HWI-HU)
Rayner:
Rayner was the fourth lieutenant on the Lydia and during the battle with the Natividad he was in
command of the starboard main deck battery. (HAP)
He was also one of Hornblower’s four lieutenants on the Sutherland (the others being Bush, Gerard
and Hooker). He was described as having a “bald head and unmistakeable round-shouldered gait”.
All four officers were out drumming up recruits at the start of SOL. He was later ordered to “read
‘em in” as the impressed men were brought aboard from the East India ships being escorted by
Hornblower. (SOL)

Regulus:
Hornblower was reminded of the fate of Regulus, the Roman who “returned to death at the hands of
the Carthaginians” if he could not achieve the release of his secretary, Spendlove, from the hands of
the pirates who had kidnapped them. (HWI-BP)
Reid:
Lieutenant Reid of the Royal Marines took part in the attack by Hornblower’s party on the French
semaphore station on Petit Minou in Brittany. His name at one stage was unknown to Hornblower
who addressed him in his haste as “Mr What’s-your- name”. Hornblower later remembered his
name enough to write in his report on the raid that “his conduct calls for my unreserved
approbation”. (HOT)

Roberts:
He was the “white haired second lieutenant” on the Marguerite who tried to lead an attack on the
fourteen mutineers on the forecastle who were armed with muskets and two carronades. None of
the men bar two master’s mates followed him and the move faltered almost immediately. (see
under Cuffe). (OMT-HD)

Roberts:
This Roberts was the second lieutenant on HMS Renown. He had “entered” McCool as a member of
the ship’s crew in 1798. (CRS-WM)
In addition to Roberts, the other four lieutenants were Buckland (1st), Bush (3rd), Smith (4th) and
Hornblower (5th). Bush’s initial impression of Roberts was that he was “kindly and easy going”.
As the Renown went into action at Sanama Bay in Santo Domingo, Roberts was on the quarterdeck
directing the sailing of the ship. He then took command of the launch to take off a stream anchor so
that the Renown could drag itself afloat after grounding in the bay. It was during this operation that
he was killed when “a shot cut him in two”. He was one of three officers on the Renown who died on
the voyage to the West Indies, the other two being Captain Sawyer and Lieutenant Smith. (LTH)
Robespierre:
Hornblower “lamely” toasted ”confusion to Robespierre” while he was ashore with Midshipman
Simpson with the press gang. (MID-EC)
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Robinson:
As in “Jack Robinson”, and quoted by the sailing master, Mr Turner, in the Atropus when he
explained how quickly the bullion laden transport ship, Speedwell, had rolled over and sunk in
Marmorice Bay. (ATR)
Rochefoucauld:
Hornblower’s rich education led him on one occasion to think of “Rouchefoucauld’s cynical epigram
about the pleasure we derive from the contemplation of our friend’s troubles”. This occurred when
the sailing master, Turner, translated the words of the local Turkish “Mudir”. The message being
delivered was presenting his captain with great difficulties to be overcome. (ATR)
Rotherham:
Captain Rotherham was Collingwood’s flag captain on HMS Ocean when Hornblower reported to
the Admiral in the Mediterranean. Apparently, Hornblower had heard of him from “a hundred
newspaper accounts of Trafalgar”. (ATR)

Rovira:
General Rovira of the Spanish army with whom Hornblower was supposed to join up in the
unsuccessful landing to capture Rosas. He was said to lead a force of some seven thousand men but
failed to turn up when promised. He was referred to as “Colonel Rovira” by Colonel Claros, the
Spanish officer who met Hornblower at the beginning of the landing against Rosas. (SOL)
See also under Claros. (FLY)

Ruiz:
Brigadier-General Don Manuel Ruiz was the representative of General Morillo, the Spanish army
chief leading the fight against the revolt in Venezuela by Bolivar. He sailed on the Clorinda with
Hornblower back to his headquarters having travelled to Jamaica to protest against what he thought
was a genuine blockade by Hornblower’s ships. Morillo was said by him to be in Carabobo, hence
the name given to this part of Hornblower’s biography. (HWI-GC)
Saddler:
He was petty officer from HMS Renown who took part in the landing at Scotchman’s Bay in Santo
Domingo. He was sent ahead by Hornblower with “two reliable men” as scouts. Later, he was seen
heating up shot in the captured fort so that red-hot shot could be used against the four privateers
who were expected to attempt an escape out of Sanama Bay. (LTH)

Sainte-Croix:
M. le Marquis de Sainte Croix was the proprietor of the Long Rooms, a gambling establishment in
Portsmouth where Hornblower was employed to provide a fourth, if needed, at whist. The Marquis
was described as “short, plump, but exceedingly elegant”. He wore his hair long and tied back “with
powder”. “For an immigrant civilian, the Marquis displayed a laudable interest in the affairs of the
service”. However, to Bush he was “a frog-eating gambling hall keeper with the look of a dancing
master”. (LTH)
Samson: (see under Bowen). (SOL)

Sanderson: Seaman Sanderson from HMS Hotspur. (See under Black and Downes) (HOT)
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Sankey:
Sankey was the surgeon of the naval hospital ashore in Jamaica. He was described as “a skinny
white-haired man with twinkling blue eyes”. He was brought to Bush’s bed on the Renown by the
ship’s surgeon, Clive, when the ship arrived in port after the bloody retaking of her following the
uprising by the Spanish prisoners being transported. He saw to the transfer of Bush to his hospital.
Sankey was clearly a keen follower of the promotion stakes on the West Indies station. The cautious
Bush regarded him as a “scatterbrained old gossip” and accordingly kept his thoughts to himself.
(LTH)
Sansome: see under Jenkins. (CRS)

Saumarez:
When Hornblower and the Lydia arrived at St Helena, Sir James Saumarez was present there on his
flagship, Temeraire. Saumarez was described as “tall and spare, of youthful appearance until he
took off his hat and revealed his snow-white hair”. At that stage of his career he had been forty
years at sea with sixteen of them continuously at war. Hornblower made his report to him and this
seemed to be met with approval especially when the sinking of the two decker fifty-gun Natividad
was related. Hornblower further got the attention of the admiral when he reported the presence on
the Lydia of a Wellesley, Lady Barbara. (HAP)
Following the loss of the Sutherland, Hornblower thought of an “unfortunate man” under Saumarez’
command in Algeciras Bay who had surrendered like him “after a long fight against heavy odds”.
(SOL)
In his briefing meeting with Admiral Louis at the Admiralty, Hornblower was told that Admiral
Saumarez was mentioned as being about to replace Admiral Keats in the Baltic and “his orders will
be to give you the widest latitude of discretion”. (COM)
Savage:
Mr Midshipman Howard Savage is first seen serving on the Lydia as she sailed up the Pacific coast of
Central America. He “came bouncing in” with his “large moonlike face” to Hornblower’s cabin to
report to him the sight of land. Together with Lieutenant Galbraith and his fellow Midshipman, Clay,
he was summoned by Hornblower to dine and play whist with him in the hours leading up to the
battle between Lydia and the Natividad. The quantity and quality of the newly acquired fresh food
on the table “roused his sixteen –year-old appetite”. During the pursuit of the Natividad, during a
hot and windless day, Hornblower “could hear young Savage, down in the launch, hurling shrill
blasphemies at the men at the oars to urge them on”. He was later wounded in the final battle with
that ship. (HAP)
On the Sutherland, Savage is seen as the senior midshipman “whom Hornblower had seen grow
from boyhood to manhood” and who was first described as being the worse for wear after a run
ashore in Plymouth. He was often sent to the masthead to verify sightings. When “invited” by
Hornblower to join him and other officers for dinner the night before a raid on the French batteries
at Port Vendres, he remembered a dinner on the Lydia before its battle with the Natividad and in
particular the other two present at it who were Galbraith and Midshipman Clay, his best friend.
Before Sutherland’s battle with the French squadron he was sent up aloft to report on the
movements being made by the four enemy ships. (SOL)
Sawyer:
Captain Sawyer was the captain of the Renown in which Hornblower was a junior lieutenant. (CRSWM)
Captain Sawyer “had a big face and a prominent hawk nose which he turned this way and that as he
stood on the quarterdeck”. With his “shaggy long hair whipping in the wind” he habitually looked
suspiciously around him with “sidelong, shifty glances”. Sawyer was worried about his officers
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conspiring behind his back and his behaviour to his five lieutenants reflected this. Sawyer, “unkempt
and seedy in his appearance” was regarded as “unfit for duty” by Bush who realised that he was
maintained in his position of unlimited power by the Articles of War. Sawyer later ordered that his
lieutenants, Bush and Roberts, were to be woken every hour, day and night and to report to
Buckland. Hornblower was already on “watch and watch” for trying to defend the unfortunate
Wellard.
Matters got to such a state that Buckland, Roberts, Bush and Hornblower (Smith was not present as
he was on watch) agreed to meet at night below decks in the hold to discuss what if anything was to
be done about Sawyer’s madness. “He’s cunning and he’s no raving lunatic” was the general feeling
of the meeting. However, the gathering had suddenly to break up when Wellard scrambled forward
to tell them that the captain was coming. Sawyer, armed with two pistols, had roused the marines
with the intention that he and the acting-gunner, Hobbs, would arrest those he regarded as
conspiring against him. However, Sawyer fell down a hatchway causing serious injuries to himself.
Neither Hornblower nor anyone else apparently witnessed this incident.
The surgeon, Clive, reported that Sawyer had suffered “extensive scalp lacerations” and a broken
nose and shoulder bone and some ribs. “He must have fallen headfirst down the hatchway, as might
be expected if he tripped over the coaming”. Sawyer was pronounced unfit “temporarily” for duty.
Sawyer had become a feeble invalid and, “undoubtedly insane; he had fallen into a paroxysm of
terror”. He was placed in a strait-jacket and was seen as “a weeping, pitiful object” sobbing like a
child.
Sawyer was murdered in his bed by one of the Spanish prisoners, “drunk with blood lust”, during
their uprising on the Renown as they tried to retake the ship. At a court of inquiry held on the
Renown after her arrival in Jamaica, the finding was that no further action was necessary other than
to try to find the murderer from among the prisoners. (LTH)
Hornblower was reminded of his days of tyranny under Captain Sawyer when he spent the odd few
days ashore with Maria when her mother, Mrs Mason, was there. (HOT)

Saxton:
He was the engineer officer who had arrived in Le Havre after its capture by Hornblower’s squadron.
He was seen with Hornblower, now the Governor of the city, “clamouring to build a new battery, a
demi-lune or a redan in his barbarous sapper vocabulary”. (LDH)
Scott: (see under Queen Anne). (HAP)

Sefton:
Lieutenant Sefton was the first lieutenant of the frigate Clorinda under the command of Captain Sir
Thomas Fell. His ship was at times Hornblower’s flagship in the West Indies. It was Sefton who
recognised the Estrella del Sur- the Star of the South as she was making a run into harbour at San
Juan in Puerto Rica. Sefton played an important part in making ready a drogue for attaching to the
rudder of the Estrella. (HWI-SS)
Sefton later played a major part in getting a mortar, its ammunition and the punts on which this was
carried up river to the base of a cliff where a gang of pirates were hiding. (HWI-BP)
Seitz-Bunau: see under (Mr) Prince. (ATR)

Seymour:
Captain Seymour of the Royal Marines led his men ahead of Hornblower’s main force as they went
up river near Montego Bay on Jamaica to root out a gang of pirates who had earlier abducted
Hornblower and his secretary, Spendlove. (HWI-BP)
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Sharpe:
“His Britannic Majesty’s Consul-General at New Orleans, Mr Cloudesly Sharpe” met Hornblower
when he paid his first visit to the USA in his position as a Rear Admiral and “Commander-in-Chief of
His Majesty’s Ships and Vessels in the West Indies”. He was responsible for arranging the details of
this official visit by Hornblower and in particular in trying to avoid any trouble with America. Sharpe
was described as “a fat man, a mountain of puffy flesh” but with “a pair of hard, intelligent, grey
eyes deep-set in his puffy face”. It was Sharpe who drew his attention to the Daring, a fast ship of
some 800 tons armed with twelve 12-pounders and preparing for sea just a short distance from
Hornblower’s ship, Crab, while they were in port. The Daring was an American ship but had been
chartered to a French General, Count Cambronne. (HWI-EH)
Sharpe:
Mrs Sharpe, wife of Cloudesley Sharpe and “of much the same size”. She spoke to Hornblower “in a
French whose soft tang rang pleasantly” to him. (a memory of Marie?). (HWI-EH)
Sheldon: a seaman involved in the landing against Rosas. (see also under Drake). (SOL)

Shem:
Shem and Ham were the sons of Noah. They were referred to by Midshipman Bracegirdle when
Hornblower arrived in Gibraltar in his “Ark” in the form of the transport brig Caroline. It had carried
a cargo of cattle and grain around the western Mediterranean while in quarantine following the
discovery of the plague while ashore in Oran. Hornblower was able to reply that “Shem and Ham
have taken a prize”, a Spanish coast guard lugger. (MID-NA)
“Sherry”:
Richard Brinsley Sheridan, a famous English playwright and theatre owner referred to in a letter to
Hornblower by the actress, Kitty Cobham. (see under the Duchess of Wharfedale) (MID-DD)

Shevstoff:
He was one of Clausewitz’s generals defending Riga from the besieging French. He commanded the
landing party during the successful night attack by boat against the French battery. (COM)

Siddons:
Mrs Siddons was the name of a sow, one of two pigs killed or wounded from a shot from a French
army field gun while the Sutherland was bombarding its forces on shore. (see also Tom Cribbs). (SOL)
Silk:
“Silk, the immensely powerful bosun’s mate” was a member of the crew of HMS Renown and he
commanded a section of seamen in Bush’s division as they assaulted a Spanish held fort near Cape
Sanama in Santo Domingo. With an axe, he was instrumental in breaking through a door to the fort
and “flung himself upon them like a maniac”. Silk is later seen as one of Hornblower’s boarding party
from the prize ship, La Gaditana, who took back the Renown from over four hundred rebelling
Spanish prisoners. He was described as heading a group of seamen “swinging the rammer of a gun, a
vast unwieldly weapon with which he struck out right and left at the Spaniards”. (LTH)
Silver:
Mr Silver was a master’s mate on HMS Atropus. (ATR)

Simmonds:
Mr Simmonds was a warrant officer and the ship’s cook on HMS Hotspur. Hornblower told his new
steward, Doughty, to go to him to obtain cabin stores. With the onset of prolonged stormy weather,
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Simmonds, in accordance with standing orders from Admiral Cornwallis, and under the prompting of
Bush and Huffnell the purser, had prepared sufficient quantities of food for the ship’s company. He
therefore had boiled three hundred pounds of salt pork and the same weight of dried peas. (HOT)
Simmonds:
Lieutenant Samuel Simmonds was the senior officer of the Royal Marines on the Lydia. He was
wounded in the final battle with the Natividad. (HAP)

Simms: Regarded as old enough to be rated captain of the mizzen top on the Sutherland. (SOL)

Simpson:
John Simpson was the senior warrant officer in the midshipman’s berth on the Justinian. He “was a
brawny good-looking man in his thirties” but very embittered because as the once Acting-Lieutenant
Simpson, he had failed his examination for lieutenant and was consequently once again Mr
Midshipman Simpson. The return of this bully was to make life a misery for his fellows who were
mainly a good deal older than Hornblower and who were either elderly master’s mates from the
merchant service or who were “midshipmen in their twenties” lacking patronage or an inability to
pass the required examinations. Simpson either beat up any midshipman challenging him or enjoyed
humiliating others such as Hornblower. He reminded the classically educated Hornblower “of the
freaks of the Roman emperors”. While on press gang duty with Hornblower and two officers from
the Goliath, Lieutenant Chalk and Midshipman Caldwell, he joined in a game of whist with them. He
was not successful at the game and became very agitated at losing. In an angry outburst, he accused
Hornblower of cheating by saying to him that “you know the backs of the cards as well as the
fronts”. This gave Hornblower the opportunity, one way or other, to get away from the purgatory of
this bullying monster either by killing him or by being killed by challenging him to a duel. “Nothing
could be worse than his life in the Justinian, …and here was an easy death open to him”. Simpson
refused to apologise and the duel was held. (MID-EC)

Smiley:
Smiley was one of the midshipmen on the Atropus (see also under Horrocks) and he was regarded by
Hornblower to be the “brightest” of them. He was in charge of the second barge of Nelson’s funeral
procession on the Thames in January 1806. His passengers comprised “nine admirals and four
captains”. These included Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Peter Parker and Lord St Vincent. He acquitted
himself very well in this task. Later in the voyage of the Atropus, Smiley, together with Midshipman
Horrocks, were appointed by Hornblower to lead the two watches of the crew set up for a relay race
up and down the masts. Later, in the boarding of the Spanish frigate, Castilla, Smiley was said to
have been “the best fighting man of them all” and Hornblower made a point of thanking him when
he met him afterwards. (ATR)
Smith:
Smith was another lieutenant on HMS Renown where Hornblower was his junior. He shared a “tiny
cabin” with Hornblower. (CRS-WM)
Smith received his commission in January 1797 making him the fourth lieutenant on the Renown
after Buckland, Roberts and Bush but before Hornblower. Bush’s initial impression of Smith was that
he was “a trifle weak”.
Because he had been on watch, Smith was unaware of the secret meeting attended by the four
other of Renown’s lieutenants. He had however not been quite as harshly treated as the other four.
Smith was killed “at the post of duty defending the quarter-deck” during the escape of and the
attempt to take over the ship by Spanish prisoners. (LTH)
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Smith:
Captain Smith commanded the frigate, HMS Doris. He had been able to go to the rescue of the
Hotspur as she emerged from the entrance to Brest where several French frigates, sailing en flute,
that is, stripped of their guns in order to carry large numbers of soldiers, had been attacked at night
by Hornblower. (HOT)
Smith:
He was a seaman on the Lydia who had been fatally wounded while ashore in Central America in a
fracas with the locals. A handful of other seamen, including Jenkins and Poole, had attempted to
save “a pore devil” who, at the orders of El Supremo, had been “lashed to a spar and left…to die of
thirst”. The capture of the Natividad gave Hornblower “adequate grounds” for not flogging Jenkins
and Poole. (HAP)

Soames:
He was a warrant officer and the sailing master on the Indefatigable who gave Hornblower the ship’s
longitude and latitude when he transferred to the captured Marie Galante, a captured French brig,
to sail her home as a prize with a crew of four topmen. Hornblower thought of the “reassuring
supervision of Mr Soames” when being taught classes in navigation. He was “a grey-haired officer of
vast experience…and he had sailed the seven seas… and had fought in a score of actions”. Soames
did “a magnificent job of pilotage” in the ship’s cutter as he led Indefatigable’s boats at night straight
to the French corvette, Papillon, after she had been chased into the mouth of the Gironde. Soames
was in charge of the ship’s cutter as it was rammed and sunk by a Spanish galley during an attack on
the convoy being defended by the Indefatigable near Gibraltar. Hornblower’s biographer suggested
that Soames “had not had the quickness of thought to keep his boat from under the ram of the
galley”. However, his death left Pellew in need of another watch-keeping officer and consequently
Hornblower was made an acting-lieutenant. (MID-CR, MQ, SG)
Somers:
Midshipman Somers was one of the party that went ashore with Hornblower to a reception at the
Peterhof Palace in St Petersburg attended by the Tsar and Bernadotte. He was picked for
Hornblower by Bush who regarded Somers as the “brightest” midshipman on the Nonsuch.
Hornblower noticed “young Somers’ plump cheeks empurpled with the constriction of his stock” as
they came to go ashore for the function. Later, Somers was one of the signalling midshipmen
(together with Gerard) used by Hornblower during the bombardment of the French besieging
battery by the bomb ketches at Riga. His trousers were spattered “with the blood and brains” from
the head of a seaman who was decapitated by a French cannon ball. (COM)

Sophia:
“Little Sophia likes the sea” were the words of the mad King George III as he walked round the deck
of his yacht, Augusta, of which the captain was Hornblower. Unfortunately, Sophia had been the
King’s favourite daughter who had died some twenty years earlier. (OMT-HM)
Soult:
A French general beaten by Wellington although at one stage he was mentioned as slowing up his
progress in the south of France. Soult went over to Bonaparte on his return from Elba with other
generals such as Ney and Labedoyere. (FLY, LDH)

Spendlove:
Mr Erasmus Spendlove served as Hornblower’s secretary while he in the West Indies. He had “an air
of Olympian superiority which always delighted Hornblower” He “cultivated a pose of unruffled calm
that exasperated some and amused others”. However, he was regarded as a very efficient secretary
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and “had all the tact that an Admiral’s secretary needed to have”. His appointment followed a
recommendation to Hornblower from Lord Exmouth. (see under Pellew). He was also “a profound
student of the theory of ship design”. Hornblower used Spendlove to suggest to Captain Fell an idea
for capturing the slave ship, Estrella del Sur in such a way as to let Fell think that it had all been his
idea rather than Hornblower’s. Spendlove went on to play a big part in the design of a drogue which
was to be attached to the rudder of that ship.
Another interesting aspect of the “encyclopaedic” Spendlove’s ability was that Hornblower’s
biographer described how he was able to take down his “stumbling sentences” using “this newfangled shorthand” at a speed that showed that Hornblower “had not yet acquired the art of
dictation”.
Spendlove was unhappy with the name with which he had been baptised, Erasmus, and could not
imagine any girl “breathe the words Razzy, darling”. He confided this to Hornblower as they travelled
with Gerard to a ball being held by a Jamaican planter, Mr Hough, whose daughter, Lucy, was the
object of Spendlove’s passion. During the ball, Spendlove and Hornblower were forcibly kidnapped
while they were cooling off in the garden and taken away by members of a gang of pirates.
Spendlove’s hair, neck and ear were said to be covered by blood following this abduction. When
Hornblower was about to be released, being the only person other than Spendlove who could
approach the island’s Governor with the pirates’ demand for a pardon, Spendlove showed
commendable bravery in telling Hornblower not to do anything to ransom him. Fortunately,
Spendlove managed to escape by diving off a sixty –foot precipice from his captors in the dark and
landing in eight feet of water, as he had calculated during the day. He appeared at the Governor’s
house as Hornblower and General Hooper were taking breakfast very much to the relief of his
superior officer. Spendlove’s conduct was to be “represented” both to the Admiralty by Hornblower
and to the Secretary of State by Hooper. Hornblower was also able to thank Spendlove further by
agreeing to speak up for him with Lucy in the hope that his rejection of her would send her to
Spendlove “on the rebound”.
Spendlove, like Gerard, continued to be a member of Hornblower’s staff until the end of the latter’s
three years’ posting in the West Indies. (HWI-SS,BP,HU)
St Cyr:
One of Bonaparte’s generals, he suffered the desertion of a battalion of Spanish and Portuguese
soldiers at Polotsk. (COM)

St Vincent: (Admiral Jervis).
The British diplomat, Mr Tapling, referred to the temper of Admiral Sir John Jervis, saying that he
“would rather face twenty Beys than the admiral in a tantrum. ”Johnny Jervis” was in command of a
Mediterranean squadron which had to detach ships two at a time to Gibraltar to replenish stores. It
was officers from such ships that Hornblower met while in the port. (MID-NA, DD)
He was mentioned in a list of admirals associated with the Victory when it had been his flagship at St
Vincent. (see also under Gambier, Hood and Nelson). (FLY)
Lord St Vincent’s statement in the House of the Lords that, regarding the French army, “I do not say
they cannot come. I only say they cannot come by sea” had been pleasing to the Royal Navy. This
comment was repeated by Hornblower’s biographer when he wrote about the blockade of French
ports maintained by the Navy and the part that the Hotspur was playing in it. (HOT)
Lord St Vincent was a prominent mourner at Nelson’s funeral where Hornblower had been placed in
charge of the water-borne funeral procession. He encountered Hornblower later while his flag
lieutenant, Bracegirdle, was talking to Hornblower. He was described as “huge and
ungainly,...peering from under vast white eyebrows”. Bracegirdle had already alluded to “old
Jervie’s” strict discipline and that ”Jervie never forgives”. In the view of the Admiral, the Navy had
two duties. These were to fight the French and defeat Bonaparte and also to leave the Navy in as
good a state as when they first began to serve in it. St Vincent later took his “protégé”, Hornblower,
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to be presented at court to the King (George III) because, in the view of his flag lieutenant,
Bracegirdle, “he had his eye on you”. (ATR)
Lord St Vincent, “huge and grim, the man who took his fleet into the heart of a Spanish squadron
twice its strength”. He was one of the men with whom Hornblower was said to be proud to share
the brotherhood of the Order (of the Bath) and with whom he sat at a service in the chapel of
Westminster Abbey. His reputation was for boldly risking “the fate of England on a single prompt
decision at the battle which gave him his title. After he had read and reread a despatch that had
been given to him at this service, he “proceeded to hobble stiffly out of the chapel” in order to speak
to Hornblower whom he had summoned from the chapel. As First Lord of the Admiralty, he gave
Hornblower his orders to end the mutiny on the Flame. (LDH)
Stanley:
Stanley was an army officer and the adjutant of the battalion commanded by the Earl of Edrington
during the abortive raid on France with French royalist forces as described by Hornblower’s
biographer in the chapter entitled “The Frogs and the Lobsters”. This “freckle-faced adjutant” had to
fling himself out of his saddle when his horse fell to the ground. (MID-FL)
Stebbings:
One of the hands taken from the East India convoy, “a middle-aged man with grey hairs in his
beard”, he was able to recognise the Cassandra, a thirty two gun frigate, as she approached the
Sutherland. (SOL)
Stevens: “The late Captain Stevens of the Magnificent” –see under Doughty. (HOT)

Still:
Mr Still was the second lieutenant on the Atropus when Hornblower was her captain. He is first seen
being ordered by Hornblower to limit the “dunnage” of Mr Prince and Doctor Eisenbeiss to one sea
chest each. He later took part in the capturing of a French privateer, the Vengeance, while Atropus
was anchored in the fog just off Deal in the English Channel. Very little was written of Still by
Hornblower’s biographer although he appeared to work very well with the sailing master, Turner.
(ATR)
Stirling: Admiral Stirling, see under Popham. (HAP)

Stolp:
The Princess de Stolp was an elderly Russian lady to whom Hornblower was introduced by the
Countess Canerine at the reception at the Peterhof Palace in St Petersburg. She was said to have “a
good deal left of what must have been marvellous beauty”. (COM)
Stone (Alice): see Miss Wentworth. (SOL)

Stuart: Sir John Stuart, a British general (see under Major Laird). (SOL)

Stuart:
Eduardo or Edward Stuart had been the second mate of the London registered brig Columbine when
it was captured by the Spanish in 1806. After peace with the British in 1808 he had stayed on in
Puerto Rico and was now the principal ship chandler in San Juan. He spoke English “like a Tynesider,
perhaps, but obviously as if he had not spoken it for years”. He was described as “a squat, heavilybuilt man in dazzling white linen, wearing a broad-brimmed hat which he took off with scrupulous
politeness as he reached the quarterdeck”. He informed Hornblower that the whole town had seen
the Clorinda chasing after the Estrella del Sur and that the port’s batteries had been manned in case
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there had been an attempt to seize the ship. However, Hornblower later realised that Stuart was
passing on information to both the British and the Spanish authorities. Making matters worse for
any view of Stuart, it was found that the “best sirloin” the island could produce and which he had
secured for the Clorinda was found to be tough, stringy and tasteless. (HWI-SS)

Styles:
Styles was a seaman on the Indefatigable and a member of Hornblower’s division. On a weekly
inspection, Hornblower noticed that the face of Styles was covered with what appeared to be boils
covered by sticking plaster but he later discovered that they were bites from a rat received from his
involvement in a gambling rat pit in the cable tier. (MID-MG)
Suetonius:
This name was recalled to Hornblower as a product of his classical education. He was said to have
remarked about Nero that he “believed all men to be privately as polluted as himself although they
did not admit it publicly”. At the time Hornblower was receiving his orders from the First Lord, St
Vincent, to go and end the mutiny on the Flame but he knew he was ”putting on a brave show of
moral courage when actually (he) felt weak and helpless”. (LDH)
Sullivan:
“Sullivan, the red-haired Irish vagabond” played his fiddle on the Lydia while sailors danced to
celebrate what they thought would be the eventual receipt of prize money from the capture of the
Natividad. “The mad fiddler” joined two Marine fifers and two drummers to urge on men at the
capstan as the anchor was being raised as the Lydia left Panama. During the slow pursuit under fire
of the Natividad, Sullivan was ordered to play for a hornpipe “tournament”. (HAP)
He was also the Sutherland’s fiddler who sawed away “at an ecstatic obligato”. (SOL)
Summers:
John Summers , master’s mate, was one of thirty-eight killed during the final battle between the
Lydia and the Natividad. (see also under Vincent and Clifton). (In addition, four men were missing
and seventy-five men were wounded). (HAP)

Summers:
He was the Coutt’s bank correspondent in Kingston, Jamaica and it was to him that Hornblower was
going to write an order so that Lady Barbara could obtain the very large sum of £200 that she had
asked him for. (HWI-HU)
Sutton: Captain Sutton of the frigate Amphion. (see under Moore) (HOT)
Supremo: see under el Supremo. (HAP)

Susie:
Susie was the “maid of all work of the house” at Mrs Mason’s boarding house in Portsmouth where
Hornblower was a lodger. She was a “fourteen –year old foundling” who idolised Hornblower. He
felt sorry for her and at one stage, feeling flush with funds after some successful card playing, he
gave her a whole half-crown to “fill that wretched belly of yours”. (LTH)

Sweet:
Nathaniel Sweet, bosun’s mate, was the leader of the mutiny that took place on the Flame. He
signed the letter from the mutineers (see also Owen and Wilson). He had previously been first mate
of a Newcastle collier but had been dismissed for drinking. The captain of the Flame, Chadwick, had
intended to disrate him and flog him. He encountered Hornblower when he let him board the Flame
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on his own. He was described as “a white haired old man”. His “white hair fluttered about his ears”
and had “sharp blue eyes in a wrinkled face”. He had been in touch with the shore and apparently
the French had promised them immunity from arrest in a letter signed by ”Marie Louise, Empress,
Queen, and Regent” and Bonaparte’s wife. Hornblower eventually led the capture of the Flame and
as this was taking place both mutineers and Frenchmen from the chasse-maree, Bonne Celestine,
began escaping overboard and swimming towards other French gunboats in the vicinity. Sweet was
among these escapees and Hornblower saw “the white hair of Nathaniel Sweet trailing on the
surface of the water as he struck out, twenty feet away from him”. Hornblower snatched a musket
and shot him. “The long white hair was visible for a second at the surface…and then it sank, slowly,
out of sight”. (LDH)
Swenson:
He was a sailmaker’s mate on the Porta Coeli who was ordered by Hornblower to copy and make a
“foretops’l” just like the one on the Flame. He used “a bolt o’ white duck canvas”. (LDH)
Swift: (see under Queen Anne). (HAP)

Sydney Smith: see reference to Cochrane. (FLY)

Sylvester:
Admiral Leighton’s Flag Lieutenant on the Pluto, regarded as a capable young officer even though he
was a “sprig of the nobility”. (SOL)
Tantalus:
While the Hotspur was anchored in Tor Bay with no man from the ship allowed ashore, the sight of
women on the nearby pier made the crew stare “like so many Tantaluses”. (HOT)

Tapling:
“Mr Tapling of the diplomatic service, with his feet among bags of gold” accompanied Hornblower in
the Indefatigable’s longboat when they went ashore in the Gulf of Oran to buy supplies of food for
the Mediterranean fleet. It was Tapling who first noticed the signs of an outbreak of the plague, “the
Black Death! I saw it in Smyrna in ‘96” and it was he who told Hornblower that they would never be
allowed to get back to the fleet until a period of three weeks’ quarantine. The quarantine was spent
by Tapling with Hornblower and the eighteen men of the longboat slowly returning to Gibraltar with
a cargo of grain and cattle aboard the transport brig, Caroline. Such was the shortage of manpower
that Tapling took on the duty of cook’s mate. He also took up arms and, with the longboat crew and
Hornblower, boarded the Spanish guarda-costa lugger that was about to capture the Caroline.
Hornblower saw him “waving a cutlass and yelling like a madman” (MID-NA)
Tar: Jack Tar, a name commonly used to refer to any seaman. (CRS)
Tarentum: the Duke of Tarentum – see under Macdonald. (COM)

Thompson:
A “captain of the forecastle” on the Sutherland, a user of “blood curdling remarks” and keen to use
the cat on new crew until ordered to stop by Hornblower. (SOL)

Thompson:
Hornblower thought of this captain of the Leander who had also surrendered in a similar position to
him on the Sutherland. (SOL)
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Thompson had surrendered the Leander after having lost ninety-two of his crew out of three
hundred to a French ship of the line off Crete. (FLY)

Thucydides:
An ancient Greek writer mentioned as having written about galleys as two of them approached the
Indefatigable in the Bay of Cadiz. (See also under Polybius) (MID-SG)

Tiddler:
“Tom Tiddler’s Ground” was a reference to an old game for children and referred to “ground” having
uncertain quality. The treasure in the wreck of the transport ship Speedwell was said to “lay on the
Tom Tiddler’s Ground of the sandy bottom of the Bay” in Turkish waters. (ATR)
Tooth:
Mr Tooth was the sailing master on the Nonsuch. (see Midshipman Gerard for the incident involving
him). (COM)

Toussaint l’Overture:
“The Negro hero of Hayti, kidnapped from his sunny island and sent to die, inevitably, of pneumonia
in the Jura” and remembered as having travelled the same road as Hornblower on his journey to
Paris and likely execution. (FLY)
Troubridge:
Rear Admiral Thomas Troubridge, Baronet, had signed orders that “directed and required”
Hornblower to end his hostilities with Spain. (HAP)
He was one of several captains who had recently died and the effect this had on the positions in the
“captains’ list” was noted by Hornblower and Bush. (although as can be seen above, Troubridge was
already an admiral). Troubridge had died at sea “in Indian waters”. (FLY)
Truelove:
This was the name of one of the “most famous prize agents in England” who accounted for about a
quarter of the captured ships sold as prizes. (see also under Wilson). (LTH)
Truscott:
Mr Trusscot was the signal midshipman on the Renown when Admiral Lambert’s flagship picked up
despatches from the sloop of war, Clara, while the West Indies fleet was on training manoeuvres
and convoy escort near Santo Domingo. (LTH)

Turner:
George Turner was a sailing master and he was assigned by Admiral Collingwood to Hornblower and
the Atropus. His knowledge of Turkish waters was of much assistance to the mission of finding the
wreck of the transport ship, Speedwell, and recovering from it a valuable cargo of gold and silver
coin. He acted as interpreter between Hornblower and the local Turkish government official, the
Mudir, as he spoke with the “lingua franca of the Levant” .He occasionally annoyed Hornblower who
criticised him for adding his own views when he was interpreting. He joined the ship in Malta and
quickly showed himself to be “an efficient seaman, despite his age”. Turner was described as
navigating the Atropus very competently to the Turkish coast and anchoring in Marmorice Bay. He
also conducted navigation classes for midshipmen and master’s mates.(ATR)
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Uriah the Hittite:
Hornblower’s Hotspur was likened to Uriah the Hittite by Captain Collins for being in the forefront of
the battle in her close position of reporting what was happening to the French fleet blockaded in
Brest. (HOT)
Valkyrie:
In Norse legends, Valkyrie was a “Chooser of the Slain” and Pellew was likened to him when he
chose Hornblower to lead the raid on the French semaphore station on Petit Minou. (HOT)
Van Tromp: see under Blake. (ATR)

Vandamme:
He was one of Napoleon’s generals and he invaded Swedish Pomerania with some 50,000 troops.
(COM)

Vautour:
“The Baron de Vautour, His Most Christian Majesty’s Consul-General” in New Orleans was
introduced to Hornblower at a formal dinner party when Hornblower was visiting the city in 1821.
He was the representative of Louis XVIII of France. However, although he was a servant of the
Bourbons, he was a “traitorous one” as he was clearly supportive of Cambronne and his intentions
for Bonaparte then being held on St Helena. (HWI-EH)

Vautour:
The Baroness de Vautour, wife of the above. She played a part in the deception of Hornblower and
the British Consul-General at a formal dinner party in New Orleans in 1821. She feigned illness so
that her husband and Count Cambronne had an excuse to leave the function early. The time was
used to get the Daring to sea at least three hours before it was discovered. (HWI-EH)

Verrier:
“The chef d’escadron Verrier” was the aide-de-camp to the French commander, Macdonald, at the
siege of Riga. He appeared to the Russian governor, Essen, as a”blindfold figure dressed in the blue
trimmed with grey astrakhan of the French Imperial Staff”. He came with a suggestion that hostilities
be suspended for two hours to allow the recovery of wounded men on both sides. (COM)
Versage:
Don Alphonso de Versage was the Spanish Consul-General in New Orleans and he was introduced to
Hornblower at a formal dinner party held in Hornblower’s honour during his visit to New Orleans in
1821. (HWI-EH)

Vickery:
He was the commander of the sloop Lotus. Hornblower had picked him out as “the captain with the
steadiest nerves who could be trusted to lead without flinching”. He was “young and ardent” and
had led the cutting out of the Sevres. Because of his qualities, Hornblower selected him to lead the
attack by the ship’s boats on the Blancheflower, a French privateer, that had been chased and
trapped behind a sand spit off the island of Rugen on the coast of Swedish Pomerania. Vickery was
mentioned as having “gone charging off with gallant recklessness under full sail through the shoals”
to head off the Blancheflower. He also distinguished himself when he led 150 seamen on a raid
behind the Frisches Haff off Danzig. Hornblower later told him, and Mound, that he intended to “call
the attention of the Admiralty” to their excellent conduct. (COM)
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Victor: a French general beaten by Wellington. (FLY, LDH)

Vidal:
General Vidal, the governor of the fortress at Rosas, he was described as having a stern expression
but under this a “kindly pity” knowing that a firing party awaited Hornblower in Paris. (FLY)
Villanueva: see under Ortega. (LTH)

Villena:
“ Colonel Jose Gonzales de Villena y Danvila of His Most Catholic Majesty’s Olivenza Hussars” had
rowed out from the shore to come aboard the Sutherland. “He was a youngish man of fair
complexion with a Hapsburg lip and hazel eyes with drooping eyelids”. He had to admit to
Hornblower that his regiment had been beaten the previous day at Tordera by Pino. He reported the
presence along the coast of a French-Italian army led by Pino and Lecchi. Hornblower later tired of
his “hysterical loquacity and a pathetic unwillingness to allow him out of sight”. To Bush, he was a
“Dago colonel”. When Hornblower took him with him to the flagship to be interviewed by the
admiral, he quickly returned to the Sutherland leaving the Spaniard behind. He was subsequently
used as a liaison officer with the Spanish army ashore leading up to the landing party intended to
capture Rosas and led by Hornblower. (SOL)
Villeneuve:
Villeneuve, (or Villain-noove to most non- French speaking men in the Royal Navy), was the French
admiral who commanded the French fleet that had broken out of the Mediterranean and had fled to
the West Indies evading Nelson in the process. The intention of the British was that Admiral Calder
would intercept him if Nelson did not catch up on him. (CRS)
Just after Hornblower had taken over command of the Atropus, his biographer remarked on how
“the country was wild with delight at the destruction of Villeneuve’s fleet, and in the depths of
sorrow at Nelson’s death. (ATR)
Villers:
M. de Villers was a member of the raiding party led by the Marquis of Pouzauges during the landing
in France in the chapter from Hornblower’s biography entitled “The Frogs and the Lobsters”.
(MID-FL)

Vincent:
Henry Vincent, boatswain’s mate on the Lydia and killed in the final engagement with the Natividad.
(see under Summers). (HAP)

Vincent:
Sutherland’s warrant officer responsible for making and reading signals and initially mentioned being
berated by Bush for being late at seeing a signal from the flagship in Cawsand Bay. (SOL)
Vitellius: see under Nero. (HWI-GC)

Voltaire:
The Comte de Gracay was referred to as “an old free-thinker and Voltairean”. (LDH)

Wade:
Wade was a marine serving on HMS Renown. He was on sentry duty near the hatchway down which
Captain Sawyer had apparently tripped and fallen. (LTH)
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Waites:
A sheep stealer in mole-skin breeches and one of the Exeter assize prisoners transferred to the
Sutherland. Hornblower selected him to demonstrate being washed under a cold seawater pump
before the rest of the new hands. When looking over the ship’s company drawn up for inspection
Hornblower later noticed that this “blond burly” man had become horribly sunburnt following his
months of imprisonment awaiting trial and ordered him to see the surgeon for goose grease to be
applied to his burns. (SOL)
Waldron:
A warrant officer on the Indefatigable, one of his areas of responsibility was the cable tier. (MIDMG)

Wales:
Mr Wales, the Indefatigable’s carpenter and “a warrant officer of sixty with no hope of further
promotion”, explained to Hornblower the details of the stinking Spanish galleys as two of them
approached the ship as she lay at anchor in the Bay of Cadiz. (MID-SG)
Wallis:
He was the surgeon on HMS Hotspur. Together with Bush, Prowse and Huffnell and on behalf of the
wardroom, he presented Hornblower with canvas curtains, “of the finest, No. 8, sailcloth” together
with oakum stuffed cushions and a coverlet. As surgeon, Wallis discovered during a shortage of
drinking water on the Hotspur three cases of sore gums, “the earliest symptoms of scurvy”. Despite
being a surgeon, he took part in the boarding of a French brig of war, the Guepe, from the water hoy
Princess. (HOT)
Walsh:
He was the surgeon on the Sutherland who reported the death of John Hart, a midshipman,
following the brief action defending the convoy against two marauding French luggers off Ushant.
His newness under Hornblower’s command made him unaware that too much detail in the cause of
death was not appreciated by his commanding officer. (SOL)
Walter:
John Walter was the editor of The Times and it was Hookham Frere’s intention that Hornblower’s
investiture with the Order of the Bath and as a Colonel of Marines by the Prince Regent would be
“useful pieces of news” politically for the Government. (FLY)
Washburn:
He was the cooper’s mate on the Indefatigable and one of the rat pit gambling group detected by
Hornblower. (see under Finch) (MID-MG)

Watt:
At one stage, Hornblower on the Hotspur was so excited “internally” about an impending peace time
meeting with the French frigate Loire that he thought “that must be what went on inside one of Mr
Watt’s steam engines when the safety valve did not function”. (HOT)
Wellard:
Mr Henry Wellard was a volunteer on HMS Renown. Unfortunately for him, while his ship was
changing tack, he had to call a stop to the hauling of tackle as a reef point had been caught in a
tackle block. This was regarded by Captain Sawyer as a “countermanding of his orders” and in his
parlous state of mind, he saw evidence of the conspiracy against him that he suspected from his
officers. Poor Wellard was consequently flogged by the bosun. On his return he was given an easier
job to do by Bush who felt sorry for his treatment. Later, Bush was compelled to defend him against
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further accusations from Sawyer by declaring that Wellard “doesn’t know the bobstay from the
spanker-boom”.
It was Wellard who scrambled through the hold in the middle of the night to warn the four
lieutenants, who were meeting to discuss possible action about Sawyer’s madness, of the impending
arrival of the captain and he later followed Hornblower as they rapidly left the area where they were
talking. The other lieutenants left the scene by different routes. Wellard was later ordered to return
to where Sawyer had fallen to find one of the pistols that Sawyer was carrying. Wellard accompanied
Hornblower to help him take down in writing the statement from the marine corporal (Greenwood)
who had gone down the hatchway in advance of Sawyer and had not seen Sawyer’s fall.
Once Sawyer was incapacitated and out of view, Wellard returned to a happier frame of mind and
was seen on one occasion “skylarking in the main rigging with the midshipmen and master’s mates
as if he had not a care in the world”. Hornblower picked Wellard to take part in the landing at
Scotchman’s Bay in Santo Domingo as a messenger and guide because “he’s cool-headed and thinks
quickly”. He was seen swinging a cutlass “singularly large for him”. It was Wellard who was sent
running by Hornblower along the crest overlooking Sanama Bay towards Bush and his mounted
nine-pounder to tell him not to reopen fire because “the Dons have agreed to a capitulation, sir”.
After serving as a volunteer on the Renown, Wellard became a midshipman and joined the cutter,
Rapid, in the Revenue service. Unfortunately, he was drowned when the jolly boat he was on with
two seamen collided with a merchantman and capsized. When asked by Bush if Wellard “had
anything to do with the captain (Sawyer) falling down the hatchway”, Hornblower replied that he
“couldn’t give an opinion”. (LTH)
Wells:
Seaman Wells was to have been the boat keeper of the jolly boat when its crew leapt on to the
French corvette Papillon during its capture by Indefatigable’s boats in a cutting out operation.
However, he was sent up the rigging during the operation to replace the unconscious Hales who had
been subdued as he had an epileptic fit. As a consequence, the jolly boat was lost. (MID-MQ)

Wellesley: Sir Arthur, Duke of Wellington:
He was said to be the brother of Lady Barbara and at the time of Hornblower first meeting her he
was said to be “England’s greatest soldier after Sir John Moore”. He was mentioned as “the one who
won the battle of Assaye…and bundled Soult out of Portugal”. (HAP)
During Hornblower’s command of the Sutherland, he was Commander in Chief in the (Spanish)
Peninsula. (SOL)
Hornblower was convinced that Wellington’s redcoats would be successful in the Peninsula
campaign. He was mentioned by the Comte de Gracay for beating Junot, Victor, Soult and Massena
leaving just Bonaparte. He became a godfather to Hornblower’s son, Richard, at his baptism
together with his brother, Lord Wellesley. The Wellesley brothers were at the back of Hornblower’s
mind when he wondered if these “cursed brothers of Barbara’s” would sneer at any failure of his as
he tried to proceed successfully through the diplomatic minefield in the Baltic. At the St Petersburg
conference between the Tsar and Bernadotte, Hornblower was aware of the news that Wellington
was very much on the offensive in Spain and winning victories. He reflected that another victory
could make him more than an earl and he could become a duke. (FLY, COM)
In the later part of 1813 Hornblower’s biographer noted that Wellington with a hundred thousand
men had swept over the Pyrenees in to France and was meeting Bonaparte’s determined resistance
with slow progress against Soult. Later, he was “strangely transferred from commanding the army
fighting France to His Britannic Majesty’s Embassy to His Most Christian Majesty”. Wellington then
went on to Vienna to represent his country at the Congress. For this post he needed a hostess and
asked his sister to take on this responsibility. (LDH)
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Wellesley: Lady Barbara:
Lady Barbara was first brought to the attention of Hornblower when he opened a letter from her
while on the Lydia. She was asking to be conveyed by him to Europe because she was fleeing from
an outbreak of yellow fever and could not return by any other way. She was obviously using her
surname, Wellesley, to ensure that her request would be granted without demur. At the time, the
two most famous Wellesleys were the Marquis Wellesley, late Governor-General of India and Sir
Arthur Wellesley, regarded then as England’s “greatest soldier after Sir John Moore”. It was later
learnt that the West India packet in which she was a passenger had been captured by a Spanish
privateer and taken to Porto Bello where there was yellow fever and therefore making her continue
on to Panama. Hornblower was forced to take her because he could not afford to offend the
Wellesleys and she knew that.
On boarding the Lydia for the first time, it was said that “her skin was fair despite its golden tan, and
her eyes were grey-blue,… her face was too long for beauty and her nose too high arched to say
nothing of her sunburn. Hornblower saw her at that moment as one of the horsefaced mannish
women whom he particularly disliked”. When she laughed, she could “show her white teeth in her
brown face”.
Once at sea, Lady Barbara was to be seen often “sitting in a hammock chair on the
quarterdeck….with Hebe crouching at her feet”. It was in this position that Hornblower was able to
tell her the good news that her brother, Arthur, had won a great victory against the French in
Portugal. As she later got more of the measure of Hornblower, “this sharp-witted woman” asked him
to call her “Lady Barbara” instead of “your ladyship” or failing that, use “ha-h’m” to attract her
attention. After over seven months at sea, many of Lydia’s officers enjoyed being in her company as
she sat in her hammock chair. One afternoon Lady Barbara invited Hornblower to dine with her but
also in the company of Lieutenants Bush and Galbraith and Midshipmen Clay and Savage. To
Hornblower’s surprise, she handled all her guests with ease. She then went on to really impress him
with the quality of her whist playing. She also captivated many of the ship’s company by her guitar
playing.
After the first engagement between the Lydia and the Natividad, Lady Barbara and her maid, Hebe,
inadvisably approached Hornblower during the major clearance work taking place on deck. She had
the good sense to see in Hornblower’s fatigued face that it was best for her to return to the rats and
darkness and the smells of the cable tier until a more suitable time.
After the final battle with the Natividad and much to his surprise and discomfort, Hornblower
discovered Lady Barbara attending to the fifty or so wounded men lying in dreadful conditions in the
cockpit. Hornblower’s biographer described how he was revolted at the sight of her “in contact with
dirty bodies, with blood and pus and vomit”. He went on however to assist her in the extraction of a
large splinter of wood from the chest of a seaman. Like Hornblower, she had a very low opinion of
the stand-in surgeon, Laurie. Hornblower concluded that “she was so obviously capable and so
unintimidated that she was the person most fitted of all in the ship to be given supervision of the
wounded.” She insisted that where possible, wounded men were to be brought on deck for
recuperation. She particularly tried to save the life of Lieutenant Galbraith but he eventually
succumbed to gangrene and died.
According to his biographer, “Hornblower and Lady Barbara drew nearer to each other during these
days” following the battle and her caring of the wounded. “There was a hint of understanding
between them now”. During the “happy days” as Lydia sailed the long journey south in the Pacific
towards Cape Horn, the two of them were drawn ever closer. They talked of books and poetry. But
“she hardly knew what it was that she wanted and she knew that whatever it was, she could hope to
attain it only by ensnaring a husband. That an earl’s daughter could envy a penniless frigate captain
moved Hornblower inexpressibly”. Towards the end of the voyage, “they had formed a habit of each
other”. Hornblower had begun to consider the risks he would be running in his growing relationship
with her. If he offended her or even seduced her, “the Wellesley family could blast him at their
whim”. This could mean “utter ruin- professional, social, and financial”.
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Eventually, the time and opportunity came when the two of them fell into each other’s arms and
kissed passionately and almost unendingly. However, the sudden appearance into the cabin of Hebe
broke the spell, particularly for Hornblower who was left embarrassed and “cursing himself in his
shame”. This effectively ended any close contact between them leaving Lady Barbara “in a cold
rage” at apparently being rejected.
On arrival next day into the roadstead of St Helena, Lady Barbara was moved by the well-meaning
but unknowing Lady Manningtree to a far more comfortable Indiaman, the Hanbury Castle, for the
remainder of the voyage home. According to the Earl of Manningtree, Lady Barbara was “no child.
She’s a very talented woman. Declined a dozen good offers in India, too and God knows how many
since then”. (HAP)
Although she was now Lady Barbara Leighton, husband of Admiral Leighton, Hornblower was still
very much in love with her. Her marriage had caused pain and jealousy to him but he experienced “a
new wave of delirious anticipation” at the thought of seeing her again. When meeting at a dinner in
Plymouth, she had the effect on Hornblower of putting the rest of the room in a deep mist and him
only seeing her clearly. However, she made him conscious of the poor quality of his clothing and
Hornblower looked forward to dining with her next in shoes with “solid gold buckles” to be bought
with some of his prize money from his captures by the Sutherland. Hornblower was further
reminded of her when he saw her portrait hanging on the bulkhead in her husband’s cabin on the
Pluto. He remembered her on one hand as “cool and self-collected” but on the other hand as tender
and loving and “with a beauty which would take a man’s breath away”. (SOL)
Lady Barbara remained very much the subject of Hornblower’s “jealous torments of longing” during
his imprisonment in Rosas. Hornblower also wondered what she would think when she read of his
surrendering of the Sutherland and should she later read of his death by firing squad in Paris.
However, she was widowed when Admiral Leighton died after being wounded during an attack on
French ships in Rosas Bay. It was near this time that Hornblower himself was widowed when Maria
died in childbirth giving birth to Hornblower’s new son, Richard. When Hornblower returned to
England following his escape, she wrote a letter to him dated 3rd June 1811. In it she expressed
herself as “overwhelmed” with pleasure that he was alive and well. She told him that she was taking
care of Richard, and would welcome Hornblower “should you care to call” to see him. Hornblower of
course did call to see her the morning after he had met the Prince Regent and had been knighted
and honoured. On seeing her, Hornblower was again made aware “how Olympian she was, what
self-assurance…she had”. She brought his new son, Richard, to him for their first moment together.
At this stage, Hornblower’s biographer was content to leave matters with him having his eyes
meeting Barbara’s again and knowing that “she was his for the asking” (FLY)
Hornblower and Lady Barbara were next seen married and living in Smallbridge House with her
husband, now the “Squire”. Hornblower’s biographer first invites the reader to imagine her “sitting
in her bath, her legs dangling” and then stepping out of it as “Venus rises from the waves”. She went
on to embarrass her husband by appearing naked while her maid, Hebe, still attended her.
According to Hornblower, she was also “not free of the besetting sin of womankind, approving of
change merely because it was change”. However, it was abundantly clear that husband and wife
loved each other dearly. Hornblower was easily able to look beyond “the great lady, the earl’s
daughter with the bluest blood of the aristocracy in her veins”. At the formal introduction of the
Hornblowers to the villagers at Smallbridge, the “stupid fool” of the parson spoke about
Hornblower’s son, Richard, as the child of both of them. This “irritated Barbara unbearably to have
her stepson taken to be her own child, and the more fond she grew of him the more it irritated her,
curiously enough”. While staying at an inn while being briefed at the Admiralty, Hornblower wore a
magnificent nightshirt “for which Barbara had sent a special order all the way to the East through
her friends”. The feelings of Lady Barbara during the time of Hornblower’s departure to the Baltic
were described with some insight by Hornblower’s biographer. At one stage, her “mouth beneath
the keen aquiline nose was set firm” so that “no one could tell from Lady Barbara’s expression that
her heart was breaking”. She accompanied her husband out to the Nonsuch in a “Deal lugger” or
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“hoveller”. She had given Hornblower a gift of a pair of pistols as a going-away present. These were a
very expensive pair of double-barrelled firearms worked by the use of copper percussion caps, far
more reliable than flintlock pistols.
During Hornblower’s exposure to the diplomatic complexity of the Baltic, he reflected that his
achievements or otherwise would be compared by Lady Barbara to the success of her brother in
Spain. Hornblower managed to send at least one letter back to Lady Barbara while he was in the
Baltic and, as might be expected, it was an affectionate one. However, Hornblower’s biographer also
wrote of a feeling of “emancipation” experienced when he left Lady Barbara to go back to sea and
“the prospect of once more being entirely his own master, of not having to defer to Barbara’s
wishes” which had all seemed most attractive then. Writing a letter to his wife had nevertheless left
Hornblower with a feeling of homesickness and longing for her. At Riga, Hornblower received some
fifteen letters from her which she had written over the weeks of their separation. In these letters
she also took the opportunity to keep her husband abreast of the upwardly moving career of her
brother, Arthur, from a marquess to an earl to possibly a duke. (COM)
Barbara was present at the service at Westminster Abbey for members of the Order of the Bath
when Hornblower was called out of to receive urgent orders from Lord St Vincent. “Capable, farsighted, level-headed Barbara!” was how Hornblower regarded her after she had helped to prepare
for his speedy return to service following receipt of St Vincent’s orders. Their farewell to each other
followed a very emotional and intimate love making. According to Hornblower’s biographer, “they
were more united than they had ever been before and they knew it, the fortunate pair”. Once at
sea, Hornblower was able to wear a scarf, “a square of priceless silk, light and warm. Barbara had
embroidered upon it with infinite pains …the prettiest compliment she could pay him”.
Barbara and Hornblower were next reunited when she surprised him by arriving at Le Havre, where
he was the military Governor, as a fellow passenger of the Duchess of Angouleme. Their meeting
was initially and instinctively one of a loving couple seeing each other again after a long separation.
However, Barbara did not really appreciate that in Hornblower’s mind, his naval duty and his
married life were quite separate and he had always “strongly disapproved of captains and admirals
who had their wives with them on active service”. “Barbara’s coming had been so unexpected that it
was not real to him”. Hornblower’s mind “would not let him sink into simple uxorious happiness”
and she was not slow to sense his reserve and presumably failed at first to understand the reason
for it. At one stage, Hornblower’s biographer even wrote of “some angry resentment in his heart;
against her, not himself”. When Hornblower was called away on urgent business from breakfast
with her once, she held him back by remarking that “Drake had time to finish the game and beat the
Spaniards too”. Her presence in Le Havre confirmed Hornblower’s view that no wife should be with
her husband on active service and his biographer summarised the resulting situation by writing that
“there was a coldness between him and his wife at the moment (a coldness masked by
camaraderie)”.
When the Congress of Vienna convened, Barbara’s brother, the Duke, went there to represent his
country and asked her to act as his hostess where there would be “constant entertaining”.
Hornblower rebelled at the prospect of being there as her husband but as nothing else.
Consequently and eventually with Hornblower’s “permission”, she went on to Vienna while
Hornblower went home to Smallbridge. However, before their departure, the Hornblowers
unexpectedly met the Gracays, the Comte and his daughter in law, Marie, at a reception in Paris. To
Hornblower’s mind, the introductions “were not easy”. It was mentioned that Barbara spoke to
them “in her shocking schoolroom French”. Later, Barbara commented to her husband that “your
friends the Gracays are very charming” but of course, Hornblower “had not told her all-by no means
all”.
Later, while Barbara was still in Vienna, Hornblower was “visiting old friends” at the chateau of the
de Gracays and where he had resumed his love affair with Marie “but Barbara would know. Probably
she would say nothing, but she would know”. It was never made clear by Hornblower’s biographer if
this was the case. Despite his affair with Marie and her death, Hornblower did not wish for Barbara
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to hear that he had committed suicide to avoid a French execution. When fortune in the form of a
French defeat at Waterloo led to the sparing of Hornblower’s life, he was left wondering about his
son and Barbara. (LDH)
The marriage between Barbara and Hornblower obviously continued and she is next mentioned
when Hornblower thinks of her and her words “that good fortune is the portion of those who merit
it” when he was in New Orleans and watching a suspect French chartered American ship, the
Daring. Hornblower was again reminded of her when he drank his coffee from a porcelain cup,
“Barbara’s last present to him”. She was particularly in his thoughts when he considered the impact
that the news that he had lied after giving his “word of honour as a gentleman” became known and
he feared that “Barbara’s aristocratic family would sneer knowingly to each other”. (HWI-EH)
Barbara was still capable of making Hornblower jealous and this was evident when she wrote to her
husband with a very glowing account of the young millionaire, Ramsbottom.
Lady Barbara was later able to inform Hornblower in a very affectionate love letter that his excellent
conduct in the West Indies had been well received and that his command was to be extended for
another year. She had learnt of this while taking tea and gossiping with Lady Exmouth. (see under
Exmouth). (HWI-GC)
Barbara and Hornblower were to be reunited when she arrived in Jamaica on the packet ship Pretty
Jane at the end of his three year commission as Commander-in-Chief, West Indies. Their reunion was
a very affectionate and loving one and each had missed the other very much. After her month’s
voyage, Barbara’s “cheeks were golden with sunburn” without “the fashionable creaminess that
distinguished the lady of leisure from the milkmaid or the goose-girl”.
Later, Barbara was to learn from Hornblower of the impending court martial and almost certain fate
awaiting Bandsman Hudnutt. She was appalled to hear what was likely to happen to him- death or
five hundred lashes for playing B natural instead of B flat.
During Barbara’s brief stay in Jamaica, the local people were anxious to meet her, the Admiral’s wife,
“a peeress, and of the bluest of blue blood in her own right”. One of the young men she danced with
was called Bonner and in Hornblower’s view he was “something of a villain” believed to be involved
in “smuggling, slave running, and all the rest of it”. Hornblower was amused “to observe the
transparent adoration which she received from everyone”. Barbara later asked Hornblower for £200,
a very large amount for the time and the purpose of which Hornblower could only guess as being
needed to pay off a gambling debt to the wife of the Governor, Lady Hooper.
The Hornblowers left Jamaica on the packet ship, Pretty Jane, homeward bound but when the ship
ran into a terrible hurricane, it seemed for a time that they would both die. Under these
circumstances Barbara told Hornblower of her great love for him and that she had never loved
anyone else. The effect of this declaration on Hornblower was to lift from him permanently the “dull
ache of jealousy” of her first husband.
Barbara put Hornblower’s love for her to the test when the purpose of the £200 was revealed to
him. She had used it to bribe one of the island’s dubious residents, Bonner, to help in the escape of
the prisoner, Hudnutt, from Jamaica to Puerto Rico. Despite this, in a very moving scene,
Hornblower forgave her. (HWI-HU)
Barbara is last described as being very happily married to a seventy two year old Hornblower in
1848. She was said to be “a wife whom the advancing years had strangely made more beautiful than
in youth, the sinking of her cheeks calling attention to the magnificent modelling of the bones of her
face….she was so beautiful, so gracious, and so dignified”. She now wore spectacles but always
“whipped them off” at the threat of being seen by a stranger. Such a stranger did appear at
Smallbridge one night asking for assistance and the stranger’s charm won her over to the extent that
she got Hornblower to help him. The man who charmed her eventually became Napoleon III. (see
under Bonaparte-Louis). (CRS-LE)
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Wellesley: Marquis:
When Hornblower first met Lady Barbara, he was said to be a former Governor-General of India and
was then a Cabinet minister. (HAP)
Later, Marquis Richard Wellesley, KP, was His Britannic Majesty’s Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs. When speaking to Hornblower, Admiral Louis referred to him as “your revered brother-inlaw” and also as “His Nibs”. He was one of Lady Barbara’s brothers. He briefed Hornblower before
his departure to the Baltic and tried to explain the very complex international situation in the area.
He was also “an ex-governor-general of India, and the present foreign secretary, a man of blue blood
and of the height of fashion”. In talking to Hornblower he “put in a little sneer” which irritated him
and compelled him to respond to his brother- in- law with the comment, “You are a master of all
trades, Richard” but “it was hard to prick the marquis’s sublime complacency”. (SOL, COM)
When Hornblower was made Lord Hornblower of Smallbridge, he reflected that when this particular
brother-in-law was further elevated in the peerage, he chose to be titled Marquis Wellesley instead
of Earl of Mornington. (LDH)
Wellesley: Henry: at time of SOL, Ambassador in Spain. (SOL)
Wellington: see Sir Arthur Wellesley. (SOL)

Wentworth (Miss):
Maria Hornblower’s senior when she was a teacher who castigated her for teaching a pupil, Alice
Stone, beyond the level of fees that her parents had paid for and who had also reminded her of
another pupil, the Hopper boy, who let loose mice in the schoolroom. (SOL)

Westcott: a Royal Navy captain who had started his career on the lower deck (see mention under
Brown). (FLY)

Wharfedale:
Her Grace the Duchess of Wharfedale, (Kitty Cobham, the actress), was introduced to Hornblower at
a dinner at Government House in Gibraltar. She was the “duchess” of the chapter in Hornblower’s
biography entitled “The Duchess and the Devil”. On meeting her Hornblower was struck by the
“startling vulgarity” of her accent. He then learnt that he was to convey her as a passenger in the
French prize, the sloop Le Reve, as he had been ordered to take the ship back to England with
despatches. The Duchess had been in Italy when the French took over and she had managed to
escape by bribing a coaster. When Le Reve was about to be captured when she had found herself
becalmed in the middle of a Spanish fleet and unable to hide in a fast dissipating sea mist, the
Duchess offered to hide two big sealed envelopes of despatches in the clothes she was wearing and
to “guard them like my life”. At the point of capture, the Duchess asked for a private word with
Hornblower and confided that she was “no more of a duchess than you are”. It transpired that she
was the actress, Kitty Cobham, and she was just playing the part of a duchess. Such a position
opened many doors at the time and she easily took in the Governor of Gibraltar, “Old Dalrymple”.
She promised Hornblower that she would not touch a drop (of alcohol) until she got back to England.
She kept her promise and later wrote Hornblower a charming letter while he was in Spanish
captivity, signing herself off as “ever your devoted friend, Katherine Cobham”. (MID-DD)
Wheeler:
Sir Charles and Lady Wheeler were among the small group breakfasting with Admiral Saumarez on
his flagship, Temeraire, before leaving from St Helena in convoy to sail back to England. (see also
under Manningtree). (HAP)
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Wheeler:
Lady Wheeler-see above. She “humph”ed when the name of Wellesley was mentioned because that
name “was still anathema to a certain section of Anglo-Indians”. The name came up of course
because Lady Barbara was due to sail with the Manningtrees and Wheelers back to England on the
Indiaman, Hanbury Castle and Lady Barbara’s brother, the Marquis, was a former Governor-General
of India. Lady Wheeler was said to remember Lady Barbara “as quite a child in Madras”. (HAP)
Whipple:
He was a seaman on the Lydia and one of Galbraith’s group of men trying to catch and secure a
loose cannon rolling round the deck. (HAP)
Whitbread:
Sam Whitbread who was said by Palmerston to have been “raising Cain in the House”. (FLY)

White:
Mr White was Hornblower’s First Lieutenant on the royal yacht, Augusta, on which the King had
been embarked for a short sea voyage on the south coast of England. Hornblower’s biographer
thought him “not as quick-witted as his captain” as a cat and mouse game in the fog began to take
place between the Augusta and an American privateer. (OMT-HM)
Whitelocke: General Whitelocke, see under Popham. (HAP)

Whiting:
Whiting was the captain of marines on HMS Renown. As such, he took part in the landing at
Scotchman’s Bay in Santo Domingo for the capture of the Spanish fort near Cape Sanama. As the
action died down, he appeared, “his scarlet tunic filthy, his sword dangling from his wrist”. He was in
charge of guarding all the prisoners taken after the capture. He had them “all herded in the
casemate, men and women, captains and drum boys”.
Whiting was killed during the uprising by Spanish prisoners on the Renown. (LTH)
Wiggins:
Wiggins was the butler at the Hornblowers’ home at Smallbridge House. (COM)

Wilberforce:
Bishop Wilberforce, a prominent member of the opposition in the British parliament. – see
reference under Lord Liverpool. (HWI-GC)
Wilcox: (see below under Williams). (HAP)

Williams:
Williams was the wounded seaman on the Lydia with a wood splinter in his chest. This was removed
by the efforts of Lady Barbara, Hornblower, the acting surgeon, Laurie and two other men, Wilcox
and Hudson. (HAP)
Wilson:
This was the name of one of the most famous prize agents in England. (see also under Truelove).
(LTH)

Wilson:
He was the carpenter’s mate on the bomb ketch, Harvey. He was commended to Hornblower by his
captain, Mound, for devising the use of “a large barrel half-filled with water” to act as a form of
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rudder while the ship was raised out of the water strapped to lighters in order to allow her to get
closer inshore to bombard a besieging French battery at Riga. Hornblower was so impressed that he
promised to make out an acting warrant for him as carpenter. Prior to the Harvey, Wilson had served
“two commissions in the old Superb” and one in the Arethusa. (COM)
Wilson:
Colonel Wychwood remarked to Hornblower that he had been on Wilson’s staff when they were “in
Tsarskoe Selo and the old Winter Palace” as a subaltern. (COM)
Wilson:
Henry Wilson was a seaman on the Flame whose “mark” was shown as a cross on the letter written
by the mutineers to explain their action. (see also under Chadwick and Owen) (LDH)

Winyatt:
Master’s Mate Winyatt was, together with Midshipman Hunter, a watch-keeping officer on the
sloop, Le Reve. This ship was being taken as a prize to England by Hornblower when it was captured
by a Spanish fleet while becalmed at night in a sea mist. (MID-DD)

Wise:
Mr Wise was the boatswain on the Hotspur. “As the warrant officer charged with the general
supervision of sails and rigging he had no particular station in action”. Men were drilled and
exercised “amid a perfect cloud of profanity” from him and he enforced order with his rattan. His
“abdominal rotundity” was mentioned by Hornblower’s biographer-( see under Foreman). When the
Hotspur lost her main yard in action against the French frigate, Felicite, it was Wise who was ordered
to secure the wreckage with his men. (HOT)
Just twenty four hours after Hornblower had transferred command of the Hotspur to Captain
Meadows, the ship was lost. In the ensuing court martial, Wise, together with Bush and the sailing
master, Prowse, were cleared of all blame but Meadows received a reprimand. Wise joined the rest
of the Hotspur’s officers and Hornblower on the water hoy, Princess, to sail back to Plymouth. He
took part in the boarding of the French brig of war, Guepe. (CRS)
Wolfe Tone:
He was an Irish revolutionary who had cut his own throat before his execution in 1798. (see also
under McCool and Fitzgerald). (CRS-WM)

Wood:
He was the purser on the Lydia and the Sutherland, and said to have an “eagle eye” necessary for
supervising the loading of the ship’s rum supply. When the Lydia approached the coast of Central
America after a seven month cruise from England, he was charged by Hornblower with the job of
getting the cooper to arrange the water casks for filling. (HAP, SOL)

Woolton:
This was the name of “the steadiest petty officer of them all”, from the Renown, ordered by
Hornblower to “bring up the rear” as his division advanced on the Spanish fort following the landing
by some one hundred and eighty men at Scotchman’s Bay in Santo Domingo. He was later seen
guarding the provision and liquor store with six men following the capture of the fort. (LTH)
Wordsworth: (see under Queen Anne). (HAP)
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Wright:
He was a British naval captain who was said to have committed suicide in prison in Paris although
most people in England believed that he had been murdered on Bonaparte’s orders. Hornblower
thought that his fate would have been similar had he not escaped on his journey to the French
capital. (FLY)

Wychwood:
Colonel Lord Wychwood of the First Guards introduced himself to Hornblower on the Nonsuch in the
Baltic when he arrived with despatches from the British ambassador in Stockholm. He presented
quite a spectacle to Hornblower as he was wearing a ”big bearskin cap with a red plume, a bristling
red moustache, a scarlet tunic, a red sash, a profusion of gold lace, blue pantaloons with a red stripe,
high boots, a sword whose golden hilt glowed strangely in the fading light”. However, Hornblower e
thought Wychwood to be “a shrewd and experienced man of the world”. “At thirty five he had
visited two-thirds of the Courts of Europe”. However, “for a man of his experience his French was
remarkably poor”. Wychwood was next seen as he arrived back on board the Nonsuch having sailed
on the Clam from St Petersburg with despatches and announcing the outbreak of war between
Russia and France. (COM)
Xerxes:
Bonaparte’s half a million men used in the invasion of Russia was said to be “the largest army the
world had seen since Xerxes crossed the Hellespont”. (COM)

Yeo:
He had “stormed the fort at El Muro”. He was one of the men with whom Hornblower was said to be
proud to share the brotherhood (of the Bath) and with whom he sat at a service in the chapel of
Westminster Abbey. (LDH)
Young:
Mr Young, one of the officers of the watch on the Hotspur. He took the quarter-boat to rescue
survivors of the lugger, Grasshopper, after it had been blown up by a shell from a French battery in
Northern Brittany. (HOT)

Yorck:
He was the general of the Prussian army which comprised part of the French forces besieging Riga
during the intended French march on St Petersburg. He agreed to an armistice, “an immediate
suspension of hostilities” and therefore the defection of the Prussian army from Bonaparte. (COM)

Zeus:
When Dr Claudius agreed with Mr Marsden, the Secretary to the Lords of the Admiralty, to help in
the preparation of a forged document supposedly from Bonaparte to his admiral, Villeneuve, there
was a low rumble of thunder reminding Hornblower of “thunder in the Iliad which confirmed the
oath taken by Zeus. (CRS)
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